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SUMMARY

In many airborne scenarios, the use of sensors to aid and ex-
pand the ability and effectiveness of the flight crew has become
of prime interest. The Flight Dynamics Laboratory (FDL) is deeply
concerned with the evaluation of innovative concepts in flight con-
trol and consequently has defined a need for a simulation facility

"__ -•. hih uhapports experiments in this area.

There are many sensors and technologies emerging which might
Sfu efitand mission control, The myriad of possibilities

-mus,.J e Simulated effectively by providing capabilities in major

areas and then allowing sufficient flexibility to tailor the simu-
lalion to specific experimental and mission requirements.

K _h'Iolot is. recognised as an integral part of the total
Control system and FDL is actively involved in experiments

_to .ns • ate and correlate new system technologies which result in
crew workload redutons. FDL's simulation facility must there-
I orse b6 -esponsivo to the sensor related advancements in flight
.tchnology.

This study, then, examines the advanced sensor simulation
requirements at FDL and proposes solut on. which lie within the

constraints of available technology and the Statement o! Work
(SOW).

A simulator facility allows rapid design and execution of
experiments which, in the real world, might cause costly hardware
changes or dangers to crew members. The simulation also allows
the introduction or exclusion of factors which may focus the

* experiment more clearly on specific sensor-associated areas of
interest.

V
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In order to arrive at uimulation hardware configurations and

system specifications, it ii necessary to examine the types of

sensors and the mission environments which are of concern to FDL.

These areas of interest are defined in the 5-Year Plan and include

the following sensors: television (TV), low-light-level TV

(•r.•TV), infrared (IR), forward-looking IR (FLIR), forward-looking

. radar (FLR), synthetic aperture radar (BAR), and laser radar.

-,Sensora fall into two general categories: radar devices and

-eleotiro'optical (3-0) devices*. In the first category, only air-

borne, radars were considered in light of FDL requirements. The

study notes that although changes are taking place, the technology

-in mature and no fundamental changes are expected in the near fu-
.-.UV-What in expected are changes in processing capability and

automation as a function of improvements in on-board and dedicated

-pr-sesing cepabilities. The major implication is that as radar

becomes more digitally oriented and as computer aymbology and de-

" "�Len making becomes more extensive, the digital radar simulation

techniques become more feasible. Existing analog radar simulation

devices can be used to give interim capability until .the cost and

acquisition burdens of a more sophisticated system can be over-

come#

Electro-optical seniors have been the target of more techni-

cal activity and advancements which will affect simulation. The

simulation will have to respond to varying fields of view, to vari-

ous resolutions, and to many different sensor signatures. When

atmospheric and weather attenuations are added, the simulation

problems become extremely complex. Only a digital image generator

*Technically, there is a third category of far infrared (FIR)

sensors operating at wavelengths beyond 30 micrometers; however,

these sensors can be simulated by the same techniques used for E-O

sensors.
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has the flexibility to handle all of these problems and still pro-

vide a real-time interface to flight-control. Again, existing

hardware can be used to gain interim capability through judicious

modifications.

Two programs sponsored by FDL are typical examples of sensor-

oriented research and the type of missions concerned. The Into-

grated Flight/Fire Control (IF/FC) program and the Integrated

Flight/Weapon Control (IF/WC) program both use sensor derived data

(electro-optical sensor/tracker) to enhance flight maneuvers for

better accuracy in weapons delivery. The Low Altitude Navigation

and Targeting Infrared System For Night (LANTIPN) is another exam-
ple of mission and hardware requirements which this simulation
must support. LANTIRN is an advanced system combining low-level,
night, and adverse navigation with target acquisition and weapons
delivery. A wide field-of-view IR sensor is employed for naviga-

tion with a narrow field-of-view capability for target acquisition
weapon delivery. Other advanced sensor systoms like Target Acqui-

sition Designation Sight (TADS) and Pilot Night Vision Sensor

(PNVO) provide the aircraft pilot/gunner with day, night, and

adverse weather target acquisition capability by means of direct

view optics (DVO), day television (DTV) and FLIR sighting subsys-
tems need to be simulated.

In general, the requirements for sensor systems lie in the

following areas:

o Reconnaissance

o Navigation
o Target Acquisition
o Fire Control

0 Weapon Guidance

with major emphasis on crew survival and effectiveness.

The simulation facility must support not only current pro-

gramm, but must contain sufficient tiexibility to accommodate new

vii
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developments throughout the next decade and support the eventual

goal of total mission simulation.

In order to obtain simulation capabilities at a reasonable

cost and in a reasonable time, the bounds of current technology

must not be exceeded. Only three types of image generators meet

these requirements. These are the camera model system, the digi-

tal image generator (DIG), and film or video tape systems. The

study examines each in detail and concludes that the DIG is the

preferred solution.

However, the existence at FDL of simulation hardware such as

camera models systems (MS) and a T-10 analog radar landmass simu-

lator (ARLMS), along with acquisition costs and time, create

restrictions which affect the selection and performance of new

hardware. The study proposes a modification program to gain

interim capability through the use of existing CMS's. Although

these systems are inherently limited in gaming area, resolution,

and field of view, certain sensor-related missions can be simu-

lated. It is necessary to limit performance to specific corridors

and to rather large fields of view (<150), but with the addition

of analog video processing, certain sensors (such as the LANTIRN

navigation requirements) can be effectively simulated.

The T-10 analog radar landmass simulator is not easily

changed, but because of the cost of a digital system, modifi-

cations must be considered. It is well known that the United

States Air Force is actively involved in a similar T-10 upgrade

program. This study considers the desired goals of that program

and recommends that FDL take advantage of developments under this

contract.

?inally, the study concludes that the long-term goals cannot

be met by up-grading existing hardware. Attainment of the ulti-

mate goals of simulation fidelity, total mission simulation, and

viii BEST AVAILABLE COPY



real-time interface to advanced flight-control hardware, requires

the acquisition of new advanced simulation hardware. The charac-

teristics of the recommended hardware are given along with cost

considerations and facility impact.

In recognition of the many factors, a multi-step appruach to
upgrading the sensor simulation at FDL is recommended. Such a
plan will provide useful capabilities over the interim period

during which funding and now hardware will be obtained.

The sequential approach would modify the existing camera-

model systems to gain IR and TV capability, modify the existing
T-1O ARLMS, and start acquisition procedures for a digital

facility.

A total modernization of the FDL facility should be consi3er-
ed as a longterm goal. The emerging sensor technology provides a
much higher capacity for information than current systems and simu-

lation of these systems will demand new approaches that reach

beyond the practical and often theoretical limits of current or

even upgraded FDL equipment. The new equipment will include an

all-digital approach to sensor simulation with a computer image

generation (CIG) and a digital radar landmass simulator (DRLMS) as

the major elements. This approach is the most technically sound,

and provides the flexibility and expansion capability to stay

abreast of sensor technology.

ix
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Engineering Simulation Group of FDL plans and conducts

ground-based enqineering simulations for the purpose of design
evaluation and refinement of advanced aircraft concepts and flight

control technologies under realistic mission-task environments.
In 1978, to maintain continued advancement in the development of

engineering flight simulation, FDL prepared a long-range plan for

updating the engineering simulation laboratory to keep pace with

changes in flight control technology. One of the primary consider-

-. -ations of this long-range plan was the need for expanded capabili-

ties to facilitate simulation of advanced sensor displays, a tech-

nology which is emerging in response to the significant potential

of advanced sensors in certain tactical airborne scenarios. Appli-

cable sensors include television (TV), low-light-level TV (LLLTV),

infrared (ZIR), forward-looking IR (FLZR), forward-looking radar
..(FLR)#- synthetic aperture radar (SAR), electro-optical scanner

. rackers, laser radar, etc. The objectives of this study are to

define, examine, and evaluate alternative approaches for simula-
tion of those sensor displays which are likely to be integral to
rDL research in the next decade,

1.1 SCOPE OF STUDY

Link Flight Simulation Division of The Singer Company has

performed a study which systematically examines the major elements
of providing airborne sensor display simulation capabilities.

These elements include not only sensors and their capabilities

throughout the 1980's and early 1990's, but also the associated

mission requirements and state-of-the-art (SOTA) simulation
technology.

The performance parameters of each study element were evalu-

ated and compared in an effort to reduce the possibilities to
viable systems concepts.
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Mission requirements were examined only to the level of

detail necessary to define simulation hardware. The suggested con-
cepts are not based on any specific mission details, but try to

meet the generic and varied experimental requirements of FDL.

Although the scope of this study does include cockpit dis-
plays, the primary effort concerns the image generator. Display
technology is mature and changes are slow in the cockpit environ-
ment. In fact, display format and crew workloads are subjects of
experiments which this hardware must support. In order to allow
the freedom necessary for these experiments, this study considers
cockpit display devices only in general terms.

1.2 REPORT FORMAT

The format of this report follows the chronological progres-
sion of research required to complete the study objectives. This
format was selected to provide firm documental backup for the pro-
posed recommendations and, further, to establish a foundation
which reflects the scope of the current endeavor and upon which
FDL can base decisions for additional research and investigations.

It is important to acknowledge that sensor simulation is an

emerging technology and as such has appeared with little defini-
tion to encompass a seemingly endless array of actual and con-
ceptual sensor devices and utilizations. Consequently, it has
been necessary to constrain the scope of this study in order to
allow concentration on the development of useful and realistic
recommendations. This has been accomplished by determining a set
of simulation requirements based on formal projections of FDL's
sensor utilization and predicted characteristics of the sensors
involved.

As an initial step in determining utilization requirements,

the first section of this report considers the user, primarily
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through examination of FDL's "Plan for Improvement of Engineering

Flight Simulation Capability" (FY 79 to 84), herein referred to as
-- the 5-Year Plan. Summarized in the 5-Year Plan are FDL's objec-

tives and scope regarding sensor simulation, existing equipment,

7- current sensor capabilities and limitations, simulators with pro-
jected sensor requirements, associated mission requirements, key

--sensoisoues, and related concepts associated with FDL's long-

S... range-plans.

-Although missions are briefly discussed in the 5-Year Plan
Analysis, a separate report section is included (Section 4.0)
which expands on the sensor-oriented mission segments which are
*Xpeoted to be encountered in the Ingineering Simulation Labora-

-- tory, Thit section is derived from numerous fourceo, including
-4. ;'"••fl1 5-Year Plan, FDL's Total Mission Steering Group directiven,

"PflL Mission profiles developed for the Logicon DIG study, current

"milslior-oriented technical reporta and articles, and mission pro-
eoations received from sensor vendors. Section 4.0 Jevelops sen-

$o" r uimulation requirements dictated by the anticipated missions.
Thesi"requirements include the applicable sensors, the tactical

environment (gaming area, targets, threats, etc.), and the physi-
cal environment (terrain, weather, smoke, etc.). Also delineated
are requirements associated with the engineering aspects of the
mission simulations, such as air-to-ground weapon delivery accur-
acies and hit indications.

Section 3.2 provides additional detail about the simulation
requirements by determining those requirements which are dictated
by the applicable sensors. This section summarizes the state of
the art of the various sensor types, notes the associated param-

A etats, and provides quantitative valued represenLative of actual

or anticipated systems.

The combination of mission and sensor-oriented requirements

constitutes, in effect, a specification scope which encompasses

3



FDL's projected sensor simulation needs. All sensor simulation

approaches presented in this report have been developed within
this scope. Each approach represents varying degrees of sophis-

tication, co3t, and utility within the specified scope.

Before t.he discunsion of feasible simulation approaches, an
intermediate section (Section 5.0) is included which analyzes the

state of the art of those simulation technologies which have been

considered in this study for their potential in sensor simulation.
Included are camera-model systems, laser image generctors, film or

tape systems, Defense Mapping Agency, Aerospace Center (W4AAC)

data, video processing, DIG, radar simulation, and electronic

countermeasures (ECM) simulation. Analysis of this section, in

comparison with the developed simulation requirements, should

readily show why each recommended approach has been included in

this report and why certain possible approaches have not been

re comme nded.

Section 6.0 discusses two proposed sensor simulation ap-

proaches. The first approach would use existing or modified FDL
equipment. The second approach would require supplemental equip-

ment. Parametric and cost comparisons are subsequently provided.
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2.0 STUDY METHODOLOGY

The general approach to the study is shown in Figure 2.0-1.
Data was gathered from five major sources and subsequently an-
alysed to satisfy the major objectives of the study.

In order to define the sensors and the tactical environment
n which they operate, an extensive literature search was con-

"-ducted, Both vendor and user agencies were contacted to gain
",_r •-t Punderstanding of current equipment and its useage. These

0nt•a'ts• also provided data on future trends of sensor equipment
. . and mission scenarios.

Onoe the sensor characteristics ware known and the mission re-

• W'.... qui4ments ware determined, the state of the art of simulation was

anal.ysd for applicable technology. The net results are a state-

- .t of the stimulation problem and a description of available

s...ulation hardware, its capabilities, ard future potential.

As part of the data gathering process, the study also ex-
amined the specific simulation requirements of the Flight Dynamics

Laboratory and the existing inventory of equipment. The study

then developed alternative plans to modify existing software and

hardware at the Engineering Flight Simulation Facility and identi-

fieod additional equipment necessary to simulate the major

capabilities and characteristics of the sensor displays of

importance to the human operator.

This was accomplished by making parametric comparisons of
various simulation approaches and then combining those into

vavious system configurations which meet the necessary sensor

requirements and simultaneously attempt to use existing hardware

to maximum advantage.
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In summary, the study presents the most viable solutions in great-

o)r detail and mnake~s recommendations for the most cost-effective

system~ approaches.
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3.0 STUDY DETAILS

3.1 DATA ACQUISITION

3.1.1 Facility Familiarization.

Real-time man-in-the-loop flight engineering simulation is a

closed-loop technology coupling the designer, the simulated sys-

tam, and pilots so that conceptual systems may be evaluated and
refined prior to the development of full-scale aircraft systems.

•- i tqniioant cost and time savings are realized when a concept can
.e .evaluated in an engineering simulation prior to integration in

a host• aircraf-t, This is especially obvious when one considers

that numerous minor modifications to the original concept may be

• •eaita.eecommodated in an engineering simulator whereas small
_changen to an aircraft system might easily require a major system

. edesitn. Another advantage of engineering simulation is the ver-
satility afforded the designer in relation to environment, both

. hIyhiial and-tactical. Desired environmental factors can be in-
- ,.led and varie?, on a test-by-test basis. Undesirable factors,

W-ich may be uncontrollable in real-would evaluations, may be con-

"veniently left out of a simulation. The primary drawback and main

challenge of simulation is the limit to the amount of realism

which can be created, both in terms of the conceptual system and

the environment in which its operation is ultimately intended.

Each simulation requires a balance between the higher costs associ-

ated with increased levels of realism and the amount of represen-

tative realism required to make the simulation believable to the

pilot. Engineering simulations can be beneficial only when they

are realistic enough for the pilot to react essentially the same

as he would under real-world conditions.

FDL performs man-in-the-loop engineering simulations to

evaluate various innovative concepts, including flight control

technology. The association of advanced sensors to flight control

8



technology may not be obviously apparent; however, the relation-
ship can be indirectly traced. In past years the focal point of
integrated aircraft system operation has been the pilot (or the

crew). For example, a tactical pilot, having received extensive
training in the capabilities and limitations of his aircraft'R
basically independent flight and weapon subsystems, would fly his

airoraft in a manner which, in his judgement, would most effec-
"tive"y complement the capabilities of the weapon system. Of
course, in combat situations (especially in dense threat environ-
ments) this would be only one of numerous, almost simultaneous

jUdgrents required of the pilot. FDL is dedicated not only to op-
timizing. flight control systems but also to optimizing their use,

Accordingly, it has long been recognized that the pilot is an

*,, riqtqgtaj ppmponent of flight control technology. Extensive stud-
ies have boen conducted by FDL in efforts to reduce pilot workload
.. _ -• #shq total effectiveness of the integrated pilot-aircraft

system could be increased. Due to the closed-loop nature of engi-
nearing simulation and FDL's associated responsibilities in gener-

ating flight control specifications, many of the results of these

studieo are now being incorporated in new aircraft subsystem

deuigoa. On a larger scale it may be stated that research by FDL
and similar institutions has resulted in a new philosophy in

military aircraft development, wherein subsystems which used to be
designed (specified) independently to be optimized for their indi-
vidual roles, are more and more often designed with the complimen-

tary subsystem technologies in mind so that one optimum total air-
craft results. A significant factor contributing to the feasibil-

ity of this philosophy has been the enormous advancement& made in
digital technology, especially in circuit miniaturization and com-

putational speeds. These advances are allowing the incorporation

of increasingly sophisticated electronic packages (including high-
capacity on-board computers and advanced sensors) in the same re-
stricted airframe space previously filled by bulkier and less

capable generations of electronics. Interdependently designed sub-

9
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"systems are rapidly evolving into integrated subsystems. An
example of an integrated design would be a flight control system,

- - designed with the weapon system capabilities in mind, but also

designed to receive real-time inputs from the weapon system which
"would directly affect the operation of the flight controls under

certain conditions. In essence, an important aspect of the state
of the art of applied flight control technology is the correlation
and integration of complementary technologies. FDL is actively in-
volved in evaluating methods to exploit expanded computational

capabilities and integrated system techniques.

Two programs currently being sponsored by FDL are typical of
the sensor-oriented research that can be anticipated in the

engineering simulation laboratory and also clearly illustrate the
association of sensors and advanced flight control technology.
The Integrated Flight/Fire Control (IF/FC) program and the Inte-
"grated *light/Weapon Control (IF/WC) program both evolved from the
recently developed Firefly fire control concept. Under this con-
cept1 information derived from advanced electro-optical sensor
trackers is fed via a fire control computer to the aircraft's

autopilot/flight control system to maneuver the fighter more ac-
curately into firing position. Simulations of the Firefly concept

have shown significant increases in hit probability and aircraft

survivability. The IF/FC program (using unguided weapons) and the
subsequent IF/WC program (using guided weapons) both seek to inves-
tigate the improved combat effectiveness possible through integra-

tion of the flight and fire control (weapon) systems. The use of
flight simulators readily allows comparison of manual, semi-auto-
matic, and fully automatic operations in a dense threat environ-
meent.

FDL's enginee.-ing simulation laboratory must develop advanced

sensor simulation capabilities so that the facility can be
responsive to the sensor-associated advancements which are emerg-

ing in flight control technology.

10
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Equipment currently at FDL's simulation laboratory can be
divided into three categories: computers, simulators, and simu-

lator complementary systems, including hardware to facilitate

visual and radar simulations.

For the purpose of this study it is assumed that FDL's flex-

ible complement of analog and digital computers can quite readily

"accommodate any main frame software requirements associated with
the recommended approaches to sensor simulation. This assumption

is readily justified on the basis that this study is primarily

involved with the evaluation of dedicated video sources (model-

boards, DIG, etc.) which generally require only minimal, interface

support from the main simulation computer system. Moreover,
sensor-associated simulations which are recommended as software

imp.,.mentations (e.g., electronic warfare (EW) environment) are of
the type which may be applied with more or less sophistication for
each simulation (requiring more or less computer space) as dicta-
ted by the associated engineering team's interpretation of the

sensor's relative importance in relation to othar areas of the

total simulation design.

Existing FDL simulators include a multi-crew transport/
bomber on a three-degree-of-freedom motion base, a side-by-side

two-place fighter/bomber (F-lll equivalent) on a five-degree-of-
freedom motion base and the Large Amplitude Multimode Aerospace
Simulator (LAMARS) which allows large-amplitude motion cuing in
five-degrees-of-freedom. Relevant limitations noted in the 5-Year

Plan are the very limited displays in the fighter/bomber, and the
lack of a tandem cockpit in the LAMARS. FDL also has time-shared

access to the Avionics Laboratory's (AL) Digital Avionics Informa-
tion System (DAIS) close-air support cockpit. As part of the

5-Year Plan, moreover, FDL intends to develop, by 1984, an

Advanced Fighter Station (recently redesignated as the Total
System Integration Simulator (TSIS)) which will allow single and
tandem simulations and will include advanced multiplexed displays

and a large field-of-view visual system.
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Existing FDL complementary simulation hardware includes an

American Airlines/Radifon rigid model visual system with an asso-
-. oi~d dOview display projection systeml thet LAMARS visual system

including sky,/earth projector, camera-model target generato~r# and
-target- projectorl an early generation General Electric computer

.K Lt4M*e gen~rator (CIG) systeml and an analog/digital radar landmass

Modelboards are of two different scales: a 5000:1 scale,
rwing 12.3 by 37,8 nini with an altitude range of 100-20,000 ftl

~ ~5 scalaae detailed airport blow-up from the 5000i1

-board& covering 3.7 by 11.7 nmi with an altitude range of 12-30
','Zn an~ticipation of modelboard use in sensor simulation, FDL

thas o,6htradttid the rMAAC to draw up topographical maps &nd create
~Ai.jaU4aabas~es (DBS) for both inodelboards. It should be

r~O~dQ~owvrthat DMAAC is only developing elevation data bases
.4I~#n~'breating feature or cultural file., although the cultur-

-s.'1 'i s La possible add-on item. Thus data will be available
~ i~ ta~ain olloing(TF) and -terrain avoidance (TA) simulations

'but data will not be available for correlated DIG generation of
detailed sensor imagery.

"~L's existing terrain model system has noý moving target. and
has a limited dive angle capability due to restricted pitch
excursions (250 to -480) in the probe mechanisms. Also, it should

be noted that the pointing accuracy and position repeatability of
the present probe is much poorer than the probe capabilities

available in state-of-the-art systems. The 5-Year Plan recomrmends
procurement of an accurate high-pitch angle probel however, the
price of such a uystc~m has been prohibitive, FDL recognizes the
need for an accurate probe to facilitate meaningful air-to-surface
weapons delivery studies and accordingly is still actively seeking
to procure such a device. The camera system associated with

terra~in models is simultaneous, 3-channel color and operates on a

12



625-line European video standard. It is being converted to oper-
ate as a 60-hertz 525-line color or 1000-line black and white

system.

A relevant subsystem of the LAMARS visual equipment is the

physical model target image generator which includes a camera

"system imaging on a gimballed aircraft model, the combination of

the two producing a target for air-to-air simulations. Currently

the modal is mounted in a lucite sphere which tends to slip, pro-

ducing tracking errors under highly dynamic maneuvers. The 5-Year

Plan indicates intended procurement of a state-of-the-art gimbal

system.

An part of the 5-Year Plan, FDL in analyzing the state of the

art of CIG systems and plans to procure an advanced system. A

"relevant aspect of FDL's analysis is the capability of advanced

CIG's .to provide sensor simulations.

FOL's existing radar landmass system consists of generalized

radar software coupled with a Singer-Link F-1lIA tin-color plate

analog landmass. However, this system does not include the

electronics required for the original F-1lIA radar landmass capa-

bilities of TF/TA.

As clearly stated in the 5-Year Plan and further evidenced by

sponsorship of this study, FDL has virtually no existing capa-

bilities for advanced sensor simulation. The only equipment which

could be considered as representing a sensor capability in the

radar landmass simulator. However, the operational character-

istics of the decade-old analog portion falls far short of being

adequate to simulate the performance of state-of-the-art radar

systems, especially with the added consideration that the original
terrain avoidance and terrain following features are not avail-

able.

13
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A pseudo-sensor simulation capability which may be made avail-

abl1e to FDL~ on a short-term basis is the CIG/DAIS visual sensor

-tiifu.t~ro This low-cost system developed for DAIS by Technology

-Incorporated uses an~alog video proceszing techniques to generate
't' ropew"sI'Mttive, sensor imagery from a terrain board video signal.

7~t~y'h-*Szchl techniques am video bandwidth reduction, edge
~ ~eme~tr~oisesumm:ationp and linear and nonlinear transfer

7'~~IoEthsssei capable of pseudo-simulating LLLTV,
11A%4, IPtf, And SAA, The original video signal can also be used

2a?~~-t~'he-window visual display. The main drawback of the
.o nsr -a - lao is that it provides representative

im~tynot actual target signatures (i.e., IR and/or microwave).
-~ ~ithut he capa~bility for proper target signatures (especially IR

~ 2  ~,I~bt5) J~L 4esnot consider such a system adequate for its
~~-simulation requirements.

As n id in directing the scope of this study, several spe-
i'~4*# q~ oilhs were generated which sought to refine VrDL's

;V :--Fx~quireimsnts, Submsequently, excerpts were collected

U0, -~5uYear Plan~ which related to each question. Each group
ofe*ortwas then collectively assessed. The remainder of this

2- stat-ier dcrauments those aasessments. The analysis was performed
ir9 meation to each of the following questions: On what type or
types of aircraft will FDL be required to perform sensor simu-
lations? What types of missions will be involved? What will be
sought to be proven in these simulations, or as stated in the
5-Year Plant what are the issues? What is the time frame for im-
plementation? Also, in the performance of this analysis, various
independent statements were noted which were deemed pertinent to
this study; the"e are also discussed.

Table 6 of the 5-Year Plan summarizaes a survey made by FDL of
potential users of the engineering simulation laboratory. Four of

the potential simulations included a requirement for sensor

displays. Of these, three we~re specifically designated for the

14
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forthcoming TSIS cockpit. The fourth, called IF/FC, is assumed to

refer to a program similar to the earlier IF/FC and IF/WC pro-
grams, both of which are associated with fighter aircraft." The

5-Year Plan's subsequent analysis of trends in aircraft, as relat-
-ed to simulation capability readiness, includes sensor applica-

tions in all three basic classifications of fighter aircraft --
"o "air support, tactical strike, and air superiority. The only

implication of sensor-oriented research on another aircraft type

-is th mention of long-term studies for bomber penetration and our-
-vival. As-indicated in Section 4,0 of this report, however, pene-

--tration and survival are also anticipated elements of required
tighter missions. Considering this fact and the fact that fighter

flight parameters (speed, pitch rates, etc.) are more demanding on

simulations than those of bombers, this report assumes that sensor
'., .... 4M1tions recommended for fighter penetration and survival re-

search can be readily applied to bomber research, Since FDL does

not appear to have unique sensor simulation utilization require-
Mrnt for transports or bombers, the requirements and subsequent
, eoo0imtndations developed in this report are keyed to fighter

In considoring FDL's anticipated use of its simulators, a

"relevant point is that FDL has designated the TSIS as the focal

point for eventually correlated visual and sensor simulations.

A central theme of FDL's 5-Year Plan is the eventual develop-

menit of a total mission simulation capability. However, "emphasis

has been placed on the air-to-surface task capability due to the

general lack of precision capability to perform this task. . .

and increased importance of the design factors for near term air-

craft and subsystems design". The various segments of a typical

air-to-surface mission include takeoff, cruise, penetration, weap-
ons delivery, aerial refueling, and return and landing. Of these

segments, penetration and weapons delivery represent the primary
areas of sensor augmentation in advanced mission concepts.
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Research in night and all-weather penetrations will require simula-

tion capabilities for LLLTV, FLIR, and TF/TA radar. Conventional

and unconventional weapons delivery studies, including target

acquisition and identification, will require simulation of SAR,

TV, LLLTV, and FLIR, along with TV and IR weapons.

FDL also seeks to enhance its air-to-air simulation capabili-

ties. Potential sensor complements include forward-looking multi-

mode radar, FLIR, and TV (possibly with zoom capabilities). These
sensors are of particular interest in certain critical tasks

associated with engagement maneuvers including acquisition, iden-
tification, tracking, and weapons delivery.

Simulation requirements for Radar Homing and Warning Systems
(RHAWS) capabilities are pertinent to both the air-to-surface and
air-to-air tasks anticipated at FDL.

Total mission capability also requires total mission environ-

ment. Natural environmental factors required to accompany sensor

performance simulations include the proper electromagnetic repre-

sentation of terrain imagery, variable weather effects including

signal attenuations, and sun effects including time-of-day, time-

of-year, and sensor blinding. Required tactical environmental
factors include friendly and threat gunfire and missiles, smoke,

targets, hit indications, and electronic warfare activity. Again,
proper electromagnetic representations are necessary. It should

be noted that FDL desires to augment mission capabilities with

multiple moving surface targets.

The simulation of individual sensor operational character-

istics is also essential to ensure mission fidelity.

The preceding paragraphs only summarize the various aspects

of anticipated FDL sensor oriented missions. Section 4.0 provides
an expanded definition of the specific sensor simulation require-

ments dictated by expected FDL mission scenarios.

L,1
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B42
The 5-Year Plan mentions two key issues in association with

the requirement for advanced sensor simulation. The first is that

of sensor-aided versus visual weapons deliveries. This issue indi-

cates that mission simulations are planned not only to assess

adverse weather and night operations but also to optimize conven-

tional and unconventional daytime weapon deliveries. The FDL-spon-

sored IF/FC and IF/WC programs are indicative of such research.

In light of this issue, two desirable factors in a sensor simula-
tion approach are the ability for and ease of correlation with an

out-the-window visual scene.

The advent of advanced sensors in tactical aircraft throws a
new twist into the ever controversial debate over one-man versus
two-men crew stations. On the surface it appears that the incor-

poration of such advanced technologies would lessen the need for a
second crew member. However, on the other hand, it is quite prob-
able that added capabilities in the dimensions of performance and
survivability could be exploited to an even greater degree in a
two-man cockpit. Tandem cockpits with separate sensor displays
place varying requirements on the sensor simulation depending on
the desired configuration. If it is desired that one display only
repeat the display of the other cockpit then the only additional
requirement for supplying sensor imagery to the second cockpit is
dedicated electronics to switch and drive signals from a common
video source. To provide different sensor displays to each
cockpit, with common controls (ie. only one crewmember at a time
can adjust controls such as thresholding) requires independet,t
video sources (or independent sensor processing channels i' a
common source is being used for multiple sensor types). If inde-
pendent displays and controls are desired then two independent
video sources or sensor processing channels are required for each
sensor type. Thus two additional desirable factors in a sensor
simulation approach are the capability to generate multiple sensor
images from one source and the capability for parallel channel

operation.

17
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3mulation a::iiatedwithth~e key issueswill be performed

fatorWihe 5-serePncsiovh floing increased caetontruhotteab med

ttj.tis wlevenL; to advanced sensor simulationi

A.~~ r;_Y SO

Maini~rced air-to-surface task (high-pitch angle visual

-probe p moving targe t)

~ ~7 *CR'1displays for crew station evaluation

i:~ "'oMvancd sensor displays and controls
* ,Ilroad gaming areal flexible CIO visual processing.

byx IPY84 Total Mission Capability

*Air-to-air (two-vs-one)
*Air..to..surface (multiple moving target)

*Terrain following

*Variable weather

In relation to total mission capability# the 5-Year Plan in-

cludes this statement, "While the capability will exist for con-

tinuous mission evaluation from takeoff . . . . . to landing, most

simulation programs will only involve mission segrments or tasks."

Thus a sensor simulation approach which is highly recommended for

one mission segment (e.g., weapons delivery) should not be penal-

ized simply because it cannot be practically integrated with an-

other basically unassociated segment (e.g., takeoff).



In relatior, to the DAIS visual sensor simulator, the 5-Year

Plan states, "It appears that, for the money, a system similar to

that developed by DAIS would be acceptable for the near-term appli-

cation planned in this facility. If a slewable sensor is desired,

this method would allow correlation with the outside visual scene

only when the sensor was pointed straight ahead." It should be

7 noted that any sensor simulations economically designed to use corn-

mon image pick-up source still suffer from this restriction. Such

a deficiency will not present a radical problem for navigational

and terrain following sensor displays since the area of interest

in such presentations is along the aircraft flight pathi however,

it will seriously degrade capabilities for evaluation of integrat-
ed sensur weapons which provide a slewable image to the crew.

Obviously, with the technology of such weapons, it will be de-

,-, - uirable to test unconventional approaches which exploit the weap-

on's slewing capability as opposed to exposing the aircraft to the

vulnerability of conventional straight-in deliveries. A aimilar

problem arises with spnoor zoom capabilitiesl however, in this

"case another trade-off is possible dopending on the zoom mechanism

employed. For example, a common visual and sensor image source

could be used and the sensor display electronically zoomedl how-

ever, the resolution of the zoomed presentation could not be

greater than that of the unsoomed image. If separate image

sources were used, then high resolution zoom would be possible

with opto-mechanical zoom. Figure 3.1.1-1 illustrates various

visual/sensor presentation combinations feasible with common and

separate image sources.

A specific goal of the 5-Year Plan is to "accurately program

resources (dollars and manpower) to accomplish the expanded role

* of engineering simulation." Flexibility and growth are primary

criteria in FDL procurements. State-of-the-art equipment is

generally sought; however, FDL cleatly recognizes the risk in-

volved with premature ;election of unproven developmental equip-

ment. Accordingly, the omphasis in this study has been to seek

out practical solutions using available technologies.
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COMMON VIOUAL41IIINS SEPARATE VISUALSIENSOR

IMA4SSOURCEI IMADE SOURCE

o NAY DISPLAY

iVISUAL AND SENSOR

*TFP!A DISPLAY

SVISUIALAND SENIOR

1TAROETINO DISPLAY

I I *VISUAL AND SENIOR

TARumhIo cISpLAY HIG AI 104RSOLUTION
i NO VIISUAL I OPTO-MECHANICAL

aSi.IWARLE 81ICNO U SNSOR ZOOM POSSISLE
*NISH RES1OLUTION

011OPONCHANICAL
SENSOR ZOOM P05515LII

TARGETING DISPLAY

*VISUAL AND SENSOR
*NOSEINSOR ILI*
*LOW RESOLUTION

ELECTRONIC SENSOR
ZOOM POSSIELE

Figure 3.1.1-1 VISUAL/SENSOR PRESENTATION COMBINATIONS

FEASIBLE WITH COM¶MON AND SEPARATE IMAGE SOURCES
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3.1.2 Literature Search.

The bibliography later in this report lists military reports

procured and reviewed in the course of this study. In addition,

the review of approximately 200 issues of technical and military-

oriented periodicals revealed innumerable articles, news reports,

and advertisements which have provided valuable insight into cur-

rent trends and advancements in state-of-the-art sensor technolo-

gies and sensor utilizations in military aircraft. Periodicals

from which pertinent information was drawn include Aviation Week

Ind Space Technology, Defense Electronics, Military Electronics/

Countermeasures, International Defense Review, Interavia, Air

Force, Electro-Optical Systems Design, Microwave System News, and

Electronic Engineering Times.

3.1.3 Vendor Contacts.

To supplement the literature soarch, research personnel soli-

cited information from numerous ven%.ors of advanced sensor xyg-

tems. We were very fortunate that several organizations agreed to

meet with us to discuss various aspects of their fields of

specialty.

The Electro-Optics Division of Texas Instruments Inc. (TI)

provided a formal presentation on Thermal Image Processing. An im-

portant point emphasized by TI was that the resolution of aircraft

thermal imaging systems is not expected to increase significantly

from that of current systems. Although higher device resolution

is feasible, there are several operational factors which limit use-

ful resolution. The primary factor is air raft vibration. To ac-

commodate higher resolutions in military aircraft would require
elaborate image stabilization or migration ,orrections to compen-

sate for vibration effects. Other limiting conditions considered

in TI's prediction of near constant resolut..on included atmo-

spheric effects, system costs, and range of weapons (i.e., limit
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on useful resolution)• The primary thrust of development efforts,

according to TI, is to enhance image processing so that pilot work-

load is reduced. In current systems, display image enhancement

control, image interpretation, and reaction are functions which

must be performed by an operator. The conflicting trends of

decreasing available operator time (especially in high-speed, low-
level flight) and increasing total sensor information capacity cre-
ate a definite requirement for increased image processing capabil-
ities. TI believes that many of the operator's functions can be
automated in future E-O systems. Candidate functions include sen-

sor control, display control, stabilization, target detection, tar-

got cuing, target recognition and classification, target ranging,

track acquisition, target prioritization, platform control, and

fire-control including weapons pointing. TI's presentation traced

the continuing evolution of integrating operator functions into ad-

vanced electro-optical systems. It was noted that for many func-
tions, the capability for total automation already exists. In the

case of these functions, the major barrier to integration is com-

ponent technology (ie., the limits on how much electronics can be

contained in a unit with a specified maximum wight and volume).

Much emphasis is being placed on the development of digital scan

conversion schems since significantly greater processing capabil-
ities per unit volume can be accomplished using digitized imagery.

Image enhancement techniques are also being refined. The capabil-

ity for automatic target detection and recognition and subsequent-

ly the subfunctions of target cuing, classification, prioritiza-
tion, and acquisition, represent a primary area of research.

Understanding the E-O image is a major barrier to the development

of such functions. Currently, researchers are deeply involved in
analyzing image data and developing algorithms which can be used
to extract and identify targets from an image scene. Copies of

TI'u Thermal Image Processing presentation are contained in

Appendix A.
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Presentations made by Hughes Aircraft Electro-Optical Group
were keyed to two of their existing developmental projects: Multi-
Spectral Target Cuing (MYSTIC) and the Low Altitude Navigation Tar-

geting Infrared for Night (LANTIRN) system.

MYSTIC evolved from a Hughes study on the utility and fcasi-

bility of combining imagery from several airborne sensors and data

sources on a single real-time display (DDC Document AD HO 43355).
The concept of simultaneous sensor display utilization is derived

as follows. Increasing tha number of sensors on an aircraft in-

creases the probability of successful target acquisition because
of the target's multi-spectral attributes. This is especially

true when countermeasures are employed since the target cannot
easily deny all its spectral signatures simultaneously. However,

increasing the number of independent sensors increases pilot work-
load and eventually detracts from his capabilities. Missions such
as low-level penetrations and weapons delivery at night intensify

the problemn. Multiple sensor displays require that the observer

spend much of his tims earching the displays. Time-shared dis-

plays require visual reorientation for each sensor change and also

continued switching to determine the best display. Combining sen-
sor imagery by simple additive mixing has been shown to degrade

the total content. Hence the ideal system is one which can ex-
tract required information from th6 individual sensor imageries
and combine the information to form a useful and easily inter-

preted presentation for the pilot. The MYSTIC program seeks to
develop and implement simultaneous sensor concepts to produce an
enhanced autonomous target acquisition capability for attack air-

craft. Candidate sensors include multi-mode radar, FLIR, a laser

system, radar warning receiver, electronic countermeasures (ECM),
navigation data (inertial navigation system (INS), GPS), and a
prior and/or linked data (i.e., target threat data base and joint
tactical information display system (JTIDS)). Advanced processors
would align sensor information, extract and classify target sig-

natures, develop display presentations, and facilitate alignment
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and handoff with E-O, radar, and unguided weapons. Multisensor
o-6-nflrmation of targets is expected to:

1) Increase the probability of detecting between targets,

2) Increase the probability of discriminating between tar-
... -........... gets and decoysi

::. :'wdou false alarmal
4) Reduce susceptibility to countermeasures.

Automatic target detection and classification are key

ic-*: I--ol Hughes' multi-sensor development. Scan conversion

.Aochni-ques and image enhancement are also important elements.
:rIrocessLng techniques are also under development to align and
Vor re-l1 te th* individual sensor sources.

-rotiowing their MYSTIC presentation Hughes personnel dis-
cu-sted the LANTIRN program. The basic premise behind this weapon
del i-ver.y and navigation program is to defeat the Russian Armor
ttweat 'in thesluropean scenario, It is well known that the East-
ern .ock has numerical superiority in armored vehicles and unless
the western Block increases its tank destroying capability it
might be overwhelmed in a short period of time.

In order to reverse this trend it is claimed that air power
must "kill" 2000-3000 tanks per day for roughly 10 days.

The aircraft selected for this program are the A-10 and F-16,
modified to take the LANTIRN pod, as well as a wide field-of-view
head-up display (HUD). It is intended that these modifications
should make the aircraft autono;vous.
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The LANTIRN system, will provide the following additional

operational facilities:

1) Provide wide-angle IR sensor for navigation at night and

under adverse weather.

2) Provide separate narrow-angle IR sensor for target acqui-

sition, classification, and IR missile handoff.

3) Provide video for HUD and heads-down display (HDD).

4) Pmovide automatic sybtem for weapon delivery as six IR

Mavericks may have to be launched in 12 seconds.

3S) Pvvide laser ranger and designator.

6) By using on-board real-time DMA digital data, provide

manual and automatic TF/TA system.

7) Improve covert environment of aircraft by increasing re-

liance on digital terrain data and reducing radar emis-

sian.

Copiqs of tha viewgraphs shown by Hughes in their E-O presen-

tations are contained ir, Appendix B.

An Glaborate and detailed presentation on Radar Advanced De-

velopment was given by the Radar and Digital System Division of

TI. TI first discussed future tactical air-to- ground scenarios,

pointing out the current serious deficiency in capabilities to

effectively perform night/all-weather air-to-surface attack mis-

sions. The solution: an advanced tactical fighter with autonomous

capability to detect, attack, and destroy targets during night and

all weather conditions. In relation to requirements for advanced

air-to-ground radar systems in such an aircraft, TI discussed
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Table 3.1.3-1 KEY AIR-TO-GROUND RADAR rHARACTERISTICS

__________capability coemeats

IsB m range resolution Target aea loon

1011, 20:1 beoasplil- own for high resoltiles

line

-OHI/IMY 1a realnge resolution I!UultlneOls 035 for

10:1, 2011 beaesplit- bontextuhl location,

ting array rooognltlon

' Spot light sop 1o by IS m resolution PrecihloR MAV, large

target detsetion

3 by 3 a resolution 5mail target detection,

slow moving target

detect ion

Air to Air Low/medlum/high PRF Coheoent sidelobes dig-

30 m renge resolution crlminnt ddal mode

101o benamplitting transmitter beamselli-

sparrow compatible ting for raid e#seea-

sent

Covert, target 100-500 MHz bandwidth

IdentIfloatlon Programmable power

*Taken from TI presentation eatOrlem
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applicable missions including close air support, interdiction, and

deep strike as well as the related mission segments including pre-

cision navigation, target acquisition, survivability, emitter loca-

tion and destruction, self-defense, and maritime strike. Low

levels and high speeds were cited an the primary mission profiles.

TI stated that suitable radar equipment is not available today and

will require major developmental activity. Table 3.1.3-1 lists

the key air-to-ground radar characteristics required. TI went on

to discuss specific radar operational requirements necessary in

the previously cited mission segments. The radar modes required

for precision navigation include real-beam mapping, Doppler beam

sharpening (OBS), spotliq/ht image (using SAR), and velocity meas-

urement. Key radar elements required to facilitate precision

target location include antenna position in inertial coordinates,

radar velocity measurements, high resolution SAR target detection,

and track and DMA terrain data storage and correlation. In assoc-

iation with radar ttrgeting capabilities, requirements inciude mov-

ing target indication (MTI)/moving target track (MTT), grcund MTI

(QMTI)/ground MTT (GMTT)/DBS map, spotlight image, air-to-ground

ranging, ground target track, and target classification. To en-

hance survivability, automatic terrain following, covert/stealth

operation, and effective electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM)

are deemed nocessary. Defense Suppression requirements include

par'sive search, pAssive acquisition and track, range estimation,

ac~tive acquisition, and active tracking. Long range detection

along with target classification are necessary for maritime, strike

operations. FPaaible techniques for rodar target classification

weLe disvussed. Comparing anticipated radar requirements to the

existing technology, T1 noted a necessity for development in the

fo•.owing arwast

1) Acquisition of high-resolution data bases

2) Target claactficetion, identification, and prioritization
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3) Multi-sensor data correlation

4) Automation for increased efficiency of data extraction

It wasn noted that current radar systems lack the capacity to
fully use the sensor data. Signal processing capacity deficien-
*asa -Wre olainmed to be primarily due to limitations of through-

pumamory, and versatility. TI believes these limitations can
he o*vercome. -through optimization of architectural structures, comn-

-~nsit developtantp and the development of algorithms to define
'itilprocessor requirements and optimize the efficiency of son-

@or data.extraction. In the context of planned developmental
activitises TI also discussed two of their existing programis: the
Ra4dar.TIarget Classification System (RAMTAC) and the Airborne Elec-

Z224Oii~c. vsrtraizn Map System (AETMB), TI concluded with a set of
rdar-.Ayattem projections for the 1990's, shown in Table 3.1.3-2.

of. information was conveyed in this presentation.
Tor-vow, of the finer detailsp refer to Appendix C which contains
cepteS, 'Of the viawqraphe used in the TI presentation.

An informal meeting was held with personnel from the Radar
Iyston~ Group of Hughes Aircraft Company. The evolution of the dis-
aussions was very similar to the context and ideology of the TI
presentation. Two relevant predictions added by Hughes were
achievable BAR resolution of 7 ft and MTI detection down to 1-2 ft
per sec. See Appendix B for Hughes Aircraft Company presentation
material.

3.1.4 User Contacts.

Early in the study FDL organized a series of briefings to pre-

sent various Air Force views on the projected state of the art in
sensor systems. As most of the presentations were secret, no
detailed data will be described.
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Table 3.1.3-2 PROJECTIONS FOR. THE 19901S

o Advanced teCnvOlogy development (very nigh Speed IMfogra~ed

qirquitg UVSIC) 619 phased arrays) will algmvl #ContIy sviganca

operational capabil itly

-;0 Vultilili primary radar m9odes will operate on an lvterliCed +1 a-

I Ine beli11e

o Operation of primary radar resources allii cis au~omated (atclr

-ly Iealeva narmatiletion) -operator will

eenelfcntlwe/rinsatesystesm operation

0 Target willla'Incaafe~o/re1~t~o 0i a

* Automated

*;-i Ot (clued for mlision

o primary radar resources will play a target role (e ,Still role

7,In doilyloy of low-cost wisapotis

* StepqI feta boost fOM rod lomotr Ia. etc.) , power management

(aidsotivo) and versatile waveform generation (coded) will enhan9ce

Covertness

o Integrated display systemwi ll provide a stamoordlzed Interface to

Al I ensors (image processingfW60+19@lOC fusion of data fropo

multiple sensors (i .e, radar, 111) wiII Increase probobI in 1 o0

targe$ recogn ition

o forecast reduction of resourcots (based on constant I950 Der*orem-

aonce level)

S 1 i . O2~ 5

P Po wer 0,1 0
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The first presentation was given by Captain Mike Poore of the

Air Force Avionics Lab (AL), Reconnaissance and Weapon Delivery

Division.

His presentation emphasized a need for higher resolution and

real time operation. In particular, he pointed out that recon-

-,• sasance could not afford the delays of returning data to a base
for proc~essing prior to dissemination. In fact, he suggested that

-... reconnaissance and strike might have to be from common platforms.

The second presentation was given by Lieutenant James Offen

A?4A/RK'T and described the development of the generation of 3-
dimensional computer generated images from DMAAC data as a real
time airborne system.

Thies program is significant because of the following reasons.
-- -Th MAC data is correlated with radar and radar altimeter height
data as in Terrain Comparison and an image is generated for the

vtlot for comparison with the visual or sensor images or in their

place if those are not available. Data can be added to the scene

(e,9., a target weapon site, etc.), whether directly viewable or

occluded. In addition, the DMAAC data can provide TF/TA data when

* not available from FL, should automatic TF be required. The

DMAAC data can also provide data for flight path generation beyond

the line of sight.

The third presentation was given by Jerry Pasek of AL/RWM.

Mr. Pasek's presentation was dedicated entirely to Electronically

Agile Radar (EAR) and SAR. Of particular significance in this

presentation was the high quality of the radar generated images.

The fourth presentation was given by Squadron Leader Stewart

Brussell (RAF, attached to AL). Mr. Brussell discussed Integrated

Strike Avionics Study, and Displ.ay for Correlated Sensor Data.

Basically, the first program will correlate, sci-een, and perhaps
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q.. simplify the inputs from a number of sensor systems while the

second program will define a display system to adequately presen:

this data to the crew members. This type of program is under

inviuýstigation using digital video tochniques by organizations such
as Hughes and Westinghouse.

Figure 3.1.4-1 sbows the variety of inputs that have to Le

considered.

The final presentation was given by Gil Kuperman of AMRL
H/HEA and It concentrated on the particular problems of sensor

systems and operational requirements.

JTD

TARGETDATA
1CM MANAGEMENT CORRELATION DISPLAY

YSTIM YMB0 LOOY)

S~LLLTV
LAIER

Figure 3.1.4-1 MULTISENSOR DATA CORRErATION
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3.2 ANALYSIS

3.2.1 Sensor Characteristics and Trends

3.2.1.1 Radar Devices

This section summarizes the results of an investigation of

radar developments expected during the 1980's, particularly as

they relate to simulation. An investigation of the radar capa-

bilities anticipated during the 1980's was considered a necessary

first step in comparing the simulation requirements of the future

to the current capabilities of FDL. Coupled with a knowledge of

the current state of the art in radar simulation, this comparison

led to recommendations to FDL for upgrading their simulation capa-

bility to meet their needs during the 1980's (see Section 6.0).

Figure 3.2.1.1-1 is the Frequency Designation Chart showing radar

bands versus frequency. Figure 3.2.1.1-2 is an IR Transmittance

versus Wavelength Chart illustrating atmospheric windows for IR.

3.2.1.1.1 Microwave Sensor Systems

Microwave detectors contain a receiving directive antenna

system, arranged for sequential scanning of a field of view (FOV),

and operated in conjunction with a suitable microwave receiver.

Microwave sensors are of two types: one is a passive system,

composed of antenna, receiver, and display to show the microwaves

emitted by objects in the FOV, in a manner similar to passive IR

systems. The second type is an active radar system. Here the FOV

is illuminated by locally generated microwave energy, and that por-

tion reflected from objects within this region is amplified and

displayed.
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Spectral Ranges of Interest - The spectral range of microwave

radiation runs from wavelengths of about 0.1 cm (1,000 ,m to 300

cm. All spectral ranges are of potential interest, but partic-

ularly heavy use is made of the following bands used for many

common types of surveillance/attack radars: X-Band, 3-5 cm (fre-

quency 5-11 GHz)j and K-Band, 1-3 cm (frequency 11-30 GHz).

Also, interest is strong in the M-Band, 0.3-0.5 cm (frequency

60-100 GHz) for physically small passive sensors.

Atmospheric attenuation of microwave signals occurs, but not

in the form of windows as for IR but rather with smooth attenua-

tion, decreasing as a function of increasing wavelength. Precipi-

tation attenuation effects occur, also decreasing smoothly as

function of increasing wavelength.

Sensor Resolutions - Azimuth resolution is a function of the micro-

wave antenna beamwidth in the horizontal direction. A typical

value for one cm wavelength and 30 cm paraboloidal reflector

diameter is 20 beamwidth.

Range resolution for a radar is a function of transmitted

puls length which provides pulsed illumination of the FOV. Typi-

cal transmitted pulses are of the order of us in length. For a

passive sensor, range resolution is a function of antenna beam-

width in the vertical direction.

3.2.1.1.2 General Trends

The investigation was limited to airborne radar, with parti-

cular emphasis placed on the various air-to-air and air-to-surface

missions identified in the FDL facility long range plan. Observa-

tions were grouped into two general categoriesl those relating to

general trends common to many forms of radar and those unique to a

specific generic type of radar.
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Akain, the emphasis was on those charactecistics important

from a simulation standpoint. One of the first, and perhaps most

significant observations, was the realization that radar is basi-

cally a mature technology. The changes taking place today are not

the result of fundamental advances in radar technology, but rather

advances in other technologies which are now making it feasible to

implement radar techniques which have been known for some time.

Perhaps the single most important trend has been the progreas

made in digital technology. Techniques which were known but not

previously feasible have been making their way into new radar de-

signs as the advance in digital technology placed more and more

powerful tools in the hands of the radar designers. This trend

will continue through the decade. Recent technology foi'ecasts

project major advances in digital technology. Circuit packaging

deHeities will increase by a factor of five with speeds increasing

by factors of one hundred. Propagation delays will be measured in
picoseconds. Rockwell International is currently designing an

8 by 8 multiplier with a multiply time of 6 nsec.

These tremendous increases in processing capability will re-

sult in an extension of trends we have already soon. More and

more radars will become multi-mode devices. There will be more

automation and increasing use of digital computers. Processing

algorithms will become more sophisticated, resulting in better

detection capability, improved signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), more

ECCM capabilities, better resolution, and perhaps even target

recognition and identification. More and more radar parameters

which were previously fixed by the system design will become

variable and under program control of the radar processor. Car-I ier frequency, pulse repetition frequency (PRF), waveform, and
transmitter power will all become computer-controlled.

N
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"As the degree of processing increases, the display presented

to the crew will become more and more synthetic. Raw video dis-
plays will be first supplemented and eventually replaced by syn-
thetic displays. The familiar radsr target blip will be replaced

_ by a computer generated graphic symbol, perhaps in color, that

"will indicate target location, heading, speed, range, altitude,
and other sensor-derived information. Radar data will be combined

with data from other sensors and also compared against stored

terrain data for correlation, navigation, improved targeting

accuracies, and increased target detection capability.

Many radars will become multi-purpose. Previously designed

systems were generally dedicated to a specific task. If the re-

sulting system happened to have a secondary capability, it was
usually very limited or of poor quality. Because of computer

control and complex signal processihg, new systems will be able to

perform multiple functions and do all of them well.

• ~3.2.1., ,3 F orward-L•ooking Radar

Many of these developing trends present significant chal-

lenges to the radar simulation community. The remainder of this

section will deal with some specific problems presented by emerg-

ing radar technology. The tirst problem is that of sheer complex-

ity. Past radars have had limited flexibility. A terrain follow-
ing radar didn't do much else. An air-to-air radar had very

limited ground mapping capability.

In contrast, the radars of the future will have great flexi-

bility. For example, the F-18 APG-65 is a coherent pulse-Doppler
radar built by Hughes. With the exception of the programmable

gridded traveling-wave tube, it is fully digital, including a
programmable signal processor which employs a 256K word disk and

161 words of working storage. The system employs both high and
medium PRF, can interleave them for range-while-search mode or
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three automatic-lock-on dogfight modes, and uses DBS techniques

for raid assessment. A track-while-scan capability will maintain

track files on ten simultaneous targets. For air-to-ground opera-

tions, the system offers standard ground mapping and air-to-ground

ranging along with moving target indication and tracking, fixed

target tracking, TA, sea surface search, and DBS capability with
sharpening ratios of 19:1 and 65:1. As an indic-ation of the

resolution being achieved, Hughes has stated that carrier arrestor

"wires can be resolved on radar at 19 km out on approach, the

equivalent of about 18 m definition in range and 9 m in azimuth,

according to the company.

3.2.1..4 Synthetic Aperture Radar

Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) provide serious challenge to

the radar simulation engineer, SAR is a concept that has been

known for over 10 years. It consists of complex processing tech-

niques applied to a collection of radar data collected over a

period of time from a moving platfovm. Platform motion creates a

synthetic aperture, or the equivalent of a much larger phyiical

antenna, with a corresponding decrease in apparent antenna beam-

width. Proper processing can focus the beam so that changes in

range that occur during the data collection from a target will not

cause nmearing die to the Doppler shift caused by the range

change.

These system& Are capable of very high resolution ground

maps, with rangt and azimuth resolutions under 10 ft. Processing

is so complex that these systems have previously been limited to

non-real-time reconnaissance use. Data was stored on film, which

was then developed and processed, resulting in significant time

delays between the actual data collection and final results. Re-

finements were made until the time delays were reduced to several

minutes. Modern digital technology now makes it possible to per-

form this very complex processing in real time. Crew members will



have a very high resolution groond map display available to them

in real time, which would greatly improve target detection, navi-
gation, and weapons delivery capabilities.

3.2.1.1.5 Terrain Following Radar

TF radar capability will find its way into more aircraft

during the 1980's an survivability considerations place more and
more value on high-speed low-level flight. Set clearances will

probably core down to about 100 ft. TF capability will most
probably be accompanied by a .•ompatible terrain avoidance mode.

This feature displays terrain which protrudes above a clearance

plane, and provides cues to allow azimuth steering to maximize the

cover -provided by the nearby terrain.

There may be a possibility of supplementing the TF capability

with sonm form of terrain matching system. Using a stored data

base defining known terrain features, it has been demonstrated

that precise low-level navigation is feasible over long distances
by comparing radar returns against stored data bases. It is easy

to visualize this type of system integrated with a TF/TA radar to

enhance overall capability and provide a higher confident= level
necessary for automatic, high speed, all wather, day/night,

low-level flight.

3.2.1.1.6 Electronically Agile Radar

EAR, originally intended for use on the B-1 cr B-52, has been
in development at Westinghouse since 1974. Thit is the first

attempt at developing an airborne system which employs a phased
array antenna (not to be confused with a planar array). The

feature that makes the phased array unique is that the radiated
- beam is controlled electronically, rather than mechanically. The

Mystem being developed by Westinghouse usea over 1800 independent
phase shifters/radiators. By controlling the relative phase being
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applied to the individual elements, the resulting beam cai be

formed electronically.

This provides two important characteristics. First, th3 radi-
ated beam can be randomly positioned on a pulse-by-pulse basls aty-
where within the total antenna coverage. Secondly, the beam s5.ape
-May also be altered on a pulse by pulse basis. This leadu to many

possibilities, such as tracking multiple targets by hopping the

. beam from target to target, tracking targets in several locaticns
_-while searching in a different area, and even going so far as to

ti me-share major modes. For example, a fan becn scanbing a TF

scan pattern could be interleaved with a conventional spoiled beam
qround-.appintn search pattern while a pencil Ian, maintained track

on an airborne target. This spacial beam shape, called a cosecant

. a~~ed beam, is required for airborne radars that scan c large
rdOuMd'area for radar navigation (ground rkpping). it in narrow

in the: hor.isontal plane but broad in T.he vertical plane. For
optimum radar ground mapping, the prrcictilar section on the ground
that is: being scanned must not be uniformly illuminated by the
radar beau. Xnstead, the grouod and cbjects on the ground under
the kircraft should be illuminated by . smqll amoiunt of power,

while more distant objects in the acan sector are illuminated 1y a

greater amount of power. Thersfore, the inieneity of the beam
varies as the cosecant of the angle between the horizontal and a

line drawn between the aircraft and a given point on the ground.

This results in an approximately equal amount of energy reflection

throughout the scan sector. A common method used to obtain this
type beam is to use a special reflector on top of the parabloic
dish. This reflector spoils the vertical plane of the aormal
pencil beam. Because of this, the oeam is also referred to as a

spc;iled beam. The possioilities with such a bearm are numecous0
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Radar displays for military airborne radars have tradi-
tio~nal~ly been dedicated cathode ray tub. (CRT) diaplays from 4-8
in. Both conventional CRT's as well as storage tubes are used,
Vith &.variLety of pho-sphors. Many of the conventional CRT's are
Npeoiai high brightness tubess and nearly all displays use external

*filters to aoccommodate the very wide range of ambient light encoun-
-terod in an aircraft cockpit. Deflection circuits may be either

electrostatic or electromagnetic. Some older designs (F-ill, B-i)
employed a servo-dr-iven yoke for deflection and an optically

po~rted CRT (to allow strike photos to be taken from the Zace, of
the CRT.)

Tradlv.ional radar displays are presented in a variety of

formatsl, with the most ccommon including B-scan and single-radius
oSffot pl.an pooition indicator (PPI). The B-scan display is a

range-!azimuth display in which a target return is displayed as a

-brtgk~teping of the sweeps Horizontal displacement of the scan

frcm,. the center of the scope corresponds to the angular position
in asimuth of the antennas Range is represented by the vertical

distance from the tracea origin at the bottom of the scope. The
Rf-sc~n im therefore a distorted horizontal projection of the
hector being jearchedl tho distortion a result of the fact that
amimuth angle in represented as a rectangular coordinate inatead

of converging toward the antenna as the beam actually does. The
advantage of this distortion is that close-in target. are present-
ed on an expanded azimuth scale and the azimuth of these targets
can be more easily read. However, this distortion must be rememi-
bered when using the B-scan for mapping or navigation purposes.

The PPI scan, a modifirid B-scan in which rectangular coordi-
* ndtes are replaced by polar :oordinates, displays range and bear-

ing information. The trace is generated by sweeping the intensity
spot outward from the cfinter if the scope each time~ a pulse is
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transmitted. Targets are displayed by a brightening of the sweep

as in the B-scan. As the antenna rotatem the trace rotates around

the center of the indicator so that the angle of the radial line

on which the target appears indicates the azimuth of the antenna

beam. The distance from the zenter of the indicator indicates

range. This type of mean makes it possible to produce a map of

heterritory surrounding the observing station of the indicator.

'"Thic display is especially useful for wide-area searching, navi-

gatonand mapping.

For ground mapping, displays up to +600 by 200 mi range are

typical while weapon delivery might use a display of +50 by 2.5

mni. Newer Dopplor isystems often use a B-scan format to display

-range rate versus azimuth angle.

The growing number of aircraft sensors and the increasing

amount of data available for display (in a very limited space) has
led to the concept of multiple purpotre dispidys based on time ishar-

.Y ing-On display head for variouis sensors or computer generated die-

playss. Ttie same CRT may be used to display E-W, radar data, FLIR,

wasporh TV, electronio au4$.omdtic direction indicator (ADI), or

LLLTV during variouup phases of a mission. Each of these displays

will most likmly contain additional symbology superimposed on the

basic dibplay. This concept has led to the development of raster

scan display formats c6riven from a scan converter.

As the trend in scan converters has shifted from analog to

digital, the trend i.i radar displays hos also shifted trom analog

(raw viideo) to digitiLed vidmo a discret'i number of fixed grey

scalots. This trend has resulted from the advent of digital scan
converters ;i~d also fromr the large increase in digital signal pro-

cessing associated with modern radars. Scan conv"2,rsion is requir-

ed co present ir'forination from various sensors in various formats

on a commo~n disp'lay in a c-ommon format. it also provides a means

to suureinpose compv.er controlled symbology or computer generated
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displays with sensor inputs. Digital signal processing is being

used to improve target detection and recognition, improve SNR's,

reduce clutter and false alarms, and aid the operator in display

interpretation. In some highly processed radar systems, the

operator never actually views sensor video. He is presented with

a display that consists entirely of symbology, including target

returns.

The next logical extension in displays would be to increase

the use of color to aid in rapid operator interpretation of the

tactical situation being displayed. Another technique being in-

vestigated is the combination of information from several sensors

on a single display. An IR or TV display might be superimposed on

a radar return to produce a composite display that contains more

information than either of the component parts.

Obviously, other forms of displays are being investigated as

replacements for the CRT. Flat panel plasma displays and light

emitting diode (LED) matrix arrays are being considered as

alternates, but the CRT seems destined to remain as the dominant

display technology for the near future.

3.2.1.1.8 Radar Simulation Problems

There are several other unique types of radar appearing in

the literature, including bistatic, millimeter wavelength, and

foliage penetration radars. However, the types previously

described appear to offer the highest probability of being encoun-

tered, and they offer some unique challenges to the radar simula-

tion community. First, and perhaps most significant, is the

problem of resolution. Past radar simulations have employed

either film plates or DDB's for both reflectivity and terrain

elevation data. Neither of the existing approaches can provide

acceptable solutions for the systems of the 1980's. Film-based

systems offer large areas of coverage, but their resolution is
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,Iimited to about 250 f tp uaing existing maps arnd scale factor..
~U -,my.i ystems in use also have nominal resolutions in the 250-ft

~~9~1s9; With selected areas (of limited size) perhaps stored to
0~14* i6Slutor Neither of these approaches the 10-f t or

itý' r ni~olutionneeded for the systems of the 1980 'a.

tt:1~e pvroblem ýis -also complicated by the fact that source data

~ siplynotavailable with 10-ft resolution. DMA is preparing
b~T 4t Level _I with 500-ft resolution# and limited areas

-I M-

~##~~&ta to 100- t resolution. Level I data ia scheduled
'~sio etween 1985 and 1990 time frame. Level 11 data,

1- ~csC 0.0 -times as 'much to produce, will be limited to

&I only. 'Otta *with 10-ft resolution must simply be
- u~avilalein the'time frame of this study.

O te D.Khda~ta base contains only gross descriptions
A# eAtures. for example, urban areas can be identified as

an4U ohr aras simply as "forest". Link has

lys~nthetio breakup techniques whimh are pseudorandom
realistic radar returns for these areas.

_:ýtmf~s: forms of texture have been evaluated, Good feature
-Os~upcan currently be provided with texture an long as cor-

relatio n is maintained from sweep to sweep, At this time it does
---not appear necessary to maintain the same kind of correlation scan
to scan since these areas, when presented on the actual radar, do
not necessarily maintain correlation from scan to scan. Investi-
ROtion i's continuing.

Texture is added by modifying the radar return across fea-
tures representing forests, urban areas, etc. Several different
msthods of accomplishing this have been developed. The texture
patterns for each of these areas will be selected from stored
signatures (or computer algorithms) by the sui-face feature code.
Spatial frequency of the breakup in varied to represent different
surface character but contraut and area affected by breakup are
limited to avoid the appearance of artifically created features.
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Assuming the resolution problem is overcome, the next area of

concern is correlation. As more and more detail ii added to the
radar presentation, there are more and more features to be noted
by an observer. A visual scene and a radar presentation generated
with 500-ft resolution might appear very well correlated. How-

ever, the same scenes generated with 10-ft resolution might appear
poorly correlated. Correlation can present problems in scene con-
tent as well as relative position. Objects detected on one sensor
must be detectable on all other appropriate sensors (as well as
visual), and must maintain positional accuracy on all displays.
As resolution continues to improve, it will become more vital to

"use a common data bae for all sensors and visual displays.

Electronically agile radar presents an additional problem to
be solved. Current digital landmass simulations all take advanit-
age of the continuous nature of conventional antenna scan patterns
to minimise the amount of high speed storage needed for display
generation. Data immediately ahead of the antenna is the only
data which nomally resides in high speed memory. With the random
scan position used by EAR, new techniques will have to be develop-
ed for data management, or costly increases in high speed memory

will be required.

Thes are but a few of the problems to be solved to allow
simulation of the radars being developed for use in the 1980's.

Advances in digital technology, radar signal processing, and

microwave techniques will bring continuing advances in the capabil-
ities of future radar systems. Simulation techniques, system de-
signs, and general performance requirements will continue to chal-
lenge the inventiveness of the simulation community during the

80's.
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3.2.1.2 Electro-Optical Sensors

V~arioua 1'-0 sensors that should be consideced for existing or
7 ~~ £tutwsr systems are i

A) 'TV Daytime rmedium resolution TV, high resolution TV,

-2) Z - ILIRf missile imaging IR (MIZR)p IR search and
-1-cick (ZRST), ZR nose and tail warning

3 L) Uasr -Laser spot tracker (LST), laser warning receiver
( ),laser ranger and designator.

"~tft__.thkr-fl ployin4 flew types of sensors in the near
a is toward 'improving the sensors already avail-

aot' likely be in common displays, enhanced
, Avd Mro.'. iutmatic and decision making features. These

4igi vuldbe isis of a problem in a simulated system
17% t~~ea irtraft system since many of the real-world

dCpuEnitlo'on'st ,suc as automatic target sorsoning and classi-

'~ Ma~n.could be defined in advance in the simulated environ-
~~ Image generating and display equipment in the simulator

should be capable of providing higher resolutionc than are re-
q uIred 'for presen It sensors so that any improvements in r il world
equipmeunt would be of minor consequence.

3,23.1.241 Television

TV sensors provide video imagery of contrasting luminance in

an Ahimutn-elovation format. The imagery can be used for a
variety of tasks, such as terrain and target observation, and as

an aid for flight control and weapons delivery. TV sanaors become

lots effective an the scene illumination decreases, and are also
adversely affiocted by tog, clouds and smoke. Various TV systems
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contain different operating characteristics, such as resolution,
*field of view, scan lines, etc. Typical characteristics are

AM. listed in Table 3.2.1.2.1-1. The TV display can be useful Zor
medium-to-.close range observations with minimom interpretation
since the video scene is a close representation of the actual
iceme. TV sensors, like most E-0 sensors, are gimrballed and their

jVartioular field of view can be slowed within a particular field
*of cover age. This feature can also bo utilised for target

trcigahd- slaving to other sensors. For low light levels or
ktimsi *;*rat~ion? LLLTV wJ Ih image intensifiers are used. The

toe tsolution is proportional to the scene illumination and
N ,%I- AF9ý.ý- 1 Vil become noisy with a poor contrast and a granular display

--Wpsarancs as the scene falls below approximately 1/4 moonlight
* 2, i2L~Imnaton. future LLLTV systems may use lasers to scan the

~ ~ e ~ Impovethe-natural illumination but the final displayed
.. :.44 rASobably would not change very much and therefore would have

e;'foct on a simulated system. Missile TV usually provides
alower resolution image compared to daytime TV and the aspect

~ ~; #U~ cold lo1: rather than 403. The effective operational
tinig for moit, TV systems is generally loes than 10 mi. Vidmo

_'V Z

'bandwidths for the various TV systems range from 5-25 MHz.

S#2#la2.2 Infrav'ed

ZR sensors &re very important for night-time operations and
for detecting strong IR emitters such as aircraft, missiles,.
vehicles, factories, etc, ZR applications are similar to TV but

*are not limited by snene illumination. TV is severely affected by
clouds and smoke compared to IR mensoral however, water vapor does
limit ZR performance and humid fo~g will have a severe attenuating

a effect. Ther* are various types of IR systems and typical general
characteristics are listed in Table 3.2.1.2.2-1. FLIR and imaging
TR's present a video image of the outside scene aimilar to TVI
however, temperature differences are sensed and displayed rather
than luminance differences, FLIR resolutions are often lower than
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J
daytime TV. Occasionally FLIR sensor update rates are on the

order of 15-20 franva per sec but are usually converted to 30

- - frames per sec for a standard cockpit display. FLIR sensors are

also gimballed and can be slewed in much the same manner as TV

sensors. Although FLIR's are ideally suited for hot spot detec-

tion and target acquisition, applications such as ground mapping

require some interpretation since the thermal characteristics of

S most objects vary at different trims of the day or night and with

climatic conditions. The effective operational range for most
'imaging IR systems is generally less than 10 mi. MIIR is similar

to rLIR but generally has lower effective resolution And can have

a 1:i aspect ratio. IRST search and track and nose and tail warn-
ing sensors usually consist of a smaller number of detectors which

are rapidly scanned through a larger field of coverage and with
longer range capabilities, Typical ranges for IRST, which can be

positioned for nose or tail warning, are 15 mi for nose and 80 mi

for tail sensors. Other IR warning systems have 5-mi nose and

25-mi tail ranges. These sensors are intended to detect and

poisibly track anti-craft missiles and interceptors. TR nose and

tail warnings are usualiy displayed as symbols and may also
generate an aural cue or illuminate a lamp indicator. Updato

rates for some of these sensors can be up to 5 sec but they are
usually processed by means of a scan converter to provide a

standard 30-frame display rate when presented on a CRT display.

3.2.1.2.2.1 Infrared Sensor Systems

The spectral range of infrared radiation runs in wavelengths

from about 0.75ý&m to 1,000 krm with regions of particular

interest from about 1i0ýAm to 30ý&m For infrared sensor atmo-

sphere, a number of atmospheric windows exist with infrared

transmission efficiencies of up to 90% in these regions. The
bandb within atmospheric windows which are of interest to ground-

vehicle and low-level airborne IR sensors are approximately

0.3-1.5)Am (visible to near IR), 3.0-5.5•Am, and 8.0-14.0ýLm.
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IR detectors are of two major types: thermal detectors and

quantum detectors. Thermal detectors operate by absorption of
infrared radiation within a bulk detector material. This may

cause a temperature change in gas pressure, as in a Golay cell, or

change electrical polarization of a crystal, as in pyroelectric

d detectors. Thermal detectors are of relatively low sensitivity
but are independent of the wavelength of the incident radiation

and often may be operated at room temperature. Quantum detectore

operate through interaction of incident photons with elantrons in

a solid, operating as a semiconductor. Quantum detectors are a
function of the incident radiatton wavelength, and usually must be

operated at reduced temperatures.

These detectors are used in two major types of IR sensors,

devices which use mechanical scanning of the field of view, and

devices which use electronic scanning. A typical example of a

sensor using nmechanical scanning is the Bendix Thermal Mapper.

This device provides a resolution of 2.5 ,mrad, field-of-view scan

angle of 120, and temperature sensitivity of 0.50 C. The detec-

tor is an indium antimonidg unit, cooled with liquid nitrogen,

which covers a wavelength band of 0.7-5.5 pm.

Other similar devices typically use mercury cadmium telluride

detectors, cooled with liquid helium, covering a wavelength band
of 8-14 Mm. An example of a sensor which uses electronic scanning

is a pyrolitic vidicon detector, which is a vidicon camera tube
with pyroelectric target material. This tube is scanned in a man-

ner similar to TV, except that the input infrared radiation must

be chopped, and the output waveforms reshaped, since the pyroelec-

t'ic effect responds only to changes in the radiation levels.

Wojrk is in progres3 on solid state charge-coupled devices which do

not need the vidicon tube with electronic scanning, but use arrays

of quantum detectors, together with associated state-integrating

circuitry.
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3.22.J2.2.2 SAonsor Resolution~s

~~<+-A detinition Of resolution for a camera IR sensor is the
n~umiber-of resolvable picture elements in the field-of-view. A
t,-p1tcal pyrolittc vidicon camera as described in Section
Is 2. 1-02. 2.1- has a ste~ndatd 525-line TV format, so the number of

~ p~ctu1aeements is 525 by 700 or 367,500. Special cameras, such
lbsMOA~'V.Breturn-beam vidicon have a field-of-view resolu-

-tion of 5 000 TV lines, in a square tormut, for a total of 25 by
_P~vpictýV 01arants. Currently thiin tube provides response in
~tIm ~'.~l nd nrIRregion only.

A.dtfinition of resolution for an electromnechanical scanner
typecit R snacr is the' mean angle resolution in~ mrad, typically

~ miad ftr pr*et ytes This will normally provide
-b0hloo: sCan lines if a TV type display is used.

Vitious 'I-0 saenors'have different slew rates. The B-52
AU.0r ab le. television (STV) and FUtR sensors have slew rate. of
+0010 per sac while the Pave TCrack pod can have a slow rate of 1500
'"t lec. Missile, naeors can have hand-controlled a1ew rates
which~ ban be in the order of 80 per sec.

Zoom rates are usually relatively instantaneous. The
operator switche* from one fixed field of view to another fixed
field of view.

3.2.1.2.3 Later

Lasers are an important me~ans of designating tarqeta. The
LS'T and canger is primarily used to track ground targets and to
provide guidance and range information for weapons delivery.
3ymbols are generated on the sensor display that is beinig
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Sutilized, which is usually FLIR or TV. The operational range is

generally greater than 10 mi. Symbols are also generated by the

. LWR which is used to detect any threat asers that are being

-di-rected toward the aircraft. These signals are sorrmtimes dis-

played on the 3600 PPI display and the range is generally limited

-i 5, °%-to about 10 ml. Iypical characteristics are listed in Table

. ,Future sensor systems may utilize a combination of

laser transmitters and infrared receivers which could result in a

.hi, resolution display containing range information. Lasers

. ....yratieat a range of wavelengths which are betwen IR and TV and
"- " there-fore relatively susceptible to the same atmospheric

3.2.1.2.4 ,ae Radar

According to an article in a recent aviation technology

publicat-ion (see Stein), laser radar has the capability of pre-

tenting a small area of coverage with high resolution as compared

t o a-onventional radar of low resolution with large area of cover-

age, Millimeter (mm) wave and laser radar are expected to evolve

as complomentary, rather than competing, technologies. Laser

radar is known to have extremely accurate range-finding character-

istics, as well as precise identification capabilities, while

mm-wave is more efficient at penetrating battlefield and adverze

weather conditions. Carbon dioxide laser radar developments at

United Technologies esearch Center (UTC), directed toward

advanced development of two new helicopter-born. pods for the U.S.
Army, promise to "usher in a true multifunction optical radar

capability."

The flying laborutory had utilized a 500-lb laser obstacle

and terrain avoidance warning system (LOTAWS), developed by UTC

and flown successfully in 1975-76 on a Sikorsky CH-53 helicopter.
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The new pods will focus on NOE-oriented missions, providing

TF/TA avoidance, Doppler navigation and hover, and precision
sarch and weapon delivery capabilities.

The new pods will build on the technology developed for the
LOTAWS multifunction carbon dioxide heterodyning laser radar,
built and flown for the Army Avionics Research & Development

Activity at Ft. Monmouth, N.J. The pods are expected to fly on an
Army/Sikort?, UH-60A Black Hawk.

Poe. Number 1 is planned for delivery around June, 1981. This

pod's design will attempt to reduce the size and weight of present

technology and provide Identification processing of tank targets
(see Figure 3,2,1.2.4-1). Planned dimensions of the pod are 40
in, long and 8 in. in diameter, with a weight of 125 lb.

Pod Number 2 is expected to function as a sensor for signal
processing, using algorithms being developed. Future developments

in tar9t identification and wapons delivery capability are
expected to use a 10-W variable output format and a programmable
waveguide carbon dioxide laser transmitter. A carbon dioxide

lanr operates at frequencies of 1013 Hz, compared to about 1010

for an X-band radar system.

This increase of three orders of magnitude in frequency pro-

vides much smaller beam divergence, which varies inversely with

frequency. Dop )ler sensitivity is also improved by a factor of

100 to 1,000 times.
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3. 2.1. 2. 5 Displays

Since alphanumeric messages and symbology will be provided

along with sensor data on many current and future aircraft, the
tendency is to use a single multifunction display. Now and in the

J rear fluture CRT display. should be in use. The widespread
applicat.ion of other types of displays, such as liquid crystal or

-plasma, does not seem probable in the near future. Gmneral char-
acteristics of a~typical simulator multifunction display are as

1) Viewing Area -8.5 in. horizontal by 6.5 in. vertical

2) Phoaphor - P-43

3.) Video Bandwidth - 20 MHz
4). _Brightness/Contrast - 8:1 contrast ratio at; 500

tt-oaridle ambient
--5) Horixontal Scan Rate - 26.25 KHz

6) Raster Lines Per Frame -875

7) Vertical Scan Rate - 60 Hz per field, 30 Hz per frame
8) Video Input - Composite RS170 compatible or

nor¶-oomposite
9) Synchronization -Internal or external RS170 compatible.
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4.0 MISSION TYPES AND REQUIREMENTS

-T1*_'Unque 'role of FDL'a flight simulation requirement tends

* A mpas" more severe requirement on their imulation dvics
'ý4~w ý laced on virtually all other facilities in Air Force

ý& 11W I ','his is due to the nature of experimentation and

~~-t6tb'ie regime of flight 'and tactics required of FDL,

.>*Vtatee In the statement of work (SW), "This (the FDL]

*kdt IA ex isats as a research and development tool for performing
~ man-in-tho-loop simulations of aircraft, flight con-

#Adampons delivery concepts of an advanced nature." To
-c~~rom~pound the sophistication of the facility requirements,

0" -6 .rh- capiabilities of advanced sensors and their displays are
~ A~*~ 3~Rtas Cho 'training simulator designer evaluates trade-

oft. ~azwill. provide the appropriate cue environment for the
~ 1~rr~r~gtasks assigned in a cost-effective manner, the purpose of

th Is study is to examine the-real needs of this facility based on
~ ~_#i$.@rr ruireaments and determine how to economically satisfy

'In order to focus on these requirements the study team re-

Viewed the mission needs as stated in the SOW and attempted to
evaluate how best to provide those requirements. The implications
of those findings should be explored before examining the specific

mission. As mentioned above, the role of this facility is quite
sophisticated and, in most cases, requires simulation capabilities
beyond the state of the art (SOTA). The problem then becomes how
to apply current and near-future BOTA to provide a creditable

research capability. The answer lies in taking advantage of:

1) Experiments that (in general) will concentrate on
specific short-term segments of the general mission of

U.S. Air F~orce comtbat crews and,
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2) The fact that this facility will not be used for train-

S ing, This allows dedication of current and recommended
future capabilities to specific experiment types for

which they are best suited. This will be possible

because unlike moat training environments experiments

conducted in this facility can tolerate discontinu'ition

caused by multiplexing sensor data base sources.

4t~. IEORCAPABILITIES

,~ F-L is required *to effectively conduct advanced aircraft

aftaff stuitdes and flight control system developments under

w~r&> TQ'1~2 imul a tion, (5-ie ar Pl an , p.)I This man-in-the-
~~opt~#neeingsimuliation must represent both the natural

trMrorumnt ('erin, foliage, and weather) and battle-nue

22W inwironiunt (smoke# gunfire, threats, and countermeasures), Among

*~~' t'I n*X @ookpit aems nts to be involved in the"e tests are digital

-c~t ontrols# time-shared displays$ and keyboards.

Th~e purpos. of this study is to identity those simulation ele-
rents involving advanced sensors, such as TV, LLLTV, FLIR, BAR,
ML, EARp 2-0 scanner tracker, and laser radar. These sensors may

be operational on combat aircraft throughout the 1980's and early
1990's, and hence need to be simulated at FDL.

Unlike the past, when each sensor had its own deicated CRT,
current practice integratsa a number of sensor outputs on a single
CRT, This practice is dictated by limitations in cockpit sptce

and the need to )eep aircrew workload within reasonable buunds;- it

is easicr to obtain information from a single integrated display
0 than from several independent displays, each of which provides

only one type of information. This trend to multifunction
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displays produces a number of benefits in addition to conserving

cockpit space and reducing aircrew workload:

1) Sensors can be modified and new sensors added without

making significant cockpit modifications.

2) Reliability is increased in two ways. With a smaller

number of display heads, there is less to go wrong, and

if a display head does fail, information found on it can

usually be obtained from another display head.

A rather remarkable convergence of practice with respect to

display heads has taken place, and it is virtually certain that in

the foreseeable future, sensor data will be displayed on a data

head system comprising:

o A HUD, whose primary functions are flight control,

weapon delivery, and forward-looking sensor display.

o A helmet-mounted display (HMD), whose primary functions

are flight control, weapon display, and slewable sensor

display.

o A vertical situation display (VSD) with much the same

function as the HUD.

o A horizontal situation display (HSD) used for naviga-

tion, tactical situation display, threat analysis, and

display of downward looking sensors.

These four display heads may be supplemented by advisory dis-

plays on either side -- a left situation advisory display (LSAD)

would display downward looking sensors, navigation data, stores

management data, display option lists, system status and activi-

ties, and threat analysis; and a right situation advisory display
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(RSAD) would display energy management data plus engine status and

activities.

Table 4.1-1, taken from Krebs et al., summarizes the func-
tosof each of these display heads. Two aspects of that figure

14¼ are especi~ally-irnportanti the back-up functions (secondary funo-
tt~nse rved by each display head (labeled DISPLAY in the table),

and the inage types (forms of information) for each display head.

In the ML simulation, any type of display (raw video, digitized
tato, symi'bology, or lines) must be displayable on any display

head, simultaneously, and correlated in both space and time.

While the configuration of display heads treated in Table

A -1- is most directly applicable to single-seat tactical air-
~v~tt;and the pilot "eat of tandem, two-seat tactical aircraft,

-4isplay heads for the back-seater (or for other-than-pilot crew
.'p;mb~rs o~f multi-seat combat aircraft, such as strategic bombers)
will be composed of the sa&= elements. Hence, for the purposes of
Oia,&audyp meeting the requirement* for a single seat tactical
4#cora~ft will result in maeting the requirements for any aircraft.

The missions and mission segments described below are rele-
vant in that they impose specific requirements on cockpit displays

being simulated, such as the size and characteristics (terrain,
cultural features, emitters) of the gaming area, the number
density and characteristics of objects in that area, resolution,
accuracy of alignment of different representations for the same
object, etc.

The contents of the sensor displays cans be categorized into
the following five .ategoriesi

1) Terrain Data

2) Cultural Features
3) Ground Targets
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4) Airborne Targets

5) Symbolic Data

The following disicussion treats the requirements for the
amount and resolution of data in each category.

S ~ Terrain Data - This must providt several types o~f terrain, ranging

ft~m.-mountaihe (e.g., Fulda Gap) to deserts (e~g., the Mideast)
with the resolution determined by the sensor system being

-Pta~tures -These have to be compatible with the terrain
selotsd;.e however, by judiciotis choice of terrain, requirements
for dgl'turl features can be m~inimized.

~~Un -agt This repro#*:its a most important data category.
Three of the crucial issues arising with respect to its simulation
17to

.1) What types of targets need be simulated? Moving vehicles
(tanks# armored personnel carriers, and trucks) which
have to be distinguished from each other by the tactical
pilot, are required. Other tactical targets, such as
SAM's and rivhrcrosiing equipment, should be provided.

2) What is the minimum number of targets of each type that
is required? in view of the possibility of engaging many
ground targets during a single firing pass, several dozen
vehicles may he requir-id.

3) Is motion required of vehiculav targets? Yes, because
vehicle motion is used as aid to identification and as
input for prioritizing.
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AL~borne Targets - Both aircraft and missile targets are needed.

ýX A~t'al of six simultaneous airborne targets (aircraft# air-to-air

-01 knd S6AM a) wo~uld appear adequate for P'DL's requirements.

RytJ3140The amount and kind of symbolic data shown are
#WWýMinh*Od tha aircraft systems being simulated.

44 M~TO?4TYPES':

thovgh, the rDL will presumably be called on, as it has been
4 V1#Ito conduat a wide variety of experiments associated

x. -0'~ -veall character of the laboratory, this study concen-
tvated--on, parposes of tiiose missions. Mort specifically this
a dy 'considered mission elements and their inherent requirements

,z&) -Air-to-,%irp air-to-ground precision weapon delivery

'> ~ *~ NpP011thes-arth (t4OZ)
44ý Exterided, gam'ing areas
I) Performance variation (i.e., sub/supersonic regimes)
*4) EJvIromhrntal variations (visibility, etc).

The following paragraphs address these requirements from the

point of view of real world or generic requirements, It should be
nst~Ad that theme will only serve as a basis of comparison in the
parame tric evaluation presented elsewhere.

4.2~.1 Weapons Delivery and Accuracy

Air-to-ground weapons to be employed in planned FDL studies
are those currently in the inventory and evolutionary developrments
of them. Delivery accuracies range from circular error probabili-
ties (CEP) of 50 ft for conventional "iron bombs" to CE' of 5-10
ft for E-0 gu'.ded and 2-5 ft for l3ser-guided weapons.
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4.2. 2 Terrain Following and NOE

It is anticipated that a substantial portJon of the flight

profile of air-to-ground missions will be flown at low altitude to

avoid detection by enemy radar. Minimum altitude to be flown
j. •depends on the terrain and the threat, among other factors. It is

.pro.bable that altitudes flown in combat will be substantially

lower than those used, for safety reason., in peacetime training.
FDL may well wish to simulate much wartime altitudes. A good
- .stimatte of this minimum wartime altitude is 100 ftj an altitude

L o.. 50 ft is well within the range of possibility, especially where
the terrain is flat and enemy defenses strong.

if only peacetime altitude minima need to be simulated,

200-2S0 ft would be adequate.

"4,2.3 Gaming Areas

Since the typical radius (take-off to weapons release) of

air-to-ground missions in approximately 300 mi, with maxima in the
500 to 700 ml range, tho gaming area provided should be about 500

by 500 ml it such mistion simulation, including gross departures

from planned flight paths, is required. However, a significant

cost element is a function of the size of the gaming area, and
hence considerable economies might be achieved by using 500-mi

long corridor, rathor than a 500 ml square. Such corridors would

have the following properties:

a) Their width would not necessarily be uniform along the
track (or from one corridor to another), but would vary
with the maximum altitude likely to be flown at any

point.

b) Their length would not be a uniform 500 ml but would be

tailored to specific Pxperiment/misason requirements.
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C) To cope with departures from the planned flight path,
one or more of the following approaches can be taken:

1) A forking corridor can be included where there is a
reasonable expectation of a change in heading.

2) The corridor can be widened where there is a

reasonable expectation of an increase in altitude,
or a moderate departure from the planned flight

path.

3) Image detail can be increased when there is a

reasonable expectation of a decrease in altitude.

4) The experiment can be aborted if the simulator

aircraft departs too far from the anticipated

flight path.

S) The amount of terrain detail provided will gener-

ally be uniform across the width of the corridor,

but can vary along its length to moet specific

mission requirements and altitude expectations.

6) To compensate for learning effects and to enable

more confident generalization from experimental
data, several versions of each corridor can be

used. To sonm extent this corridor redundancy can

be reduced hy flying a given corridor in both

directions.

The econmes'e mide possible by the use of the corridor
approach place a burden on the experimenter in that he or she must
de•,ne the mission and the experiment before incorp2orating it in

reasonable detail the production of corridor imagery. With a

square gaming area, such preparation is not needed, assuming that
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provision for meeting all probable imagery requirements is built

in.

Whether the square or the corridor approach is taken, a vari-

ety of terrain is required, including at the typical European ter-

rains (wooded, hilly to mountainous) and Near Eastern geography

(desert).

4.2.4' Environmental Conditions

The deoradation of various sensors (including the human eye)

by such environmental conditions as darkness, clouds, fog, rain,

ice, and snow needs to be simulated. Effects need not be simu-

lated for each combination of sensor and environmental conditioni

for example, lasers are not affected by darkness, and certain

laser frequencies are not attenuattd by water vapor.

4.2.5 Sensor Parameters (accuracy, FOV, etc.)

The characteristic values of the parameters ot each sensor
7 must be appropriately simulated so that the task loading and

system performance in the simulator can be generalized to aircraft

situations.

For imaging sensors, the modulation transfer function (MTF)

curve and FOV must duplicate real-world values; for range finders,

accuracy, variability, and beam width effmcta must be duplicated.

TolerA~nces on these variables should be 3ufficiently tight so that

the sensor's outputs seem correct to the pilot (or other crewman),

and provide him with the same level of task loading and the same

total system performance level.

Applying these criteria to the wide FOV sensor of the LANTIRN

system (similar considerations apply to its narrow FOV sensor de-

signed to detect and track "hot" surface targets), the display
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systemsh ould be identical to the real-worldsstmfruc
por~ipt~era as brightness, resolution, and FOV. It may well be

,4N ~siMto use the actual LANTIRN display system, driven with a
tm~4attp-derived signal. That signal# the output of the image
qeration system, needs to provide resolution, SNR's, and imaging

aontent ýmseting the requirements for imaging sensors discussed in
* pc~evi' us paragraph.

#~4':. A~ *CI~NG SYBTM4 CONSIDERATIONS

-or4er -toe*valuate the advanced sensors described earlier,
a -titel'mtion simulat ion with the pilot in the loop must be

ry -t~m~aon must provide a realistic context for
U $vclving these advanced sonsors, duplicating the task

qJ4 p ~twt~~revail in the aircraft. An important element
to tt task loading requireffent is the simulation of the

Jp view. Such visual simulation must are high
t*~ty..t*,4"ur* that, visual tisks, such as acquisition and

t44,-t"rtWft Qf ground targets# are of realistic difficulty.
VW, _efct ton task loading of inappropriate fidelity -- such as
with a digital system lacking sufficient edges to embed the target
in realistic visual "noise', or with a camera-model system (CMS)
providing insufficient detail, and hence permitting target
recognition only at much closer than real-world distances -- can
lead to loss of confidence in the results of studies employing
these advanced sensors.

While camera-model visual systems can provide the needed fi-
delity over parts of the mission spectrum, they have critical limi-
tations in the low-altitude regime, as the diffraction effects in-
heront in a probe lens of a small enough sine to permit low alti-
tude simulation with a reasonably scaled modelboard preclude such
a lens from providing needed rnsolution. If the diffraction ef-
fects were minimized by using a larger lens, the probe containing
that lens could not get sufficiently close to the model board to
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simulate the low altitudes at which many of the radar-avoiding

air-tp-gro.nd missions are flown. Section 6.3.2 discusses the
tradeof&i involvei, and Figure 6.3.2-1 plots the diffraction-

ca41oo •Rsolution limits versus lns size limits on minimum
-t~ruo,. for each of several modelboard scales. It should be
ýr,,emb*r-d that the theoretical values shown in the graph are

;zimi st~i cn-that resolution is degraded by "actors other than
U44 action , anel the edge of the hypothetical probe lens cannot be

S-.al d •,- actuiilly touch the model board.

...:Th--ap -with a CMS, a realistic air-to-ground mission can not
341a it n 4t entirety, although parts of it could (e.g.,

. elitAivly high altitude cruise, a modelboard representing only a

- i ,;o• r. *Xea, a few second& before and after weapons

.I C=.Z.sysum. do not have the depth-of-field problem, dif-

S.... q-i-U&n •tmits on resolution, and modelboard size related

., .: " t6%..• ns on gaminy area intrinsic to CMS's. Whereas the
7 -V• .or manee of amera-modoel systems is largely limited by the laws

of physics, that of CIG systems is limited by technology and

dollarn, and as digital technology continues its rapid improvement
with time, a given budget will be able to purchase increasingly
capable systems as the year of delivery advances to 1990, 2000,

and beyond.

For the forseiable future, however, CIG systems will have a

much more limited number of pixels per frame or per arc min 2 than
do CM8's. In order to evaluate the effect (on task performance,

task loading, etc.) of the limited number of pixels available, one
must first optimize the use of the pixels that are available.

The scarcity of pixels in current (and forsesable) CIG sys-
temm has at least two deleterious effects that are likely to
affect the task performance and/or task loading of the pilot u~ing
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much a visual system for a task such as air-to-ground weapons de-

livery. First, because of limitations in the number of edges or

facets that can be processed and displayed at any given time, it

is necessary to model a given feature with an increasing number of
edges or facets as it is approached and its angular subtense

increases. Since this increase is necessarily discontinuous, the
increased detail "pops out" as one nears the object, rather than
increasing continuously and gradually, as in the real world. A
second deleterious effect (this one not unique to CIG systems)

arJoes from the fact that one of the cues to distance or altitude
is-that class of widely distributed features one can first distin-

guish -- blades of grass, leaves on a tree, branches on a tree,
separate trees. If a visual system does not have sufficient reso-

lution and detail which compromise the eyes' acuity, then this
important cue is falsely presented, and the pilot must be much
closer to the scene to perceive, for example, separate trees. In

such a situation, he must not only place greater reliance on other
distance cuss, such as object size or streaming effect, but must

discard the false cues -- a difficult action to take since this
cue has been a firmly established part of his behavioral

repertoire.

In order for CIG systems to provide the same task difficulty

and task loading that is present in the real world, these two con-
sequences of the pixel shortage must be overcome. The "popping
out" of objects (or object detail) can be minimized by modeling
small increments in detail between various versions of features,

and assuring that features do not disappear once they "pop out"
with normal forward-looking, forward moving flight. Duplication

of the "I must be x maters from that forest now because I can just
distinguish its individual trees" phenomenon requires both a high
system resolution and a sufficiency of individual trees, branches,
and leaves. It is not known at this time whether these details

can be adequately provided through texturing techniques, or wheth-
er facets will be required.
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4.4 DESIGN REQUIREMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Several points should be considered prior to exploring
technical solutions to the problems discussed above, There are
three points of relevance that will assist in developing the

concluding recommendation of this study.

First, as previously mentioned some latitude can be taken in
the evaluation of the facility requirements and later in the de-
sign, structure, and reality of the experiments. This will allow
researchers to perform experiments in a laboratory environment and

derive valid results. This facility is intended for research in
specific man-in-the-loop experiments, For the short-term plans

(c¢ruip and navigation exercise& notwithstanding), mission capa-

bilities can be narrowed. For example, this concept allows the

facility designs to develop capabilities related to specific needs
singularly rather than on a continuum. Thos, for cruise-oriented
experiment, the design is permitted to suggest multiplexing sensor
displays with separate image generators: CMS for take-off, land-

ing, etc., and CIG for cruise . This flexibility permits construc-
tion of a croditable system even though simulation technology SOTA
does not permit the design of a single system to satisfy all
needs.

The second consideration of note for the facility design is

that the specific parametric needs (Section 4.2) derived from real
world missions need not be reproduced 100% in order to develop a

creditable system. There is also great advantage to the facility
designer in that BOTA trends in sensor displays are directed

towards the synthetic image. Thus, the requirements to simulate

high resolution detection equipment are minimized due to the
"technique used to display the information to the pilot. This does
not alleviate the problem of placing and detecting elements in the
operating environment, but it does reduce the difficulty for ele-
ments of concern (targets, emitters, etc.).
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The third advantage for the facility design is related to the

equipment used to provide the sensor displays. Since the SOTA for

aircraft displays is tending toward synthetic video (raster and

calligraphic) a generic system can be employed in the system.

This system must be flexible (e.g. variable raster line rates),

but can be used for a variety of applications. This is due in

part to the similarity in design between real-world systems and

Potential simulation systems, i.e. each consists of display

generators, jemory, software, and display heads for mixed raster

and calligraphic, images.

Although the requirements placed on the FDL facility are

extremely complex, the points outlined above will allow facility

designer, to develop a useable system.
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5.0 SIMULATION, STATE OF THE ART, AND TRENDS

This section will discuss and evaluate all available image

generation and processing techniques. Each, of course, offers
advantages and disadvantages in sensor simulations. In this sec-
tion, only the technical merits and limitations of each approach
are considered. Later sections of this study will investigate how
wimll-each simulation technique solves the problems faced by FDL,
how will it merges with existing hardware at FDL, and what poten-
tial each technique offers for expansions in anticipation of
future sensor simulation problems.

5.1 IMAGE GENERATORS

5.1.1 Camara-Model System

This type of system has clearl', istablished its usefulness

and, has become a major contributor to the art of simulation. In
the context of this study, its importance ir amplified by the fact
that two CMS's are already part of the existing FDL facility and
because the wealth and realitm of details of certain sensor simu-

lations point directly at the known advantages of these systems.

To understand these advantages and the equally well-defined

disadvantages, this section presents the fundarental operatving

principles, lists some successful applications, and discusses the

major system components which limit performance and application in

general and move specifically in the realm of sensor simulation.

5,1.1.1 General Principles

The major components of a camera-model image generation
system includet

1) A scale model of the terrain area
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2) A bonk of lights to illuminate the model

3) An opt-ical probe which collects light from the point in

tne. del space corresponding to the simulated observer's
"eye""int

4) A closed circuit TV (CCTV) camera, which receives and

ims" relayed from the optical probe

&5 t- oantry to position the probe and camera assembly to

.eotLect light from the correct eyepoint

In recent -CMS' the models have been 24 ft wide by 64 ft

long•, standing on edge in a vertical plane. This orientation has

-distinct advantagea for model and light bank access and floor

space considerations and it also allows the gantry structure to

carry the probe and camera across the length of the model, thus

mimimislng bending moments on its structure. This gantry tower

rolls on a horizontal track rigidly anchored to the floor. In

principle, the model lengths can be made arbitrarily long (simply

S by laying more track for the gantry), but customer space limita-

ticns have held model length to 64 ft.

5.1.1.2 ModelboArd

5.1.1.2.1 Model Size Consideration

Extending the model width beyond 24 ft, although not impos-

sible, has major implications for the design of the structure and

of gantry servos, and requires undesirable amounts of overhead

building clearance. A serious consideration in sizing models is

the power required for illumination. CMS's recently installed at

Fort Rucker require 200 kW of power to illuminate a 24 by 64-ft

model to a level of about 7000 ft-candles.

The area of a model of a given size may be use to provide

coverage of a large gaming area at a low level of detail, or a
smaller gaming area at a higher level of detail, depending on the

7
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scale factor chosen. Rigid models have been made with scale

factors ranging from 370:1 to 5,000:1. Given the real-world

vehicle performance, the scale factor determines the required

gantry servo accelerations and maximum and minimum gantry velo-

cities (for smooth operation). The choice of model scale is

strongly influenced by considerations of depth of focus in the

optical probe and by minimum operational eyeheight requirements.

5..1.2.2 Spe cial Paints

Selected objects on the modelboard are sometimes painted with

pigfrmnts whose wavelength spectrums are inside or outeide the

visual spectrum but within the camera range of sensitivity. Such

painting must be in compliance with paragraph 4.3.1.2 of the SOW.

Techniques for selecting these special paints fall into two
distinct class a. When the paints are chosen by passive methods,

"they are chosen to be optimized for the particular sensor system

or portions of the spectrum (for which the balance of the system
chain yields effective results). The disadvantage of such methods
is that they limit the system to a narrow range of sensors center-

ed on one frequency band. Active methods, on the other hand,

modify the model or paint characteristics by exitation from an

outside source. One example of this is application of heat to

selected areas of the model via embedded electrical resistive

elemen~ts.

In the field of camera model simulation very little work has

been done in testing paintz for reflectivity and absorptivity at

wavelengths outside the visual spectrum. However, during the

production of the 2B-31 helicopter simulator program some testing

was done to pick the paints that suited Link's Probe Height Sens-

ing IR emitting assembly. The tests established paint surfaces

that reflected a minimum of 35% in the 8400-8500 nmi range. A

listing of these paints is on file at Link.
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Link has attemptod to paint selected objects with special

pigments to *rnphasir* protrusions and shapes that should be rec-

ognized through th. display system. The testing was done on the

2B-31 CMB and the method found to be ineffective.

Fluorescent paints were incorporated in the KC-135 aerial

refueling prototype camera model system in 1964 and in the

Strategic Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) program in 1976. The paints

were excited by ultraviolet incident radiation to a level where

the continuous fluorescence of visible r3idiation was strong enough
to be effectively picked up by the camera of the !system. The SAAC

system at Luke Air Force Base in Arizona is being used success-

fully as a target illumination subsystem in the ijimulator.

The U.S. Government is currently testing some paints that
have absorption capacity in regions that could interfere with

sensor detection (radar radiation region). No data is available

at this time,. It may very well be possible to modify existing

tet'rain mode2.boards to simulate the desired sensor displays. Much

work is being done by companies such as Martin Marietta, McDonnell
Douglas Electronics, Northrup Corporation, and Texas Instruments.

Many of these companies are using techniques such as special

target encodements with IR responsive paints, video processing,

and other techniques to yield IR responses. The previously men-
tioned companies were contacted informally and were reluctant to

discuss their work since most of this work consists of in-house

development effort. to support aircraft and sensor development

programs and all of the technology is proprietary with the company

which has sponsored the development.

Discussions were held with Independence Scale Models Corp. of

Philadelphia, PA. They were adverse to disclosing details of the

methodology involved but were willing to disclose some of the char-

acteristics of model systems that they produced involving active

methodology simulating the visual and infrared wavelengths.
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Independence Scale Model Corporation has completE'd the fabri-

cation of Thermal Terrain Model #MT-168 with targets and controls

for the U.S.A. Missile Command, Advanced Simulation Laboratory,

Redstone Arsenal, AL 35809. Some specifications regarding their

product are summarized in Table 5.1.1.2.2-i.

•4. The three areas of electromagnetic radiation were controlled

by color pigments for the visible, special pigments and illumi-

nation techniques for the near IR, and heating elements behind the

targets for the thermal ZR. All three areas were successfully

used to test sensors.

In conclusion, this area shows some potential for simulation

of sensorsa however, the use of passive methods would require a

significant amount of developmental activity, and the use of

active nuthods would most certainly involve major modifications to

the existing facilities.

Table 5.1.1.2.2-1 THERMAL TERRAIN MODEL MT-168

Area: Test Area Three (3)

Scale, 1:500
Spectral Response: Visual .4 to .7 microns

Near IR .7 to 1.5 microns

Far IR 3 to 15 microns

Targetas Buildings, military vehicles (trucks and tanks)

Controlt A control console was provided which had individual
controls and adjustments for terrain, water, and

target heating.

Summary: Thermal Terrain Model #MT-168 described above

represented a portion of Test Area Three (3)

Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. This 8 by 16 ft ):500

scale model depicted real-world spectral re-
flectance characteristics in the visible, near

IR, and thermal IR.
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5.1,1.2.3 Target Scaling and Highlighting

The addition of target models at an exaggerated scale is a

viable technique. This results in acquisition of the targets by

the pilot at extended rangs, thereby circumventing the inherent

resolution limitations of the closed circuit television and dis-

play systems in the simulation.

This can be a valuable technique in fairly wide field-of-view

systems or in cases where weapon launch is at a range whera a sig-

nificant quantity of surrounding cultural detail is included in

the soene. Because of the increased sizes of targets provided,

the pilot may underestimate the distance to the target.

This technique was found to be very helpful in the case of

the AHi-1 Cobra Simulator (Device 2B33) for tracking, optical,

wire (TOW) wapon training. In this particular case a model scale

of 1500:1 was used whereas the target scale was 500:1.

In conclusion such techniques are valuable but must be used

with caution, since the selection of target scale is a function of

simulator visual system characteristics, unique sensors required,

and the mission being simulated. In general it would be a simple

task to change target sixes on the model as a function of the

mission scenario.

5,1.1.3 Illumination.

Ideally, the lightiny for a CMS should have the following

desirable characteristics :

1) High lumen efficiency (the light output (in lumens) per

input electrical watt should be high)

2) Insensitivity of light output to increased temperature

3) Good color rendering
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4) High optical delivery efficiency (the smaller the source,

the easier it is to produce a fixtire which delivers a

high percentage of the lamp's light to the model surface)

5) Long lifetime

6) Good control of intensity (ideally the lights should be

infinitely variable from zero to full brightness without

introducing a color shift)

The types of light sources that can be considered to fulfill

2 these requirements are listed in Table 5.1.1.3-1 along with their

.advantags and disadvantages. Historically, the fluorescent

source was used almost exclusively by CMS manufacturers before the

1910's. With the advent of metal halide lamps, some manufacturers

switched to metal halide while others stayed with fluorescent. For

- ; color CMB's, the clear superiority of metal halide over fluoren-

cent and all other light sources is shown in Table 5.1.1.3-1,

- The sodium vapor lamps (GE Lucalox, Sylvania Lumalux, and

Westinghouse Ceramalux) are vxtremely efficient in terms of light

o4tjpUt per electrical input watt. However, their yellow-orange

.......... haraotoristic color makes them totally unacceptable for accurate

color reproduction in color CMS's, For a black and white CMS the

excellent lumen efficiancy of the sodium vapor lamps makes them

the logical choice if the model in painted to reproduce the cor-

rect shade of gray with the yellow-orange illumination.

The clear metal halide lamps are good in all respects. The

color rendering of the metal halide lamp can be improved slightly

by using a phosphor coating, but this seriously affects the effi-

ciency at which light can be delivered to the modelboard because

of the large source size that is cre3ted by phosphor coating on

the outer bulb.
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Fluorescent lamps are usable in terms of their color render-

ing characteristics but have two disadvantages. First of all,

thbey are "nsitive to heat. If a large number of them are put

together for high illumination, then a special air ducting struc-

ture is required to remove the heat they generate in order to keep

the lumen efficiency up. Secondly, the light J.s not easily direc-

ted by a reflector, and if used without reflectors theoretical con-

. siderAtions reveal that the illumination level they can produce on

a modelboard in a practical system is no greater than 70% of the

1bulb wall brightness. Since the typical bulb wall brightness is

5000 ft-lamýorts, this means the maximum illumination that can be

sara•hUvd on the modelboard is no greater than 3500 ft-candles even
if ' he lighting bank consists of flourescent bulbs touching to-

ge.her. This has been demonstrated by two systems built by Link.
n or&ystem 100 kW of fluorescent lights produced a 3000-ft-

i'2+t7::;' •'&r•Al~ 1,v9%lon &.22 by 44-ft modelboard. In another system, 100
-kh of clear metal halide lamps produced a 7400-ft-candle level on

; ,� �-;A�h smetime modelboard, thus demonstrating the greatly superior

optical delivery efficiency of metal halids.

. The mercury lamps have just fair lumen efficiency. In the

case *t the clear mercury lamp, the color rendition is poor and al-
though this can be improved by a phosphor coating, the optical
delivery efficiency suffers,

Incandescent lamps provide excellent color rendition but

theiv' lifetime and lumen efficiency are very poor, thus elininat-

ing them from consideration.

For camera-model work intensity control of the light sources

discusued above has traditionally been done in discrete steps by

shutting off a pattern of lamps on the light bank. This solves

the problem of changes in color balance of the light source but

does not allow for fine control of the intensity. Incandescent

lamps can be controlled from zero to full brightness with Silicon
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Control Rectifier (SCR) dimmers with some change in color balance.

Ballasts and controllers which can produce changes in brightness

throughout a limited range are also available for the discharge

lamps of Table 5.1.1.3-1. However, except for lamps having a
phosphor coating, there is a definite color shift when the lamps
are dimmed. With dimming, the discharge lamps have a long-term
range lower limit which is reached after the lamp temperature

stabilizes (in 5-20 min, depending upon the type of lamp). This

long-term limit is usually significantly lower than the limit

which is reached immediately after dimming. Table 5.1.1.3-1
shows the immediate and long-term limits for 1,000 W lamps along
with the response time to the long-term limit.

Future developments in lighting applicable to CMS'o appear to

be limited to further improvements on the existing light sources

of Table 5.1.1.3-1. aI
5.1.1.3.1 Effects of HigQh-Intensity Illumination

The use of small apertures of 1 mm or less has required very

high levels of illumination (typically 7000 ft-candles for the
systems built at Link in the last few years). Sesides requiring
large amounts of electrical power, these illumination levels are
accompanied by thermal expansion problems in the rigid fibetglass

terrain models (e.g., movement of as much As 1/8 in. perpendicular

to the model surface due to buckling at points between support
studs) and point fading. Model temperatures of as high as 120OF
have been reached in a controlled ambient temperature of 661F at

the 7000-ft-candle illumination level. Models are subject to

almost immediate damage if the illumination is increased beyond
10,000 ft-candles. This problem would be alleviated in a system
which can use a larger aperture, since less illumination would be
required.
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The laser scanner system d~iscussed in Section 5. 1. 4 elimi-

nates the use of high model illumination lev4 els. The came~ra

system is replaced with a mechanical scanning SYSLe-M, but the

probe hardware and its effect on system performance are quite
similar.

5,1.1.4 Probes

Current CMS's are usually employed for visual rather than

sensor simulation. As such the emphasis has been on generating
W14 *de Riol-Of-view probes capable of close approach to the

*~do b -r4 to permit NOE trainilig and takeoff and landing exer-

71m e rp.quiremunts, of clche epproach and wide field of view,

~aV~4Q~ t~d ho .5irec~on of approach to probe design. The per-
spoetj~vo point of an optical probe is its entrdnce pupil. This
4i~l , in, order to tchieve true perspectivep must be at a distance

frm :the modilboard equal to t~he simulated owye height divided by

th* o',Me10oard scale factor. Typical m 4elboxrd scale factors

range, from 1500:1 t'~o 3000i1. To simulate takeoff and landings and
WQ~f2i~tthereforal requires that the entrance pupil achieve a

010F4 approach to the modelboard. Ideally the pupil should be
Nv..external to the probe. An additional problem at low altitude is

that of adequate resolution over the entire ground plane. Scheim-

pf3.ug probas have been developed to provide increased resolution
of the ground plane at simulated low altitudes. Depth of field

and Bcheimpflug probes are described in section 5.1.1.4.2. To
achieve a constant im~age size for constant field angle imposes

anothor constraint on the pupil. A tolecentric objective lens is
required to ensure the constant image size for all simulated slant
ranges. A telem~entric lens has its aperture stop, or image there-
of, located at the front focus. Therefore, the entrance pupil

must at the front focus and ideally external to probe optical ele-
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ments. These constraints on the pupil location, in conjunction

with the wide field of view, limit the attainable performance.

Tilt lenses or Scheimpflug probes (see Section 5.1.1.4.2)

have been developed which achieve improved resolution in a plane
when low altitudes are simulated. These probes introduce addi-
tional design problems. Ideally the tilting lens relay cells
should have zero principal plane separation to keep the image from
shifting with tilt, The relaying of pupils from one tilting lens

- stage to the following tilted stage is difficult. Dynamic field
leanses, which frequently have been unreliable in performance and
nonzepeatable in their errors, have been used to relay pupils
between stages. A Link-patented Revolutionary Scheimpflug Visual
Probe (patent number 3,985,422 of October 12, 1976) eliminates
...any of the constraints of the conventional Scheimpflug probe
design.

A fish-eye wide-angle lens was used as the objective lens in
a probe built by Dalto Electronics. Fish-eye lenses are charac-
terized by large diameter elements and an internal pupil, These
lenses have large distortions and require complex ranter shaping
techniques to produce a final undistorted image. The internal
pupil and large diame ter make them unsuitable for applications
where close approach to a terrain model is required.

5.1.1.4.1 Optical Considerations

Difficulty arises in keeping the entire scene acceptably in

focus at the sane time when foreground objects are very close to

the probe, either because real-world objects are in the scene very

close to the simulated vehicle, or because the real-world dimen-
sions are reduced by a very high scale factor. A person familiar

with photography would immediately think of "stopping down" the

probe to increase depth of field. Figure 5.1.1.4.1-1 shows the
geometrical basis for this approach to controlling depth of focus.
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If the image detector is placed where distant objects are imaged,

then nearer objects will be in sharp focus on a plane lying behind

- he image detector, and light which would focus to a point on that

plan. is blurred over a circle of diameter b when intercepted by

the image detector. The diameter of this circle is defined by the

intercept of the rays from the outer edge of the lens on the detec-

"tOr plane as they converge toward the image point. It can be seen

.that te amount of blurring is proportional to the diameter of the

leng.

-ences one might suppose that if a certain diameter lens gave

s•atisfactory depth of focus in a real-world situation, then, if
-the probe in the simulation visual had an aperture no larger than

the diameter of that lens divided by the scale factor, equivalent
dQth of focus and resolution would result. However, when the

"wave nature of light is accounted for, light which is predicted by
.geometrieal optics to be imaged to a point (as shown in Figure

5.1.1,4.1-la) is in fact blurred by diffraction. The amount of

. he blarr ing is great enough so that an in-focus image gives the

impression that the point in object space is spread so as to sub-

tend an angle (in radians) of approximately i/D (where X is the

wavelength of light) when viewed from the lens entrance pupil,
This blurring affects the entire picture, iot just the objects

which are much nearer or further from the chosen focus distance.

The total blur will be greater than the larger of the two blur

terms (geometrical and diffraction) but less than the sum. The

geometrical analysis encourages the reduction of aperture, but

from the standpoint of diffraction alone, the aperture should be

as large as possible. Clearly, there is an optimum aperture when

both defocus and diffraction are considered, for which the geomet-

rical effect of defocus (for objects at the extreme near and far

ranges) and the effect of diffraction are of comparable magnitude
(see Figure 5.1.1.4.1-2).
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In general, this optimum aperture has fallen in the 0.5-1

m millimter range. It is instructive to compare %/D for these

- applications with the angular resolution limit imposed by the TV

raster. The"e have been mostly 600 diagonal systems, with 360
degrees appearing across the height of a 1000-line raster.

-_'.Allowing for a 0.7 Kell factor, the resolution limit is at a spa-

' tt~*& frequency of one line pair per approximately 6 arc-mmn. The

* atio X/D, assuming a wavelength of 5500 A$, is 1.89 arc-min
(af�er•conversion from radians) for a 1 mm pupil, or 3.78 arc-min

: -• a 0.5 mm pupil.

The 0.5-1 mm apertures thus give sufficient depth of focus to
:,provide satisfactory imagery everywhere except when landing on a

. unway (real-world eyeheights of 6.5-10 ft, with scale factors of

lO.toA.1 to I0001) or when simulating NOE helicopter flight. Here,
: -he extrem foreground imagery, although objectionably fussy, is

S A .larger aperture might be appropr ilate for camera-model simu-

laiion of a sensor which puts a 30 diagonal field of view on a

650-14ne raster (TV limit at leas than 1/2 arc min), particularly

if the sensor is not used at extremely low altitudes (e.g. when

wapons delivery rather than landings is being simulated).

The following discussion and Figure 5.1.1,4.1-2 show the
ielationships between pupil diameter, resolution, and depth of

field.

The probe is focused on a plane at an object at a distance S.

Objects in this plane will be sharply imaged. An object point

lying beyond or nearer than this focused plane is seen by the lens

as a small Circle of confusion of diamTter C. The probe images

this circle as if it were a real object lying in the focuied

plane. The limit of acceptable depth of field will be reached
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when this circle of confusion becomes large enough to subtend a

prespecified angle (0) at the entrance pupil.

0 a S.0 (since 0 is small c2S.tang)

SC S.C
D1 !--- D2

"d-c d+c

Li S+DI L2 S-D2

The limiting angular resolution (BL) is a function of the

wavelength (>) and entrance pupil diameter (d).

GL r wad (. and d same units)

for X. 0.54607 microns

* * 1,87725 (arc min)

d(mm)

We want 0 to be small (for good resolution) and DI and D2 to

be large (for large depth of field), but both are inversely pro-

portional to d, so the value of d must be a compromise. The rela-

tion between 0 and d for a fixed wavelongth is illustrated in

Figure 5.1.1.4.1-3,

5.1.1.4.2 Depth of Field and Scheimrflug Probes

A special optical technique is sometimes valuable to accommo-

date extremely low-altitude oyopoints. For oxainpli, whn ý)n iir-

craft is approaching or standing on a runway, the runway shoruldI b(.
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in focus from the very near foreground at the bottom of the

pilot's window to the end of the runway, a relatively large
distance away. With a conventional probe, the plane of best focus

"in object space is perpendicular to the probe's line of sight,

which is typically horizontal. By adding intermediate aerial

images to the probe optical layout and tilting the relay lenses,

the plane of best focus for a horizontal line of sight, normally

ver-tical, can be transformed to coincide with the plane of the
runway. The tangent of the lens tilt angle required to accomplish
this transformation is inversely proportional to the probe eye

height above the runway and to the probe pitch angle. If the

scene consists of flat terrain and the flat runway, one obtains

the appearance of infinite depth of focus, from the foreground out

to the horizon. However, as before, focus degrades for objects

extending perpendicularly to the plane of best focus. Although

the entire runway is in focus, vertical objects such as towers and
poles will appear progressively fuzzier as they rise above the

runway. The region of good focus is thinner for more extreme lens
tilts (i.e., correction for lower eyepoints). The most recent

generation of tilt-lens or Scheimpflug probes, built for Link by
Farrand Optical Co., Inc., corrects runway focus fully down to

3-mm eye height above the model.

5.1.1.4.3 Probe Mechanisms

Probe pitch devices are of two types: single-reflection (Fig-

ure 5.1.1.4.3-la) and double-reflection (Figure 5.1.1.4.3-1b).
Single-reflection pitch has been more commonly used at Link be-

cause most applications in recent years have required very low
eyepoints to be simulated, and have not required a wide range of

pitch. Single-reflection pitch devices can be designed with a
closer approach of the pupil location (eyepoint) to the model

surface than double-reflection designs if the pitch range is
moderate, but cannot provide pitch down to the nadir. Recent
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designs used at Link provide for eyepoints down to 1.9 mm from the

model, with a pitch range from +250 to -40.

For systems with less severe minimum eye height requirements

but requiring pitch to nadir, Link has supplied probes with

double-reflection pitch macha-nism (e.g., the Apollo Lunar Module
"Simulator (delivered in 1966), and the Orbiter Aeroflight Simu-
l--ator (1975)). These probes also had wide-field objective lenses
of 1000 and 1260 diagonal fields, respectively. The Orbiter Aero-

.flight-Simulator probe allowed eyeheight approach to within about
-4.5.mm and had pitch capability to full nadir from +300.

9oth types of pitch design result in image rotation as head-

.ng_-s driven. This must be compensated by driving an optical
derotator, which is also used to introduce a rotation to simulate

"".,4,l.* xoll. In addition, the double reflection design rotates
-the image as pitch is driven, so that the derotator drive must

also dened on pitch.

1 - 5.1 4..4 Probe, Otical Axis Pointing.Considerations

Probe line-of-sight pointing accuracy is affected by a combi-
nation of tffectst

1) Bearing imperfections

a) Pitch axis

b) Heading axis

C) Derotator axis

2) Backlash
a) Pitch drive

b) Heading drive
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3) Alignment errors

a) H-eading axis to optical axis (although Figure

5.1.1.4.2-lB shows optical axis displaced from

heading axis, it is returned to the heading axis by

SOrra displacemeunt optical folds not shown here)

b) Derotator axis to optical axis

c) Derotation optical components to derotator
mechanical axis I

The com~bination of all these effects produces line-of-sight

diviations of the order of magnitude of 40-50 arc-minutes without
S-dorre8t Lom. A probe with errovs of this magnitude has been compen-

Aittod for by software. The errors were calibrated and stored in a

t~ablerlas a function of heading, pitch, and derotator orientation.
TM Software made interpolations between values looked up in this

2~<-'~ X~"and: applied additive corrections to the pitch and heading

4rV I O CMM~rids. This method pr~oduced a corrected line of sight

vithin 7-8 tre-min error. This calibration accounted for all

errors except backlash. Presumably the calibration could be

Itfins'd to account for backlash by keeping a history of the last

diteation each axis had been driven, so as to reduce the error

fr;thorl but this was not done, as the results were adequate for

the application without this refinemeant. However, the error cali-

bration did not hold its validity over extended period& of use and

had to be recalibrated frequently. This experience suggests the

desirability of a feedback scheme in which error is detected con-

tinuously by monitoring displacements of the images of reference

points on the model.

5.1.1.4.4.1 Probe Pointing System

One probe with such a feedback system is the Aviation Wide

Angle Visual System (AWAVS) probe delivered by Link to Naval

Training Equipmnurt Center (NTEC). This probe covered % maximum of

600 field and incorporated a zoom lens which reduced the field of
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view to approximately 160. See Figures 5.1.1.4.4.1-1 and

5.1.1.4.4.1-2 for the block diagram and optical schematic.

Optical filters separate the laser signal from the back-

ground. The laser signal is imaged onto a detector array that

supplies information to the probe pitch and heading servos to cor-

reot pointing errors. For the large field (600), the detector

resolution is +2 min. As the zoomi power changes and the field is

reduced the resolution improves to +0.5 min per element. Sensor
simulation does not require wide fields of view, nor low-altitude

simulation in general. Therefore, two constraining parameters are
eliminated if a new probe were to be designed expressly for sensor
simulation applications. The maximum field could be limited to
about 200, and with a smaller field of view required, the probe

deaiign becomes easier. Improved resolution and reduced pointing

errors are well within the state of the art.

5.*.115 Scan Lines and Bandwidth

In a television system, horizontal resolution and vertical

resolution are equally costly in video bandwidth. That is, on the

basis of a fixed bandwidth, the vertical resolution increases with

the n~mber of scanning lines and the horizontal resolution

decreases a corresponding amount and visa versa. Furthermore, if

a given increnent of resolution is available for increasing the

quality of a picture which originally had equal vertical and hori-

zontal resolution, the quality will be improved more by applying

the increment equally to the vertical and horizontal resolution

than by applying it to improve rewolution in only one direction.

This conclusion follows from the known equality of the acuity of

the human eye in various directions and the random orientation of

the subject matter transmitted. Hence, the optimum use of the

transmission band requires that the number of lines be near that

number which provides equal horizontal and vertical resolution.
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The resolution capability of a video system is a function of

the operating mode which is chosen during the design of the system

and the performance of the various system elements. Of fundamen-
* tal importance in setting the operating mode is the attainment of
a high SNR# i.e., 40 dB or greater. Also, if the contrast of the
object to be televised can be 100%, system performanc~e will be
maximibed.

Choosing the scanning mode involves two separate decisions.
_ linst, th&t designer must choose the number of scan lines per

',P49ture (frame) in inverse proportion to the sime of the detail to
bw roproduced Second, the designer must choose a vertical repeti-
..tion rate (i~n conjunction with phosphor persistence) fast enough
toc avoWid ioker if human observation is involved, yet slow enough

to'X.ep within reasonable bandwidth requirement.. The vertical
<;?b~ canbe chosen so that more than one vertical cycle is needed
ýta soar the q amplete frame. in this mode, the scan lines of suc-

7o0Slye vortical cycles (fields) are I.nterlaced spatially and the
bandwidth requirement is less than for sequential scanning. How-
isvir , vin very high resolution systems, vertical resolution is do-
grded somewhat by interlacing.

-The, interrelation between bandwidth and scanning modes is
described by the following formula:

cfyc~les x width *TV lines/height X H1
active time height 2 H tactive

where tactive E tlins - tblank

Thus for a given bandwidth of At,

horizontal resolu ion (TV lines/picture height)

At x 2H Ix (tactive).
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The results of this formula are plotted in Figure 5.1.1.5-1. From

this it may be seen that a higher scanning rate across a given

pattern produces a higher frequency and a wider bandwidth is

required, Also, the higher scanning rate means more lines per

raster and allows a higher vertical resolution, typically to about

70% of the number of scanning lines.

Vertical resolution is described by the following formulai

Vertical resolution a (number of active scan lines)

x Kell factor

a lines per frame

x (frame time) - (blank time)
frame time

x K(ell factor

where the Kell factor is the fraction of the total number of scan

lines which actually can be resolved.

In addition to the limits imposed by the chosen scanning mode

aand the available video bandwidth, there are finite limitations of

other elements in the TV system, These include:

1) The diameters of the electron beams in the image pickup

sensor and in the image display CRT

2) Image spreading in the image pickup sensor itself (e.g.,
by lateral charge leakage in a vidicon photoconductor)

3) The equivalent aperture of the optical lens in the

system

4) SNR

5) The bandwidth of the CRT rircuitry
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Available systems are based on various sizes of image pickup

tubes with various photosensitive surfaces. For applications

where sufficient illumination is available, a vidicon is appro-

priate. Vidicons are available with useful photoconductor dia-
meters of 2/3 in. to 4 1/2 in. and with various signal storage and

lag characteristics. For applications where illumination is

sparce, an Isocon or Silicon Intensified Target (SIT) image sensor

may be used. Section 5.1.1.1 discusses various image tubes and

their characteristics.

In a television system of constant line and field frequen-

ciaes, line interlace of order greater than 2tl offers an

improvement in vertical resolution without an increase in video

bandwidth.

The general idea of interlace is to lay down fields of N

lines, but to displace successive fields by a fraction of a line

pitch so that the gaps between lines are filled in, If one extra

line is inserted in each gap, the result is the familiar 211 in-

terlace. If two lines are inserted, the result is 31l interlace,

and so on. The total number of lines in a frame or picture is

increased by increasing the interlace order and hopefully the

subjective vertical resolution of the system is improved.

2-to-l interlace was adopted as standard early in the his-

tory of television and has been widely used ever since. Over the

years, 31l and 4:1 interlace systems have been tried, but found to

be unacceptable due to the objectionable large-area flicker, line

crawl, and bright-dim line pairing phenomena. More development

must taoJ place in high-order interlace TV systems before its

theoretical merits can pay dividends.
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5.1.1.6 TV Image Tubes

Since the availability of the first TV camera tube, the trend

has been to develop tubes with better resolution response and
gr:eater sensitivity, while operating at lower and lower levels of

faceplate illumination, and while maintaining or improving the
quality of the image. Due to the prolific development efforts of

various image tube manufacturers, many generic tube types have

emerged. Each type has a wide range of performance parameter
variation and application. Some of thes" devices are compared in

the following discussion. It is interesting to note that while

electronic television has, from its beginning, depended on elec-
tron beams for picking up and reproducing the image, it now

appears that self-scanned semi-conductor devices are beginning to

carry out many of the functions of camera tubes.

Vidicon SB23 (Sulfide) - The standard vidicon tube us an anti-
mony tritulido target and is the most widely used for closed cir-
cuit surveillance and general TV applications. It is basically a
high resolution device and is available in various sies from 1/2

in, to 4 1/2 in. diam ter faceplate*, resolution being propor-

tional to size.

Its spectral response covers most of the visible light range

and most closely approximates the human eye. A useful feature of

the vidicon is the controllability of the target voltage to permit

variation of tube sensitivity with light range. It can produce

useful information at scene illumination levels ranging from

1-10,000 ft-candles. The tube's spectral sensitivity extends from

300-800 nm, peaking out in the green spectrum, but in lower in

sensitivity than other tubes. It requires light levels approxi-

mately the same as normal room lighting. The major disadvantage

of the vidicon is that ite photo-conductive target exhibits some

lag or stickiness which limits its dynamic resolution. This lag

characteristic is a function of light level; hence, dynamic reso-
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lution is poorer at low scene illumination levels. The amount of

lag increases as illumination decreases because of the lower volt-

age excursion across th iidicon target which exists under these

conditions. Hence, dynamic resolution, the ability of the vidicon

to distinguish fine detail under conditions of motion, will de-

crease as illumination decreases. Other disadvantages of this

tube are its dark current (a function of target voltage) which

leads to shading problems, its image blooming characteristic when

subjected to highlights and point light sources, and its tendency

for image burn-in from intense light.

Its gamma of 0.7 provides an advantage in minimizing the

amount of artificial gamma correction required in a TV system; the

less artificial gamma correction a system uses, the better the SNR

becomes.

Silicon Diode Arm (SDA) - The SDA is made up of a mosaic of

light sensitive silicon material and is approximately four times

as sensitive as a sulfide vidicon. Other advantages are its broad

spectral response (380-1200 nm), low dark current, high resistance

to photo-surface burn, good SNR, and a reduced blooming target.

Its infrared sensitivity makes the tube very useful for detecting

hot objects of IR illuminated scenes.

The SDA's sensitivity makes it useful for operating over an

illumination light range of 0.1-5,000 ft-candles. Unfortunately

it does not have the capability for automatic sensitivity control

the means of signal electrode voltage regulation as does the SB2S3

vidicon. Consequently, an alternate scheme of light level control

is required, such as an automatic servo iris. Its lag character-

istic is better than the SB2 S3 vidicon, but not as good as the

Lead Oxide tube (to be described). Its dark current is lower than

the SB 2 S 3 vidicon, thus providing better shading characteristics,

but its limiting resolution of 800-1000 lines is not as good as
the 1000-1200 lines for the 1 in. SB2 S 3 vidicon. The SDA has a

linear signal output vo. light input characteristic. Thus, its
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gamma is 1.0, resulting in the need for an artificial gamma cor-

rection circuit, and the inherent SNR degradation.

The SDA in available in target diameters of 2/3 in. to 1 in.

Newvioon. The Newvicon was developed as an improvement over SDA

tubes. Its cadmium and zinc tellurides target material provide a

sensitivity of approximately 20 times that of the SB 2 S 3 vidicon.

Other advantages over the SB2S3 are no blooming of high brightness
details, freedom from image burn-in, and low dark currents. It is

available in both the 2/3 in. and 1 in. diameter targets.

The Newvicon's static limiting resolution is approximately

800-900 TV lines while its dynamic resolution is limited by a lag

charaU:eristic similar to the SB 2 S3 . Its spectral sensitivity

range covers from 400 nm to 850 nm, making it useful for applica-

tions in the near IR region. Its gamma is 1.0 like the SDA, but

its dark current is less.

The Newvicon operates in a manner very similar to the SDA in
that it uses a fixed target voltage and must use an auto iris lens

system.

Lead Oxide (PbO) - The PbO target is a high resolution tube with

an excellent lag characteristic, better than any image tube previ-

ously mentioned. The tube is used primarily in broadcast cameras

where low-lag, low dark current, low burn-in and low shading char-
acteristics under normal lighting conditions are required. It is

available in target sizes ranging from 2/3 in. to 30 mm diameters.

Its gamma is 1.0. By design, it does not permit automatic sensi-

tivity control by means of regulating the signal electrode volt-

age. Like the SDA and Newvicon, it requires an automatic lens

*I iris system to accommodate varying scene illumination levels.

The resolution characteristics of the PbO vary from 800 to

1400 TV lines depending on target size.
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The more recent versions of PbO tubes are being supplied with

diode gun construction rather than the more conventional triode

gun which results in lower lag performance. Use of the diode gun

narrows the velocity spread of the electrons in the beam, thereby

reducing the beam resistance and shortening the lag.

Saticon - The Saticon is a type of vidicon tube with a Selenium-

Arsnic-Tellurium photoconductor. The tube was developed specifi-

cally for small, high-performance color TV cameras, but has proven
useful for many other applications. The photoconductor represents

an improvement in resolution, stability, and reduction of optical

flare over the currently-used PbO photoconductors. Its sensi-

tivity is comparable.

The photoconductor of the Saticon has a linear light-transfer

characteristic; i.e., gamma is unity over the useful range of
signal current. Its dark current is extremely low,

The high optical absorption and low reflectance of the photo

conductive layer used in the Saticon are of particular importance.

Since very little light is reflected back into the optical system

from the photoconductor, the contrast and color fidelity of low

lights in the picture are not degraded. The benefit of the high
optical absorption characteristic is that very little light is
dispersed through the photoconductor which could degrade its

resolution characteristics as compared to PbO tubes.

Lag in the Saticon is caused primarily by the storage capaci-
tance of the photolayer in series with the effective beam resis-

tance.

The lag is minimized by using a low-beam-impedance gun and by
using biased lighting to minimize photoconductor storage capaci-

t&nce. Consequently, its lag characteristics are better than that

of the PbO tube.
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The Saticon is available in 2/3 in. and 1 in. versions having

limiting resolution of 550 lines and 800 lines respectively.

---Silicon Intensfied Target (§IT) - The SIT utilizes an image in-

tansifier coupled to a silicon faceplate vidicon, resulting in a

"ensitivity 500 times that of a standard SB 2 S 3 vidicon.

. The intensifier multiplies the light before it strikes the
s1ri•ic-n target area of the vidicon. The amount of light am-

.lifi'cation through the intensifier can be controlled by regu-

L.1tina.the voltage between the phosphor screen and the photo
•: [ &0.h: L Dynamic range of the tube may be varied in this manner

*-and when coupled to a servo iris lens with a variable attenuation

-spot filter, the resulting dynamic range may be as high as

5,'.-OOOOt l. The SIT will produce a usable picture with as low as
i 1ef•• 12--ft-candles of faceplate illumination and still maintain

-a.r acceptable SNR.

The resolution capability of the SIT tube varies from 700 to

r 2: "-IQOLOW ilines depending upon bulb sin which is very significant

in lw light level operation.

The SrT tube exhibits no photoconductive lag but there is

some capacitive lag resulting from the finite tine it takes for

the electron beam to remove accumulated charge from the target.

Lag in this tube is inversely proportional to facepiate illumina-

tion. Its third field lag is comparable with the Saticon at the

higher light levels of its operating range.

Dark current in the SIT is usually not objectionable as long

as the target voltage is set within the manufacturer's recommended

limits.

One drawback with the SIT is that its faceplate exposure must

be controlled for long life. Thus operation time and illumination

level should be carefully controlled.
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The SNR of the SIT is proportional to light level. Hence it

is desirable to operate it with as high a faceplate illumination

as is practical.

SIT faceplate overloads can cause picture blooming in spite

of the fact that reduced-blooming SIT tubes are now available. In

view of the fact that the life of the SIT is affected by scene

illumination as well, extreme care should be used in the appli-

cat ion of this device.

Intonsified Silicon Intensified Target (ISIT) - The ISIT tube is

essentially the same as a SIT, the only difference being the use

of a double intensifier. This means that two intensifiers are

stacked in serie3 to yield a gain of about 2000 over a standard
vidicon. Typical sensitivity of an ISIT tube is about 1 x 10-6

--iandles faceplate illumination, However, there are some in-

herent disadvantages in using the ISIT system. Voltages of 20 kV

must be used giving a lower reliability factor when compared to

the single intensifier type (SIT). Also, noise level in the ISIT
"-can become. objectionable resulting in a highly grained picture

presentation, and then a loss of resolution at the bandwidth of

the random noise present.

Tsocon - Since its introduction by RCA in 1947, the image isocon

has drifted along more or less as a technological museum piece

until a few years ago. In recent years RCA has built a practical

version of this tube which has mcde it one of the most sensitive

pickup tubes available tor a TV camera.

Advantages of the isocon are:

1) Sensitivity - it provides pictures having a reasonable

signal-to-noise ratio down to 2 x 10-2 ft-candles

faceplate illumination
2) Resolution - 1000 TV lines limiting
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3) SNR - reasonable, although not the best

4) Lag - comparable with the PbO tube

5) Signal Uniformity - excellent compared to other image

- - pickup tubes

Self-Scanned Solid State Image Sensor. - During the past 15 years,

even though beam-scanned image tubes have been investigated and

±mproved'continuously, a parallel effort has been aimed at develop-
'ing seif-mscanned solid-state imagft sensors as substitutes. Raduc-

tionsmin nine, cost, and complexity were the immediate objective.,

but tho possibilities for improved performance and for new appli-

cations of TV have caused much interest. Recent advances in

chargo-coupled and chatgo-injection devices have proven that
solid-state sensors will moon play a significant role in this

f itId. However, the most advanced solid-state sensors developed
d~ ate -do not match the best camera tubes in sensitivity or reso-

luttork, - Further improvemeants in sencors will require a sustained

* effort in both sensor design and silicon technology.

Solid state cameuras suitable for standard television art now

available.ý RCA Solid State Division has a camera which uses their

512 by 320 elemrent charg~e-coupled-devicie (CCD) sensor. It pro-

vides picture quality comparable to that of the 2/3 in. vidicon

with the advantages of small size, precise image geomeitry, freedom

from lag and microphonics, and resistance to image burn. The next

largest commercial sensor# produced by Geaneral Electric Co. , is a

244 by 188 element charge-injection-device (CID) sensor with two

closecoupled MOS capacitors at each elemeant. This type of sensor

has X-Y address strips and peripheral digital shift registers for

scanning.

Small 100 by 100 element sensors with photoelements interleav-

ed between non-illuminated CCD registers are being markseted for

surveillance purposes. Still smaller XY photodiode arrays with 50

by 50 elements and many types of single-line sensors are being
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sold for such applications as process control and character

recognition devices. There can be rno doubt that solid-state

scanning, either by means of X-Y address strips or by internal

~~27V ohte ansfor, can provide a useful tool for image senoing.

5.111.7 Agplications

:CtMS!'&cvan -be osed to provide realistic detail and a motion-

ttiv thee-impsionaleffect if used asimage generators
JýQý the sa.mulation of sensors which have pictorial displays -

~~ ar~±frrd esos Current probe designs provide

p4Agatc zeo~plut~ion for simula~ting the widest FOVa - e.g., the

r~.15' FQV~ofLL4TV sensor or the 160 by 12' 9POV of FLIR.

ikve ry narrow FOV's of IRST (0.1' by 0.10) or high-

J&o.~441L -'V (asi narrow as 0.660 by 0,5) would require the
A~~i of large apertiwe objectives, which coul~d be mated with the

4;fjo1 ,optical sections of existing probes, to make the diffraction
it'Ort tho probe compatible with finer angular resolution associ-

~ ~t~ 4h .-narrow fields of view. The use of a larger aperture
wouald.4ecludae use at eyeheights of under 2.5 mm, which are possi-

~ ble wk-t epnt probes, for two reasons - mrechanical interference
of (the probe with the model, and the increased depth of focus

prqotlem% which accompany larger apertures. However, it can teason-
ably be assumed that the narrower FOV's would only be used for

hi'gher altitude flight. The current probes provide an 8 ft scale

eyeheight at 1000i1 scale, which is required for helicopter simula-

tion. In simulating close-support fiqhter craft, if a 200 ft
minimum eyeheight in assumed, then there is no problem using a
probe designed with, for example, a 1 cm pupil instead of a 0.8 nim

pupil.

The pitch capaibility of existing single-reflection probe
designs (+250', -400) covers the pitch requirements of FLIR and

high-rasolution TV, and comes within 50 of covering the require-
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ments of all the sensors in Table 5.1.1.7-1 except IRST and day

TV. Theme probes could be used for these sensors if useful simu-

lation missions could be carried out without the full field of

these sensors. It would not be a major design modification to

increase the single-mirror pitch capability to (+300, -450).

The probes made in the past with double-prism mechanisms are

not capable of the resolution of the current single mirror de-

signs, but that is a happenstance not dictated by the choice of

pitch mechanisms. A probe could be designed with a large entrance
pupil and a double reflection pitch mechanism so that it could
handle the pitch and angular resolution requirements of all sen-

sore in Table 5.1.1.7-1. The minimum eyeheight would be much

higher, since such a design would be bulky at the front end, but

would be adequately low for any non-helicopter weapons delivery
mission. Different FOV's could be implemented with variable

magnification optics at the rear end of the probe.

A CMS would be much more appropriate for simulating slower

aircraft# such as the A-10, than high speed aircraft such as the
F-16. In the latter case, the aircraft would fly through the

gaming area represented by a model of typical size and scale in
less than a minute of elapsed time. A higher scale factor could

be used if an extreme combination of low altitude and narrow FOV
S(which would aggravate the depth-of-focus problem) were not used.

However, although such a model might be appropriate for sone mis-
sions, it may not provide adequate depth of focus or model detail

for other missions, A separate CMS system for a limited class of
missions may not be practical from the standpoint of avAilable

space or capital coat, Alternatively, a CMS might be used to sim-
ulate sensors of a fast-flying aircraft only in the vicinity of a

target atea. Some other image source (e.g., computer generated)

might cover a large gaming area, with a transition to the higher
detail of the CMS taking place as the target area was entered.
The problem is to make this transition inconspicuous, and this

approach should not be considered unlcss a discontinuity at this
transition could be tolerated.
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I,! Table .i.1..7-1 IMAGE PICKUP DEVICE MANUFACTURERS

Lb *

AMPIEREX ELECTRONICS CORP Plumblon
PO, Box 278
.llstorsvlle, RI 02676
401/762-3800

[MR PHOTOELECTRIC Image Dissector
OX 44

PrInceton, NJ 06540

"601/799-1000

DUMONT/THOM$ON-CUP Antimony Trisulflde VIdicon
710 Bloomfield Ave. IlIlicon Diode Array VIdloon
Olifton, NJ 07015

*" I 201/773-2000

FAIRCHILD CAMERA & INSTRUMENT CORP, CCD
Charge Coupled Devleas
4001 MIranda Ave,
Pal.l Alto, CA 94304

; • ... • 415/493-6001

4" INOOM DIV/KMITRONICI INC, Image Intenhifier
60 Express I+t
Pla-invlo, NY 11767
516/433-5900

GINERAL ELICTRIC COMPANY FPS Type VIdlons - Antimony
Tube Product$ Dept. Trlsulflde
Imaging and Display Products Silicon Dlode Array VIdIcon
Eleotronlos Perk Charge Injection DovIco
"Syracuse, NY 13201
315/456-3231

GENERA [ELECTRODYNAMICS CORP. Antimony Trlsulflde Vidlcoo
4430 Foiest Lane Silicon Diode Array VIdlcon
OerIand, TX 75042
114/276-1161

HAMAMATSU CORP, SIT Vidloom
120 Wood Ave@ X-Roy Vidicon
Middlesex, NJ 08846 UV - VIdIcom
201/469-6640 Silicon Diode Array VIdIcon

IR Vidloon

HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO/IPD CCD
6683 El Camino Real
Carlsbad, CA 9200O
714/438-9191
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Table 5.1.1.7-1 IMAGE PICKUP DEVICE MANUFACTURERS (Cont'd)

ITT ILICTRO-O~RICS Image Intensifier
76)3 Plantation Rd#
Roanok~e, VA 24019
701/543-0371I

INTIGRATIO FHOTOMATRIX INC. Self-loan 15hotodlodo Array
1101 Irielol* As,

- - Ioftnteairlds, NJ 07092

-11U,16LARD LTD. Low-Llght Level Yidloons
Mullerd Hus Lead Oxide Comoea Tube

Tor1 ItN 1.41 s Image Intenslfier

4 'tICImage Intenalfiat'
'7421 Linder Ave,
leIkie, 11 60074

44t/73t-4770

OLD DILFY CORP, OF AMIRICA Image Intensifier
*1* 151 oru Ave$

'Fairfax# VA 22030
-70J/573-7010

MC~A CORP$ Antimony Trlsult Ide Vidicon
64 1.1, S'ate. IV, SiIlocon Target Vidloon
1leolpo-Cp~lQ4 and Devices Weloom
Loes~estr, PA 17604 bcoon
7 17/307*7661 SIT - Yidloon

IntensIfler Yid Icon
Lead Oxide V1d loon
Image Orthicon

Image intensifier

RRTICQN CORP, Linear Area and let-loanned
910 Benlcia Ave, Pholod lode Apray
Sunnyvale, CA 94066
401/738-4266

TILTRON INC, Amtimony Trisuifid* Vidloen
2 Alga Lane iii icon Diode Array Yidloon
Doug lassvilIeI, PNA 19316 Cd6 VId loon
213/302-2711 Cdlo Vidicon

Pyrooiectrlc Vid icon
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Table 5.1.1.7-1 IrMAGE PICKUP DEVICE MANUFACTURERS (Cont'd)

T05tiIRA AMERICA INC, ChalIn con (CdS* Target)
1M, -D Iv IsaIon

1120 Parkl Ave,
Nov York, NY 10017

VA~'IN ~$EImage Intensifier
-- 6001ý 0mlltornla Ave,

Palo Alto, CA 94304

YA!~ ELITRCN0EV CESImage Intensifier
22103 Walnut' It+

~IfIh~ TX 79040

Otllll'lNNOUER ELECTRONIC0 TUB[$ Antimony TrIsulphids Vidicon
Wsjýt,Ingftauss Circle, Selenium Vidloon
Hi Nroohoodst NY 14$45 SIC V Id Icon

IO/1ut1 IN$ Tube
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'A 5.1.2 film Syst~cs

Film-based systems have been us~ed for simulation visual sys-
tome when the training task involves maneuvers for which there in
A prescribed flight path. Visual simulation has been provided by
fUirn for son' weapons delivery training, but the most satisfactory

apoation of film-based systems has been in the use of simula-
_*,~ts~sLottake off and landing practice.

iThere are many advantages of using film as a medium, In gen-
etlflshve good resolution characteristics, are relatively

'~r~it~pr~sveare easily copied and stored, and allow a wide range
*f iterhangeable scenaritos to be used, The major disadvantage

lk ishat. the task of acquiring the film scenarios is by no means
,,~ W m worajor approac)'o~ have been usedo that of real-world

J U-t i'' wh~dh Imposes problems of weather delays, camera vehicle
A_4*. diityt -And' flight prof ile control and operational limitationsj

Iftt A I'du IW)h±oh tend to limit the inherent scenario flexibility

Film has found a relatively wide application in part task
trainers, but the only major use in a full flight simulation role
van in the Singer-Link Variable A~namorphic motioni Picture (VAMP)
'systems which were used by commercial airlines in between 1970 and
1978 (at* Figure 5.1.2-1).

In the VAMP system, for example, a motion picture camera is
flown by helicopter dowti the nominal glidealope of an approach and
landing eequonce to film the scenario. The field of view in each
frame is larger than that which in to be displayed in the simula-
tor, in both horisontbkl and vertical direction~s. Differences of
the simulated flight attitude from the nominal attitude are accom-
modated by the optical equivalent of shifting the film so as to
change the portion of the frame which in projected into the limi-
ted display field of view. Deviation of the simnlated flight path
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to the right or le ft of the f ilmed tl ight path is simulated by

optical trans formi t ionis which "shear" the picture , making the

rectang~ular areas on the film appear as parallelograms. This

turns out to be a close approximation of the altered perspective

of a horizontal plane surface (such as a runway) when viewe~d from

the displaced syspoint. Vertical relief does not fare so well -

telephone poles and the edges of buildings appear to lean as this
"s)'aringP distortion in applied. The slope of the loan is the

ratio of -the lateral deviation to the height of the simulated

syepoint-v..-Thus,# while the lean angles would probably not be
]~Qi~abl ~orhigh-altitude flight, this is certainly not true in

the case of a landing approach. The system is made, to work we~ll

for take-off and landing simulation by carefully selecting the

ri.unways to be filmed so that vertical objects can be excluded from

thefildof view. Vertical displacement from the nominal flight

hLý i4V-irnulatod' by T"stretching" the picture in the vertical

direction (to simulate a higher altitude) or "compressing" it (for
low altitude), again by optical techniques. This is also realis-

tic for a horisontal plans? but causes some anomalous effects on

ve rilcal objects. For example, if the filming path passed over a

DISPLAY OPT0C 0

KYCOND NIING LAMP
VAMP PPQJICTION OPTICI
LENSES (DITAILEO 0 CNPILM
IN FIGURE 6A.2-2 I TRAN&PORT

Figure 5.1,2-1 VAM4P SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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mountain, a simulator pilot could not fly into the mountain no

matter how low he flew, because the height of the mountain would

- hrinX in proportion to the pilot's height above the horizontal

P1040se aesmed to represent the terrain.

The optical corrections are accomplished through the use of a
440i lens and two anamorphic lenses (see Figures 5.1.2-1 and

~~-An anamarphic lens magnifies a picture differently in
each Of two different directions, By rotating the two anamorphs

-- Aboiut-the system axis relative to each other# the net anamorphic
sg-4th can~ be varied, anJ by rotating the pair as a group, the

Avi -iot~n of the anamorphic "stretch" is varied.

-~* T1~ liitsof the deviation of the simulated flight path from

-U-~lrkqd -light path are determined by the excess field of view
0ý34* t.3m P the ~strength of the anamorphs# the sooam lens ratio,
'Nthe ';&ount of resolution degradation that can be tolerated.

Figure~( 5..- VM ROET ON LAIINSU

S* -. ~47 " -



l'igurr 5.1.2-3 shows the maneuvering envelope for VAMP systems

with 2.0 and 2.8 power anamorphs. Note that the allowed devi-

ations are proportional to tne filmed height above ground, and are

given in units of this height.

The advantages of the use of film are the high detail density
and textural information which it provides. Texture cues appear

"to be raquired for many piloting tasks and are processed by the
trainee in ways that are not well understood. Hence, the surest
way to guarantee adequacy of the visual simulation is to provide
this sort of detail.

The VAMP system, however, suffers from tho same problem that

limits all systems based on film or tape: deviations from the
nominal flight path can only be well simulated when all vertical
objects are excluded from the scene. This is a necessary cons.-
qunce of the attempt to represent a three-dimensional world on a

two-dimensional medium. The exclusion of vertical objects may be

more difficult and loes natural in a weapons delivery mission than

in a landing practice mission. In fact, the restriction to a nar-

row corridor about a filming path may be inappropriate for sensor
simulation,

Link has developed another film-based system which is related

to VAMP -- SCAMP or Scanned Motion Picture. This system is in
effect an electronic analog of the VAMP. The information on the

film is converted to a TV image by a flying-spot scanner (FSS),
and is then displayed on a CRT display (see Figure 5.1.2-4). In
the FTS, a spot of light imaged on the film is made to move in a
raster pattern over the film frame being used at the moment. When

no distortions are required to aimulate deviations of the simula-
ted eyepoint from. the filming path, this raster is geometrically

similar to (and synchronized with) the raster on the display CRT.
. The source of the spot which scans the film is also a CRT. The

light from the image generation CRT is imaged onto the film frame
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I.

FOCUSING MOTION PICTURE DISPLAY
LENS FIELD LENSTDISPLAY -O-IC

CRT < AMP

C:OMPUTER

TO Slp YNC

Figure 5.1.2-4 SCAMP SYSTEM BLOCH DIAGRAM
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and, after passing through the film (which modulates the intensity

of the light) is collected by a photo-multiplier tube (PMT). If

the output of the PMT is used as the video signal and sent to the

display monitor, the picture on the display CRT duplicates the
picture on the film. Color video is provided by dividing the

light transmitted by the film between three PMT's, each of which

is restricted by a color filter to respond only to red, green, or

~Ablvs_ light.

The distortions which VAMP performs optically are performed
a"electronically by SCAMP. If the two rasters (on the image genera-

at~on and i.nage display CRT's) do not match, the result will be

4.. t tho image on the display CRT will be a distortion of the

"i�-nge-Qhn the film. The required disparity of the two rasters to

-1•O=ce the distortions which will simulate eyepoint deviations
frca- _ he"filming path are accomplished by electronically shaping

tho' waveforms which drive the deflection coils of the image gener-

ation CRT.-

One advantage of this system is that the film transport mech-
aniom is much simpler than that in the VAMP since intermittent
"pull down" ii, not used. The film it moved continuously through

the scanning aperture, with the FSS raster being displaced to

track the film. Indexing to a new film frame is achieved during

the TV vertical retrace period. Correlation between the scanning

raster mnd film frame is achieved using fiducials on the edge of

each frame. Although the perspective transformations can be exact

for the horizontal plane (instead of approximate, as in VAMP), the

same anomalies occur if there are large vertical objects in thl

scene,

Link has also patented (#3,832,046) a panoramic film projec-

tor which performs VAMP-like transformations on a 3600 (horizon-

til) by 600 (vertical) panoramic picture as it is projected. In

addition to overcoming the field-of-view restrictions of the VAMP,
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this system provides for 3500 variation of heading. However, in

translation of the simulated eyepoint from the nominal eyepoint,

the *prapective transformations have the same undesirable effects

on vertical objects as they do in the VAMP system, with an addi-

tional problem: the 3600 field of view makes it far more diffi-

cult to exclude vertical objects from the film. This system is

- , falrly complex mechanically and optically and has never been
developedi since customer interest has not been sufficient to

support the large development costs.

systems with the capabilities of VAMP or SCAMP could be based

on video tape rather than film. Although such systems are not

available as integrated, off-the-shelf packages, the component
technologies upon which such a system would be based have been

within the state of the art for some time. In such a system there

would be a recorded video frame on the tape corresponding to each
-frame in the movie film of VAMP or SCAMP. The distortions

required to simulate deviations of the eyepoint from the points
from which the scene was recorded would be accomplished by scan

conversion. In an analog scan converter, tho video is displayed
on a CRT which ia coupled to a TV image tube, which converts the

picture back to video form. If the CRT and camera tube rasters do

not track each other, the desired distortion can be introduced.

DBC accomplishes the same thing by reading the video level of each

pixel of the video frame into a separate memory location in a

high-speed buffer, and can introduce a desired distortion by read-
ing the video out in a different order and/or time schedule than

that by which it was read in.

A particular weakness of such a system compared to SCAMP

would be apparent when simulating a very narrow FOV that can be

moved about inside a larger field. With high resolution film,

SCAMP could scan a small portion of the cine frame, and the

resolution would essentially be TV limited by the display raster

(up to a point, of course, for very small FOV's, the film and the
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scanning spot size would have an influence). Howver, when a sub-
set of a video tape framie is displayed, information and resolution
is immediately thrown away as soon as the displayed FOV is smaller

than the recorded FOV.

All of the film or tape systems discussed in this section
record a series of images from eyspoints along a predetermined

path. However, some missions are difficult to simulate in this

way even though the nominal flight path is predetermined. Link's
experience with VAMP in simulating cross-country missions is an
example. In these missions there were a number of course changes,
and the pilot or navigator was provided directions for following

the prescribed course. However, the maneuvering corridor wan
narrow, and if the course change was not done at precisely the

right point, the picture was lost (i.e., the screen went black).
Of. ourse, the lack of a visual display made it difficult to get
back on course. The constraints on the maneuvering envelope
leading to this problem were not chiefly due to hardware limita-
tions (although increased horizontal FOV would have been some
help) but were more fundamental, having to do with the geometry of

the perspective transformation. The practical limit of the width

of the maneuvering corridor for a film or tape motion picture

visual is of the order of the altitude of the nominal flight path
(or much less, if vertical objects are present and one is required
to limit the "lean" angles produced by the deliberate distortion).
Thus, for use in simulating a weapons delivery mission, the mis-
sion path should either be very simple (e.g., straight approach to
a target), at high altitude (giving a wide maneuvering corridor),

or at low speed (e.g., helicopter NOE). At low speeds, the pilot

has more time to correct his path before he gets out of the
corr idor.

There are other uses of film in addition to the motion pic-

ture approach. A collection of slides can be provided for use as
high detail target insets. The slidea could bo accessed more
easily if they were transcribed onto a video disk.
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For the past ten years a number of laboratories have been

developing video recording systems separate from videotape sys-

tems. These are known as videodisk systems. They use electro-

imuchanicall capacitive, magnetic and optical (using a laser beam)

recording and playback techniques.

4 Once quick retrieval of snapshots is provided by videodisk,

itbecomep possible to construct a system which overcomes the
restriction of the motion picture systems to sympoint. along a

linarpath.. Pictures could be stored for eyspoints distributed

at intervals- all throughout the volume of a maneuvering spAce. A

Syse 'would consist of a large number of st'lls, each of which

would be divided into a series of sub-ctru an toe n ie

disk or tape. Each store picture would correspond to the resolv-

_Ole pict~ure. eloements of the frame to fit the bandwidth capability
Q heb stpragt medium. The picture would be recoprdna

*anr-,converter tube# using the random-access capability of a disk

.0ohoip only the portion of the picture being viewed. The small
MQVcapability couldi now be configured to be a film limitation

-~ther than a limitation of storage media on TV if the original
00otalwaph were divided into Nufficient segments. A 70 mm by 70

Tom picture contains over 4,000 picture elements in each direction,
and if a standard 525-line disk or tape were used, the single

picture would require over 60 television frames of storage.

In use,, the picture retrieved would be "flown" thL'ough for a

while, and not changed as is a movie picture. Each frame could be

flown for a short while, until the next picture location is
reached. Such a system would have the advantage of allowing much

greater freedom of flight., since the disk would allow rapid random

aco:ess between pictures which would alleviate one of the most

serious faults of the VAMP or SCAMP approach.

Even so, even a multiple disk systerti would have only a

limited data base, and while new data base3 could be made, the
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generation of a new f ilm base is not a trivial task. A single
disk would hold 900 pictures (based upon 60 television framres per
picture).

This system would still suffer from the same distortion
problems that limit low-altitude flight simulation, while adding
the additional difficulty of creating a smooth flight profile when

- going from~ one picture to another, This would, of course, require
the development of a large data storage and retrievail system.

Although the required hardware components are within the state of
the art, a large development effort is required to make this
approach available. Such a system would bypass the limitations of

Ii noear maneuvering corridor.

T1o summrarise, motion picture film-based systems may be suit-
abla for 'simulating smome of the TV and IR sensors in selected
¶mi~ssons. An FSS, as in SCAMP, is a convinient way of generating
video for 'the displays. The preprogrammed nature of such simu-.
lati~on will cause the fewest problems in the case of high-altitude
milstones, and resolution will be the least problematical for the
wider instantaneous fields of view. Some of the limitations of
motion picture systems could be removed by a system based on video-
disk, but such systems belong to the future, not the current state

* of the art.

5.1.3 'Video Tap~e/Dimk Systems

The first practical videotape recorder (VTR) was introduced
in 1956 by the Ampex Corporation. It used 2-in, wide magnetic
tape that ran at a speed of 15-in, per sec past a magnetic head
which rotated at a high rate of speed, The scanning of the tape

was done in a transverse manner compared to the peesent day tech-
nique of helical mcan. It wasn capable of a horizontal resolution
of 320 lines, had a video bandwidth of 4 MHz, and an SNR of 30 dB
or more.
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Current VTR's have one drawback in that their performance

improvement has, over the years, been concentrated primarily at

-* meeting the needs of TV broadcasters, where the horizontal reso-

lution requirelmnts are approximately 300 lines, scan line rates

are 625 lines per frame maximum, and video bandwidth requirements

are approximately 4.0 MHz. In simulation work, horizontal resolu-

tion is typically 1000 lines, scan line rate in 1023 lines per

frame, and video bandwidth, 30 MHz. However, the International

Video Corporation (IVC) recently developed a now wideband mono-

chrome VTR which closely meets the needs of simulation. The IVC

Model 1010 VTR in capable of recording a full 10 MHz video band-

width with an SNR of 43 dB at scan line rates up to and including

1225 lines per frame. It utilizes 1-in. helical scan videotape

and providon one hour of video record time. Figures 5.1.3-1 and

5.1.3-2 illustrate the record and playback modes of a VTR which

might be used in a sensor display system. Recording may be done
from either an analog image generator or a digital image gener-

a tor

This VTR has features of stop motion viewing and continuous

variable alow motion, and can be remotely controlled in all of its

operating modes. This makes it ideal for a sensor simulation task

where image display can be accomplished under computer control.

COMPUTE CONTAOL
VIDEO OUT TV

- e CAMERA

VTIYNC SYNC
(3|N|RATOR SEllNIO R SCENE

VlIMl OUT IITAL
S-L IMAGE

rINERATOn
SYNC (OPTIONAL PATH)

Figure 5.1.3-1 RECORD MODE
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I YNC (OPTIONAL PATH)

SYC SYNC VIDEO TV
SYNC VTR SLA1EWRATOR 1PA

COMPUTE CONTROL

Figure 5.1.3-2 PLAYBACK MODE

ZXt'lhould be noted that color VTR's are still limited to a
'521/625 line @can rate, a 4,2 MHz bandwidth, and a 45 dB SNR.

,,-,or olo~r resolution performance might be achieved by using
~'A2 ii #N~t~.Z -Model 1010 VTR's very precisely tracked together
but IMh";ost effectiveness of this approach is doubtful.

A popular type of VTR in widespread use today uses 3/4-in,

v.:.4(Q~~pein * cassette format (known as the 3/4-in. tJ-Matic

04ssett)' This eliminates the problems of tape handling by the
606tator'bLit its performance to date is limited to the commercial

* broadcaSt standards of 525 or 625 lines per frame, 320 lines of
h'orizontal revolution (monochrome), 240 lines of horizontal reso-
lution (color), and an BNR of 45 dB (monochrome).

While the last several years have seen the introduction of a
great deal of digital TV signal processing equipment, videotape
tecorders have remained analog. In a digital video recorder, the
analog input signal is source coded to digital form by an analogj-
to-digital (A/D) converter, and then channel coded and recorded.
During playback, the digital signal is channel decoded back into
digital source code, and then further decoded to analog form with
a digital-tco-analog (b/A) converter. For a digital recorder, the
BNR of the playback video is essentially limited by the guantiza-
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tion noise of the A/D and D/A conversions rather than by the noise
generated by the recording media and electronics, as is the case
with conventional analog video recorders. Furthernre, delet~r-

ious effects such ae moire, residual time-base errcrs, and chroma
banding are non-existent, In recent years, VTR industry leaders

such as Ampex, Sony, and Roanh-Fernseh have demonstLated prototype

digital VTR'e. While it is apparent that the digital VTR is the

way of the future, tn-,)re are still many problems to be solved
before a practical emmsrcially-available device is produced.

The"e include the choice of video sampling rate, component versus
composite encoding, error masking magnetic recording code, choice

of scan format (i.e., longitudinal, transverse, or helical), and
writing speed versus the number of parallel channels.

Videodisk systems are just beginning to become available on

the market place but their performance capabilities are limited to
that of commrecial television. They may be computer-controlled,

provide automatic random access to stored data, provide slow-
motion, freese-framsa, or frama-by-frame viewing, have a range of

* forward-or-reverse speeds, may be programmd with interactive

information, and may have recording capability of 60 minutes of
color video per disk. These disk recording systems may be applied
to a sensor display system in much the same manner as the VTR

described previously. The main advantage of disk recording
systems is their higher information packing density over tape.

They do suffer from lower quality reproduction than tape recorded

pictures and the fact that the ease of recording and playback
leaves a lot to be desired. Master disks must be made on
expensive machinery in centrally located plants.

5.1.4 Laser Scanner

The Laser Scanner Image Generator (LSIG) represents the state
of the art in modolboard image generation. It overcomes the inher-
ent limitations of vidicon-based CMS's and is ideally suited for
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the sophisticated military training environment. The LSIG pro-

vides high resolution, high scene detail, full color images. it

is of particular interest for the low altitude training require-

<P_ of rotary wing aircraft.

Figure 5.1.4-1 is an artist's concept of the LSIG. The
syetsm employs a multi-colored laser beam to mean a conventional
igh'- eai modelboard. As the laser beam is scanned across the

modlbordwithin the pilot's FOV, the reflected light from the
in6A isdetected by a bank of photomultiplier tubes. The do-

tkftd sigi'nal is amplified to provide a full-color video input
_~ t ati't-.oastandard simulator display systesm which may be a CRT

ov a projector.

The laser beam originates at the laser table, as shown in the

f 1 1100 i s transmitted along the gan~try axis to the scanner
2 awmubly within -the laser scanning head. The scanner generates a

X ~~~rh~ is- -projected through the probe to thfo modelboard
ý.ee~i. 'it' is refl\octed to the photomultiplier tubes. The video
SIfoR4J las.' qnotated through the summation of the outputs from all

P~lu-.The resulting image has the correct perspective and line
4~ ight as seon from~ the exit pupil of the projection probe.

The lasor table, as shown in the artist's conception, holds
three lasers, the beam expanders, and the combining optics, The
table provides an optically flat and stable mounting surface and
with covers in ploce, provides a clean and thermally controlled
environment. F'our spectral lines of laser light are provided to

produce excellent color fidelity. An argon laser provides the
bloe and green, The red line is generated by a krypton laser and
the yellow line is derived through a tunable dye laser.

The laser scanning head contains the probe, the high-speed

scanner, optics, an~d support equipment. The combined laser beam

is routed along the gantry X, Y, and Z axis to the scanner. A
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A
servo-controlled mirror system is used to correct for beam posi-

tioning errors. Line scan is provided in the high speed scanner

through a rotating multifaced mirror polygon, and frame scan is

provided by a galvanometer driven mirror. The resulting raster is

projected through the optical probe into the model board. The

probe, in turn, contains the necessary servo mechanisms to provide

heading, pitch, and roll response as a function of aircraft posi-

tion,

The laser light reflected from the model board falls onto the

bank of PMT's that are arranged in triads, each PMT in the triad

being mounted behind a red, green, or blue optical filter. The

outputs of the triads are added together to produce a standard RGB

video sigmal.

Additional PMT triads are located on the gantry and probe as-

semblies to compensate for the shadowing effect they create. Cul-
tural and airfield lighting is simulated by fiberoptic collectors

mounted through the modelboard and connected to a separate photo-

detector system. Control of lights is thus separate from the rest
of the video scene# allowing increased realism in the simulation

of tactical night and low visibility scenarios, Visibility, horn-

son and special effects are introduced in the video-processor as

in conventional systems.

As with the high-resolution TV CMS the laser image generator

modelboard is designed with rigorous adherence to correct scale

factors, so trainees can properly judge altitide, altitude rates,

slant ranges, closure rates, etc.

The latest high-fidelity modeling tvchniques produce exceed-

ingly accurate detail, making the system especially well-suited
for helicopter training including NOE operations below tree-top

level.
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A high scale factor, such as 1,000:1, expands the flying area
.1

of the system, increasing scene detail and allowing even individ-

ual treak to stand up to clous inspection.

"The major differences between the TV CMS and the LSIG are

replacement of the television camera by the bank of light men-

sitive PMT's, and replacement of the model illumination light bank

by the scanning laser beam. The elimination of the lamp bank

reduces power consumption and provides a thermally stable environ-

ment for increased maintainability.

• WAs shown in Table 5.1.4-1, the LSIG provides excellent per-
formance. Since the PMT has no image lag, there in no dynamic

loss of resolution. The high SNR results in a clean image with

little or no background noise. Color registration is simplo and

stable since this is no longer dependent on deflection geometries
and yoke characteristics. Finally, the laser beam makes maximum

use of the projection aperture by filling it completely and

thereby increasing resolution.

Table 5,1.4-1. LSG PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
II

Myetem resolution
(limiting) 6.5 arc-min per line pair
BNR 46 dB

Gray scale 10 shades

Contrast ratio 15 to 1

8ystem geometry Within 0.5% for central circle picture

height, within I% elsewhere.

Minimum ey haight 6.5 ft

Display 17OV 600 diagonal per channel

(480 horizontal by 360 vertical)

Display brightness 7 ft-lamberts

Display convergence Within 0.1% for central circle of picture

heighti within 0.2% elsewhere.
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LJBIG represelltc a now technology, Demonstration systems
_eXiSt Within the simulation industry which have served to prove
:,%he basic concepts but no operational systems have been fielded to

The itechnology does offer certain advantages over more con-
OsIra model systems, but its application to FDLes

"-Wsr ulimuliation is questionable, The advantages are in areas
g~~~as imtintenanoet dynamic lag, and cultural lighting. These#

.. 1AWS are more importan't for an operatiou~al training facility
~ 1Vihg hours'of constant use are required and especially for

`1':e*140opt r flight training where close approach, low speed, high
det~l'low dynamic lag# and color are of primary import-

Zrrtrtulain'sensors, the laser systems5 are limited by the
L-s..Ai '1446 of physics discussed in the sections on CMS's. The

~ptoalproblems associated with probe design are equally serious
--4~4the limitations in gaming area and probe protection are not

11m.proved throulh the use of laser scanning technology.

finally, sine* CMS's already exist at the FDL facility, it is
questionable whether the acquisition costs of an LSIG could be
justified considering its limited application in sensor
simulation*
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5.1.5 Digital Image Generation

5.1,5ol General
"4 ,,,

Images generated for various sensors necessarily differ in
the kind of parameters and level of scene detail required. The
extent of theme differences has been investigated in terms of the

image generation requirerrnts for each type of sensor system and
by evaluation of the various sensor peculiarities. Some of the

salient characteristics of FLR, FLIR, LLLTV, and visual images are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.1.5,1.1 Comparison of Sensor Characteristics

An airborne radar (e.g., FLR) is an actiVe device in which

the displayed imagery results from reflection of transmitted
pulses of very short wavelength originating from a transmitting
antenna. After each pulse transmission, the antenna switches to a
receiving mode and collects the reflected signal for amplification

Alnd CRT display along a radial aweep line. The positions and
brightness of each point along this sweep are indicative of slant
range and radar reflectivity, respectively, of objects encountered
by the radar pulse. Horizontal scanning motion of the antenna
beam provides a slowly refreshed FOV in front of the moving air-
craft in the familiar sector scan format.

By contrast, IR, FLIR, LLLTV, and visual sensors are passive
in nature and depend upon high resolution optical scanning of
scene images. For CIG, each of these sensors can be considered a
raster-pattern scanning system, differing only in spectral
response, resolution, image format and display characteristics.

This comparison indicates that a sector scan image generation

system for FLR differs in a rather fundamental way from those
using the raster-type display. Not only does the slowly refreshed
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display appear quite different, but the image processing and pro-

Jection algorithms are also divergent. Display position for a

given object is determined in the radar display by slant range

from the antenna and azimuth bearing from aircraft heading. In

the other sensor displays, a true visual perspective view is pro-

duced (although it may sometimes be modified for wide-angle view-

ing).

Another important difference is the effective Lange and reso-

lution. As shown in Table 5.1.5.1.1-1, resolution for radar is an
"order of magnitude poorer than FLIR resolution, but range is much

greater. This implies that many more objects will be visible in a
radar scene but to a lower level of detail than for corresponding

FLIR raster-scanned images. Radar wavelengths are relatively
unaffected by wather, atmospheric effects and darkness, whereas
visibl* and IR wavelengths are attenuated rather sharply by these
conditions.

Table 5.1.5.1-1 USAGE AND PERFORMANCE CONTRASTS

BETWEEN FLR AND RASTER-TYPE SENSORS

FLR FLIP, LLTV, vsai

Area of Unlimited Unlimited
intrest

i.f ýective Approximately Approximately

reoo1jtion 100 ft 10 ft

Effective 70,000 ft+ 40,0O0 ft (typicil)

maximum
altitude

Effective 200 nmi 7 nmi to 25 nma.

slant range
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Resolution in the radar system is primarily de termined by the

angular width of the transmitted beam (azimuth beamwidth), typical-

ly about 20 and the pulse length of typically 0.5kssec. For the

passive sensors, resolution is limited by the size of the smallest
solid angle which can be sampled by the scanner or resolved by the

A unaided human eye. A typical IR scanner can resolve about 3 mrad
of arc which translates to about 6 ft at a 2,000-ft range.

5.1.5.1.2 Image Intensity and Color

The intensity of points in the CIG is also dependent largely
un the t.ype of sensor. Intensity in an FLR image is determined by
the strength of the return from objects at equal bearing and range
from the aircraft. This strength is determined in turn by object
reflectivity at radar wavelengths, object aspect angle, antenna
"gain pattern, and weathee and atmospheric effects, Of course, the
settings of variuus operator controls also affect the intensity

(e.g., antenna tilt, IF gain, etc.).

Dark areas of the radar image are due either to low reflec-
tivity of objects present, such as water, which reflects the radar

energy away from the antenna, or the absence of any reflecting ob-
ject at that slant range position. The latter condition t•ifers to
occulted areas or areas shadowed due to terrain or cultural re-
lief.

Several objects may appear at a coincident display position

due to their equal slant range distance from the antennal for
example, in rapidly rising terrain.

The beamwidth (typically 20) and pulse length (typically 0.5
usec of the radar pulse also contribute errors which smear or

blend together objects with small angular or slant range
N' separation, respectively.
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Raster-scanning image sensors in the visible spectrum (in-
cluding LLLTV) have a rather more complex intensity function. The
scene intensity varies an a function of slant range, incident
light, time of day, sun (or other illumination source) position
relative tv sensor, object aspect, clouds, weather, object color,
and reflectivity or albedo, For visual sensors, such as out-of-
the-window displays, the objects must also be described in tarms

of primary color intensity for complete sensor image generation.
A few objects in the daylight scere may be radiation sources of

visible light (e.g., beacons, runway strobes). At night, the

numb-r of light, sources can be enormous.

-R sensors are dependent primarily on radiated IR wavelength
energy rathtr than reflected energy for the intensification of
Simage points. Thus, it i1 usual for bright image areas to rep-

-.esnt hot objects (e.g., cultural areas heated by the sun) and
darker areas to represent cooler objects (such as water, vegeta-
tion, and shaded areas). The temperature of objects is obviously
doependsn~t on reeent meteorological history and tims of day, as
_oll as emissivity and temperatur:e time constants (heating and
cooling) of various surface materials. Color may also be used in
"Ilk imagery but is only indicative of various IR intensities.

Any of the sensor typei may exhibit other peculiarities due
to particul&r transfer functions, operating modes, or image en-
hancemnnt fettures. An example of these peculiarities is blooming
and smearing dua to imaqe intensification in LLLTV systems.

5.1.5.2 Real-Time CIG

There are an almost infinite number of unique visual/sensor

effects which are worthy of datalled study, To a great extent
many of these are independent ot the metho, of image generation

and ar* tbet left to a psyrhophysical Ptudy of visual simulation
systems (r•e 'raft et al, 1980).
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This study concentrated on the currently available CIG sys-

tems and on the CIG systems that are under consideration by the

military and manufacturers. The image processors (both visual and

IR sensor) will be discussed to illustrate what processing ap-
proach was taken by manufacturers, the reasons for those deci-

sions, and why they are quite similar. Also, the basic limita-
tions of current CIG systems will be discussed, along with the
possiole modifications, additions, and redesigns that appear
necessary to minimize the present objections to CIG. Lastly, the

implementation of a CGI system to generate the IR sensor scene
i ncluding the generation of the anomalies inherent in IR sensor

imagery will be discussed. This will cover the choice of image
processor, the modifications to the data base, and the post-

processing necessary for the unusual special effects.

The daca base generation systems have become increasingly
important to the overall simulator acceptance, in terms of both
data baso cost and scene design. For this reason the methodology

for scene data entry and its ramifications will be discussed with
regard to how the content influences the image processor. A die-
cussion of data base considerations appears in Section 5.1.5.3.

.1.5.2.1 3General Description

It appears that all sophisticated real-time CIG that have

been delivered to the various users and those CIG presently under
contract function in much the same way. These real-tim, CIG
normally generate images at 30 frames per sec. Because of this
high frame rate, no gensral-purpose computer alone can do the job.
Consequently, a real-time CIG system usually consists of a
general-purpose minicomputer and a large, special-purpose pipeline

processor.

Depending upon the prozessing algorithms used, the architec-
ture of the special-purpose image rrocescor vaL-ies little among
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different real-time CIG systems. Most processors can be parti-
tioned into three subsystems, as depicted in Figure 5.1.5.2.1-1.
The major function of the frame rate processor is to obtain a
description of the silhouettes of potentially visible objects in
terms of the two-dimensional screen (image plane) coordinates

given their three-dirinnuioneal description in the environment
coordinate system. When objects are modelled by planar surfaces,
the silhouette description of each potentially visible planar
sio~rface is usually in terms of potentially visible planar surface
edges defining its boundaries. Each of these edges is character-
4se'd by-edge parameters which define where the edge startsr ends,
its'slbpe and the shading information of the surface with which
tMe edge is associated. The scanline rate processor takes the
description of these hilhotlettes (planar surface-edges in casesa
where the objects are modeled by planar surfaces) from the frame
r~ate processor and generates for each scanline their visible
_.in'tersectiona (ordered from left to right, if the scan, direction
16 fram left to right), Finally, the picture element rate pro-
castor takes the visible intersections together with shading
-infbrmation to their right and generates the shade for every
picture elroment on the scanline.

8IPCIAL-PLJRPOU PIPELINE PMOCEISOP

GENUMAL PL.sPO3E FI RAME FRATI CCANLINE SRATI PITUMI ELEMENT DPA
COMPUTIA __H E8O PRATO PFROCflhIO

71GURC ....- ARCHITECTURE OF THE SPECIAL
PURPOSE PROCESSOR OF A REAL-TIME dOG SYSTEM
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5.1.5.2.2 Limitations

Since all real-time day-night CIG systems operate at TV frame

..rati... the amount of scene detail is limited to th2 number of

scene elements (edges, polygona, etc.) that can be computer-

proceased in 1/30th of a second. All manufacturers made the many

trade-offs between cost, scene detail, and user application

slightly different and, hence, the CIO specifications from each
7 ... manufacturer are different. The various manufacturers have

delivered CIO systems that process from 2,000 scene edges (500

polygons) to 8,000 scene edges (2,000 polygons) with systems

Sptooessng up to 30,000 edges said to be under development. There
are other- parameters that vary slightly from manufacturer to manu-

facture• such as levels of occultlng, scanline crossings, gaming

area, etc. However, the interaction of each of these parameters

Smaqet~i~t~~r*ly difficult to rank the various CIO system

objectivelIy.

Tbe most complex CIO scene that can be generated by a CIG is,

at ,p,.t,. an abstraction of the real world. More hardware and

faster processors can produce more complex scenes, but no matter

how many edges are employed, the scene does not contain nearly the

amount of detail that is apparent on a CMS.

lActually, the display frame rate need only be greater than 24

frames per sec so that the image would not appear to flicker. The
lume of 30 frames per sac in dictated soley for purposes of elec-

tronics simplicity.
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For practical reasons of cost and complexity the image

processor designs have been limited to using planar descriptions

of the desired scene. 2  A further simplification is that a single

color intensity is calculated for each polygon. These two simpli-

fications (planar surfaces, single color) result in a displayed

scene which is somewhat unnatural, particularly when attempting to

portray terrain and vegetation since little faceting occurs

naturally. Man-made (cultural) objects, on the other hand, are

composed of planar surfaces or are relatively simple geometric

figures and thus appear realistic in CIG.

This problem is accentuated when the mission scenario

requires low-level or NOE flight. In these cases the planar

surfaces must be made large so that the image processor can

produce a scene over a large field of view with a reasonable
visibility range. When the eye approaches these large detailed

surfaces there is little other scene data available in the

immediate foreground to aid positioning of the aircraft. Real-

time data base generation and the addition of texture on the

surfaces may minimize this problem. Both techniques are being

developed and will be discussed separately.

It should be pointed out that this problem is not entirely

eliminated by the many scene-levelling techniques that are in use

or under development. These systems usually require that an ob-

ject be assigned a location in the data base and given an object
priority or, at a minimum, share a priority with a limited set of

objects. In those systems that do not use separating plane trees

theipriority problem does not exist, but the basic scene edge capa-

bility is much more limited to begin with.

2 Smoothing algorithms are employed by all the CGI manufacturers to

extrapolate the shading of objects to produce a rounding effect.

These provide a great improvement in realism but some faceting

still remains and the algorithms do nothing to reduce the notice-

able straight-line segment silhouette.
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5.1.5.2.3 Other Computational Approaches
6

Various researchers have studied the computer rendition of
"parametrically defined surfaces (especially bicubic patches) for
curvilinear object simulation (see Catmull, 1974, Blinn, 1978,
Whitted, 1978, Lane et al, 1980, Clark, 1979, and Yan, 1980).

4 Curvilinear objects generated with these surfaces are free of
artifacts associated with objects modeled with planar polygons.
Unfortunately, it is much more difficult to obtain the silhouettes
of objects and to perform intensity computation as well as texture
modulation within the silhouetteh of objects on objects modeled
withhparametrically defined surfaces than objects modeled with

planar polygons,

Consequently, it does not appear that a cost-effective,

,..&-tinm implementation of rendltlon of objects modeled with

parametrically defined surfaces is feasible in the near future.

5,1.5.2.4 New Designs and Architecture

The capability of present CIG architectures has reached a

lijltit, dus to system complexity, and new DIG designs will even-

tually shift to a different architecture. A similar complexity

limit has appeared in data bases and, consequently, data base

construction techniques will change as wll.

The current hardware architecture uses a long, single pipe-
line to accomplish the image generation. ThiR type of architec-

ture requires new pipeline segmemnts to add new features, But the

system maintainability problems will increase for systems larger

than the present CIG's. The alternative in to use an architecture

with many small processors operating in parallel. Such architec-
ture will be much easier to design and maintain, and will permit

more widespread use of large scales of integration.
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In addition to the change towards parallelism, future systems

will incorporate a full frame buffer. This will eliminate scan-

line-related restrictions such an the limit on the number of scan-

line intersections. The processing restrictions wi'.l be on a

frame basis rather than a line basis, which will be a substantial

imprvement from the user's viewpoint. The frame buffer also sim-

plifies the implementation of many features, including advanced

features such as translucent clouds.

"for the data bans, the trQnd will be towards the greater use

of pseudorandom generation techniques, so that much of the data
base detail will be generated as required in near real time. The

detail would fill in outlines generated conventionally. This will

red te the expens of data bass generation and solve the problem

of accesping the data bans fast enough from mass storage (this

is discussed further in lection 5.1.3.2.7).

Approaches to parallel system architectures and pseudorandom
system generation are described in the 8Z3ORAPH '80 proceedings,

Nowever, it is difficult to predict when the benefits of res"arch

along the" lines will be available in product form, A parallel

architecture frame-buffered system will certainly be proposed

within two years. The improvements in data base generation will

probably not corn along as fast, and are perhaps four to five

years away.

The hardware architectural changes are inevitable. Advances

in semi-conductor technology are occurring so rapidly that within
a few years competition will force the manufacturer. to construct

such a system. The data base technology, however, is software,
and there is no great push from technological innovations in soft-

ware. Consequently, the changes in data base techniques are more

speculative.
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5.1.5.2.5 Modified and Hybrid Systems

Recently some modifications to the basic CIG structure have
been made, One of these modifications consists of using the image

processor in a dual capacity, partly as a night-only (vector die-
play) and partly as a day-night system (raster display). This is

__ iplermnted by using some of the available frams time to display
light sources in a calligraphic mode. Although the scene is pro-
aented on a shadow mask CRT rather than the normal beam penetra-

tion t-be CRT used for night-on3I systems, the images of the
Slights are far better than the images obtainable on day-night CIG

r y� ••.s Z.n turn some compromise has to be made in the day scene
becaule of the frafe time being used for the calligraphic mode.
The nwbtb of ramwes displayed per second is reduced causing the
MOOM tO •. lai r even when the display brightness and contrast are
reduced to minimise this effect. Other compromises in scene pro-
oos'sinq may also be required.

A $etend olams of simple CIO systems has also been introduced

and is finding some limited spplication in simulation where the
"eyepoint, for example, has a very limited range of motion. In
these cases the visual system background scene is imaged from the
real-world scene and stored'on a videodisk, In operation the
background scene is retrieved from disk and projected onto a
screen while only the limited detail targets are computed and
overlayed over the bavkground. In addition, little or no occult-
ing is computed. The system is inexpensive but obviously has the
disturbing ocoulting and insetting problems. There are a number
of different versions of this type of system, particularly in the
area of axi target simulation.

5.1,5.2,6 Texture

As stated previously, the planar surface image as currently
available is inadequate for some applications. This is particu-
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larly true for full m~ission simulation where the visual system

must -provide adequate cuest for low-level or NOE flight. Re a 1
~4 w~vd confusiion must be incorporated in the simulated imagok
SProvkhnted to 'the pilot (ace Figure 5.1.5.2,6-1),. Planar suvfaces

are to0 eKplialt to represent nature's subtlety. To solve these
p2'blgeand- pr~ovide faithful real-worle training cues weM must

'M 9-k4111'tUivo *a~ta base representation completely indepen-
-Aent of-edges. Such a representation is pr')vided by texturing.

-7: 'Zwtitr"qhas three basic qualities that make it ideal for
~ Fb~~I?*4 x a1'vrld Leaturoas First, it can be spatially unlirn-
~ ~ ~At~tureunction can be- defined for the entire scene

-J~ loVinTq lawg" areas to be modeled by an extremely small
~~>.i- w~~~bs1~ oonff', it can provide the necessary complexity and

~~ ~Y geYtn semin ranidom patches and blobs.
~Thi~, i~ an mittitaturo'u subtlety, deliberately avoiding

app fiat bmundaries by blending shading fromi patch to patch.

a not*& nonw oConcepti it has boon discussed for
46. 001m 111W 'four basic Problemsa have delayed effective imple-

rn~aoni hoosng texture model, correlating the model with
re'ý.mw*ld foeatoars, assurind perspective validity# and imple-

rmftingtexuregeneration at real-time display ratesa.

Three different generic texture models have been suggested.
The first uses storied digitized images of real-world features.
_TN' pirobjems of daeta base management and perapective trans-
formation maJY* this approach aceeptable only for limited simula-
tion so~n~arios. At the other end of the spectrum, the second
technique involves adding a random signal to the projeoted image
of a scene. SBich an approach mimplifies high-speed implementation
but sacrifices realism, perspective, validity, and even frame-to-
frame consistency. Between theme two extremes lies thie third
method of texturing, defining & matriematical function that will
generate the desired pattern. Such a model can be defined by a
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Figure 5.1,5,2.6-1 TEXTURE ON HORIZONTAL AND

NON-HORIZONTAL SURFACES
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I
small number of parameters to provide a compact data base. The

parameters can be selected to correlate with the statistical char-

acteristics of the real-world features being modeled. Perspective

validity can bo assured by making the scene position coordinates

the independent variables of the texture function. Real-time

implementation, as with all CIG algorithms, will require special-

purpose hardware.

Several manufacturers are developing texture consisting of

regularly repeated patterns, one and two-dimensional, that are

superimtposed upon the faces of the objects in the image (see

Bunker et al, 1978, Reynolds et al, 1978, and Yan, 1980).

To keep the superimposed patterns fixed to the object, either

ground-mapped or surface-mapped texture can be used. In ground-

"mapped appxroaches all texture patterns are tied to earth coordin-

atem and are projected onto textured faces. Texture is then

generated as an intensity variation for each picture element of

tha simulated image. These variations would then be combined with

the scene intensity. In this way bright objects would be textured

brightly and dimmer objects textured faintly. One limitation of a

ground-mapped system is that texture cannot be applied to vertical

surfaces.

Surface mapping is a more general case of ground mapping. It

has the advantage that the texture patterns are not distorted as a

function of surface (polygon) slope. However, one disadvantage is

that continuity of texture across surface boundaries is not guar-

anteed and also, the coord'.nate computation is more difficult.

As discussed earlier, the limited computing capacities of

current CIG systems make it mandatory that any texture generator

avoid processing texture in the pipeline processor. However, a

number of additions to current CIG systems are necessary in order

to calculate the coordinate transformations to superimpose the pat-
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tern(s) upon the image faces. Even when the texture is not being

processed in the pipeline, the extent of these additions makes it

extremely difficult to retrofit texture into current visual sys-

tems. Future CIG systems can make provision for these additions

in the early design, In addition to the coordinate calculations,

provision must be made to provide codes for selecting and placing

texture on any dosired polygon in the data base.

One further consideration is that when several levels of tex-

ture are provided to be inserted as a function of range, a method

of blending the various levels at their boundaries must be in-

cluded.

5.1,5.2.7 Visual System Data Base Generation

Currently, digital visual data bases are being built in

several different ways, depending on the manufacturer and the

particular contract requirement.

The most common mpthod, and one that each of the manufac-

turers has perfected to some degree, is a computer-assisted

digitizing approach using a wide variety of input source mate-

rials. Most of the terrain data is digitized using lifts taken

from U.S. Gbological Survey maps, usually the 1/24,000 and

1/62,500 series. Low-level two-dimensional cultural data is also

taken from theae maps. High-level three-dimensional cultural

detail is obtained by abstracting data from civil engineering

drawings. In a few cases dimensions are estimated from aerial

photos or a combination of map and photo. Color determination is

not as clearcut and is discussed separately.

The second method uses Defense Mapping Agency Digital Data

Base (DMA DDB). In many cases the use of this data is specified

by contract, or at a minimum its use is highly recommended. The

DMA DDB can be used manually oL semiautomatically in much the same
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manner that U.S. GColoqical Survey material is used. However,

much effort is currently being expended tc develop visual data

base transformasion programs that automatically tronsform the DMA
DDE into a data base for real tirro simulation. AppendiK D is a

description of the contents of the DMA Data Base.

The initial attempt to us. EMAAC fo• data base generation was

with the digital radar landmass system (DiLMS). The requirements
of this type of data base called for generalized features of rela-

tl.vtly large geographical areas. DMAAC generation in this situa-

tion was very successful and these data bases are currwntly used

on various simulations.

Development of accu.-ate highly detailed data bases for visual

systems has not found the arme success as the DRLMS. A Link study,

analyzed DMAA data and compared it with other sources of cLltural

data •namaly, aerial photographs and topographica&.rzps). The

atudy centered arcund two major areas of interests data omission

and digitization errors. Data omission included omission of

significant feetures and shape errors. Digitization errors

included clockwise digitization, feature overlap, and reentering

("eI f-intersction).

The study found that in the sparse area selected to be

studied, no features were containad in the DMAAC manuscripts. How-

ever, vegetation, dry washes, and buildings were found in aerial

photographs which, due to the sparseness of the arca should have
been included as DMAAC specifications state. In denser areas,

lakes, rivers, bridges, small towns. railrcoad yards, dams were

missing in the DMAAC data and visible in aerial photographs. Oc-
casionally features were found which were not digitized when fea-
tures of similar size and attributes in the same manuscripts were

included. Also some features in the manuscripts studied were
found to visibly overlap. This constitutes a digitization error

over and above the inherent statistical error of the CMAAC data.
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A transformation system has been developeJ which auto-

matically transforms the DMA DDB into a data baae for real-time
,sinulation of the B-52 E-0 viowing syste.,i. To enter the system,

the user raviews the source data and specifies adge budgets, error

tolerances, and visual and infrared models for DMA planimetry fea-

ture classes. The DMA DDB is read and reblockec- into standard
geographical areasl data from different manuscripts, levels, and

releases are merged into a composite source file. The user then
edits the composite source. The planimetry and terrain are inde-

pendently modeled into visual and IR representations and progrns-
sively simplified (leveled) to meet the specified edge and error

budgets at several levels of detail. The leveled planimetry and
terrain are integrated into a combined scene mudel and reformatted

for real-time use.

Improvements to this technology in the next five years will

include the following. The complexity and fidelity of the trans-

formed scene will increase to accommodate tactical combat rehear-

sal in real-world areas, Automatic and manual modeling will be

integrated into a single-scene construction system which will aug-

ment human perception and Judgement with automatic processing of
details. Data sources other than the DMA DDB, such as large-scale

maps, will be used. Productivity will continue to improve, per-
haps by an order of magnitude. Off-line diagnostic tools will be
developed to detect most data base errors without use of the

real-time simulator. Both round and flat-earth gaming areas will

be supported. Areas described as city, open forest, etc., without
internal detail will be automatically replaced by realistic

two-dimensional or three-dimensional texture patterns. Models
will be developed for a variety of electro-optical sensors.

In addition, data bases may be developed which are similar to

the DMA DDB, but designed specifically to support visual and E-O
simulation. New data base designs and formats may be operable on

several different CIG systems. CIG throughput analysis may permit
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the specification ani construction of data bases which consistent-

ly use almost all the available CIG capacity without risking over-

load. Improved understanding of pilot cues may allow translation

of training needs into specific testable CIG performance require-

ments.

Some systems use various combinations of the above systems.

In addition, all companies are working on new data base generation

programs to make data entry easier (simpler commands, better prima-

tives, etc.) and are also improving the entry equipment by adding

interactive displays. It would be highly desirable if the inter-

active display were coupled with the data base compiler so that

the operator modifications were made directly in the real-time

data base program. Present efforts, however, require recompiling

of the data base in many cases.

5.1.5.2.8 Alternate FDL Data Base Preparation

An alternate method of data base preparation may be of inter-

est to FDL. It has been used in several special cases and may

find more use in the future. It is completely computer-generated

culture and terrain. Programs have been written that require only
a few city parameters (street width, alley width, block size, area

of city, and nominal building height) and randomly generate a city
that can be displayed immediately in a digital visual system. The

same system can also randomly generate terrain, given height and

location of peaks, saddles, and ridges. Note that these programs

generate both the culture and terrain in a random fashion; hence,

the resulting data base only approximates a real-world scene. For

flight test purposes this procedure may be invaluable because it

can be made to produce a different data base with exactly the same

level of complexity for every test flight and, hence, remove the

learning curve problem from the flight test.
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5.1.5.3 tR Sensor Simulation

IR sonuflrs arm. iither direct viewing or scanning devices (in
the latter came they may be mechanically or electronically mcan-
nod). Wheth. t.he emnsors themselves are direct viewing or

scanning devices the cockpit displays are universally electronic
soaidngdev~icas (TV displays) because the data can be m~ore

converdently -transmittedi Since the most reasonable IR display is
a ra~ster device it is reasonable to assume that the most econom-

i~a~~ siu~,tict~r..dovice wontild be the modification of a visual
-8ifts.'tor; rathtr than tho parallel design of a comnpletely new.

ksnor simul.-tor.

:The r~ownsfo t hose nocaesary modifications and their possi-
~* ~t~eulntai~nintha digital visual systems will be discussed

I rý f~atheri det~il in thc following paragraphs.

54l.5.3.1 IR S rte esign,

A ou% ) y analysis of the types of IR sensor Indicates that
.;hesl.ow-scan (iwohanitiall single element) systems are likely to
be com~ple to Iy phiaxo4 out of uias in the naxt few years. These are
being keplaiced by IR scannere operating at television tram. or
field rates and by direcit imaging scanners. In addition, the
future IR scanners may be stseratles or head slaved.

Thesa latter oevices make it necessary to slew at rates up to
;04 per sac without noticeable scene breakup. At these high slew
ratas it im moeiobsary to update the scene at TV field rates Vather
than at TV frame rates so as to elimi~iate the do~uble image effect.

This set of geriertul IR scane gan'.ration requirements indi-
cates thal. the computational requirements are quite similar to
helicopter digital visual systems, and it follows that any new IR
scene generat~or would closely parallel present digital visual sys-
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tern designs. !t apdpears reasonable to conclude that the best and

... most economical approach woul6 be to use a digital visual system
fo: ZR simulation, A second important reason for this choice J,s
the nefsuity of providing correlated imagery for all sensors and
the vi.sual sce,16. This will be discussed in more detail later.

*,. Unln a- dilital visual system requires some modification,
-Mainly in :the data base structure, to provide IR data to the image

"--.. pro 0•n•4sr and to the video generator to generate the correct ZR in-

Ii et t.s y.t urns and the special effects. Depending on the content

•r of the •-R ata assigned to objects or faces in the data base, some

.-additional computation may be necessary in the illumination subsys-
tnem of the image processor discussed in section 5.1.5.3.2. Figure
4,1*5,30,l-lA, shows the functions of a typical digital visual

"• ': ' :••L i o n a� nd , shows a possible reconfiguration to simulate

. n 1R sensor. Notice that this diagram is effectively the same as

,CUvnt digital visual systems also make provision for comput-

, ing several dhannels, that is, sensor scones computed from differ-
ing specific points of view, 1  one of these channels can be used

for the visual scene, one for the IR sensor displays, and perhaps

another for the LLLTV.

This greatly simplifies the problems of providing multisensor

data correlated so that all objects are in their correct respec-

tive location when the viewer moves his eyes from one type of dis-

play to another. This is don- simply by using a common digital

data base for all sensors. Since the object is described by only

one set of polygons (vertices) it will appear properly oriented in

Digital visual image processors are constructeid so that dif-

ferent spatial viewpoints can be used to compute the scene for any
displays. most image processou's can drive up to seven channels.
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each type of display. Currently, time separate descriptors in the

data bases are .iseJ by the system for computing the proper IR (or

other sensor) scene. This implementation is being successfully

"employed in the more sophisticatmd sensor system simulators such

as KC-135 and 8-52.

'The further devel opment of a common multimensor data base ia
- -. inmportant goal for both the manufacturers and the Air Force.

Some of then investigations are directed toward the inclusion of

Ma ny idditional sensor codes for each object in tý% data base.
p--1.. I na"it has been noted in early IR sensor simulation programs

-that a further partition of the data base objects may be neces-

-,ary, these separate codes will describe the appearance of each

object, at every usable spectral region (the entire electromagnetic
"spe.t•rum is not usable because of the atmospheric attenuation of

radiation at particular wavelengths by the atmosphere. In the ZR

region, for example, only the 3-5 micron and 8-14 micron regions

are uve•ful), This multiple code would then allow several differ-

., st sensors to be simulated.

This may not completely satisfy new ZR simulation require-

ments because current coding astsgns a unique code to an entire

data bass object. In actuality# objecto exhibit different IR pro-

pertien for each face because of materials, surroundings, etc. It

may soon be required that each face of an object be subdivided

into a number of smaller elements with each of the"e subfaces

being given a separate code. This would provide further informa-

tion to the processor to enhance realism.

Currently, the noise inherent in the actual sensor displays

completely masks the subtle differences exhibited in the IR

radiation of large masses (terrain, foliage, runways, roads,

etc.). With the advent of a new generation of IR sensors now

being developed these effects will become necessary to provide

realism. The" effects will have to be treated in the same manner
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i
as texture is handled in some of the latest visual simulators,

i.e., with additional data base coding foi each face affected so

that various texture patterns and pattern sizes stored in the data

base can be merged with the face itself in the video generation

subsystem of the image processor. This method of texture gener-

ation relieves the image processor of the processing of edges for
texture effects.

The IR sensor poses additional problems with the size and for-

mat of the sensor data base. Since the sensor is usually part of

a sophisticated optical system, the FOV of the sensor can be rapid-

ly changed from the wide angle coverage normally used for search

to a magnified view as small as 10 by 1l when attempting to identi-

fy an object. An attempt to produce a reasonably detailed scene

by extraction from a not very detailed data base would show an

extremely sparse scene. Figure 5,1.5.3.1-2 helps to illustrate

the extent of the problem.

Fov

1I

Figure 5.1.5.3.1-2 FOV GEOMETRY
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With a 600 FOV and an IR range of 10 mi, the area that must

be populated with edges is approximately 50 square mi. If a 30-

power optics system were employed (a 20 FOV), the area of interest

would be approximately 1.5 square mi. Assuming that a computing

capacity is 10,000 edges and a data base were designed so that all

edges could be seen at the maximum FOV, only 1/40 of the edges

(250 edges) would be in the magnified area. It is obvious, there-

fore, that either a more powerful data base retrieval system is

required (along with better data base generation and data base

storage methods) or a priori knowledge of the objects of interest

is required. In the general sensor simulation case, the latter is

unacceptable, requiring substantial development of more flexible

sensor data base systems than those currently in use. However,

the FDL has far better control of the mission scenario and may be

able to dictate the area (objects) to be scanned or observed with

the small FOV IR sensor. This allows the current image processors

to be used by taking advantage of the visual system leveling func-

tions, resolvability code testing, and careful partitioning of the

data base.

5.1.5.3.2 IR Image Processor Requirements

The image processor for IR scene generation must perform the

same geometric processing as required for visual simulation. Both

visual and IR sensor image processors must retrieve scene data

defined as polygons or edges stored in a data base, perform coor-

dinate transformations of objects, clip transformed objects to the

boundaries of the viewing window, delete hidden lines, sort the

remaining edges, convert the edges to raster scanline intersec-

tions, and produce video to drive a display. The IR processing

differs substantially only in the illumination system computation.

In the visual image processor color is stored on a polygon basis

and the intensity of the assigned color is modified as a function

of the incident angle of the sun (or other illumination source)

and the viewing angle. The IR return, on the other hand, is far
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more complex and therefore requires a more sophisticated intensity

computation system.

5.105.3.3 IR intensity Return Algorithm

This algorithm will be a specialiled solution of the basic IR
radiation equation combined with an atmospheric transmittance

N * Watts per cm2 per steradian
* hre N o IR radiance of the object

C a emissivity
. w Stefan - Bolteman constant 5.67 x 10-1 2W cm' 2 (oK)" 4

T *Temperature (degrees Kelvin ("K))

- I appears that the solution to this equation is appropriate

tW_.Ms.ulot.a. ationa However, the determination of the emisoLvity

.and temperature terms for the wide assortment of objects to be ex-
,-prte*d in an IR data base is a complex task.

The two variables in this equation are emissivity, t , and tem-
]rlatusp T. Imissivity is the ratio of energy emitted by the

"specified object to the energy which would be emitted by a black
body of the same temperature, T. The emissivity of an object may

be determined as a function of the material of which it in com-
posed, or of which each part in composed. The basic value must be
modified as a function of the surface finish and the shape of the
object. For exposed cultural objects, weather effects will

greatly modify emissivity. For example, one or more surfaces of
the basic object may be coated with rain, ice, snow, soot, or

other atmospheric precipitants. Similarly, temperature, T, is a

function of sun (ao the major energy input source) angle modified
by internal heating of the object and weather ( ffects such as
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cloud cover, falling rain or snow, or current ambient temperature

at the object. The temperature in further modified by rec.jnt
history, since most objects of interest have long thermal time
constants: and store results of preceding wather, sun illumi-
nation, internal heating, etc.

.* .. The atmospheric transmittance equation is:

1A + (1o IA) e-R'Kl

- wheret

I a the observed intensity of the object

IA 1 the observed intensity of the atmosphere
lo the observed intensity of the object at zero range

A' the ratio of tihe distance to the object to the
vi~ibility distance

Kl the scaling coefficient

10 is related to object IR radiance, N, by a constant K2

Paramlter flexibility is inherent since the visibility range

and scaling coefficients Ki and K2 can be assigned by program

control.

Treating I as a single numerical magnitudo in correct for

wavwolength-independent mensors, such as pyrolitic and other ther-
mal sensors. However, for photon sensors, each object should be
proviIded with emissivity (i) versus wavelength (%) function tables

or curves, and I for each emitting wavelength should then be multi-
plied by a factor which describes the sensitivity of that particu-
lar photon detector at that wavelength. The summation of theme re-

sults will provide the final detector value, I. Simulation of

thfise effect. is possible, since each data base object can have

kno~wn values assigned for each possible sensor type, and atmos-
pheric windows can be defined for each simulation.
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5. 1.5. 3. 4 IR Intensity Retuirn Implementation

It is obvious that the computation to obtain the proper inten-
sity is possible but difficult to implement because, for one, the
factors cannot be easily obtained1 and, secondly, the amount of
computation to be performed in real time becomes prohibitive. in
a prctical came a simpler solution than solving the classic equa-
tioms is necessary.

One, obvious solution is to assign arbitrary codep to each

-0t amW ' bat i at ae The objects can be grouped and
Ass4.q*ed a common code when they exhibit the same general IR pro-
pett$.a awith respect to extent of emission, cooling rates, etc.
The rule.: for applying the code for objects can be specified to

t~e atabae* modeler. This arbitrary code will be retrieved with

'thoobject record and used to index stored tables that contain the
ftatora necessary for the computation of IR returns. The table
serves the purpose of reducing the amount of redundant data that

)we"-. 1:4b stored, in each object record in the data bask .

Using an object IR code to index stored tables also makes it
possible to provide many levels of sophistication to the computa-
tion of ZR returns. Partitions of tho stored tables and addition-
al codes can be used for new sensors ot make use of better IR
return intensity data without affecting the design of the image

pr oce @ssor .

There are obviously other methods for storing the IR paramet-
aes and subsequently computing the ZR intonsity retuLcns. At this

time, howeverp it is more important to obtain sufficient IR para-

meter data in a form useful for computation.

1Emissivity, for example, is not included in the DM¶A DDB. In

fact, as described in Appendix D, objects of any kind (cultural or

natural) are only defined as to their predominant material type.
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Further computation beyond that required for determining a

standard ZR intensity return can also be a combination of table

lookup of correction factors or stored functions. These computa-

tions can take into account seasonal changes, wather, latitude,

and time of day. More subtle effects, such as adjacency effects,

may not be computed in the next generation device.

5.1.5.3.5 Special Effects

:The IR images produced with the DIG (as described in section

5-1.5.3.3) exhibit the sare shortcomings of most digital imagery.

The colors and/or intensity of each face are homogeneous and the

scene lacks detail. On the other hand, the actual IR image is

extremely noisy and contains many artifacts, In other words, the

data base and processing limitations create a sparse but clean

scene while the actual scene has great detail concealed with

noise,

The special effects, as discussed previously, do not orig-

inate from a single source but are functions of type of aircraft,

aircraft attitude, type of IR detector, transmission chain anom-

alies, target background, scene dynamic range, absolute target

temperature, and many other factors. Some of these effects can

quite easily be simulated by analog techniques. For example,

transmission and display anomalies can be accommodated with an

image converter and TV channel, either included in or after the

video processor of the CIG systems (see Figure 5.1.5.3.1-IB).

Son* of the other special effects are now being accommodated

with a modified video generator. In most cases the IR return is

changed on a scanline-by-scanline basis. This works well for

effects such as banding, etc., but some effects (such as halo and

tail) will require more sophisticated techniques. These tech-

niques will, more than likely, require a full frame output buffer,

In addition, much more information must be factored into special
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effect. to provide the full range of artifacts exhibited by opera-

tional equipffent. This all but dictates a digital processor dedi-

Cated-to providing thse" effects.

The digital processor, in conjunction with a full frame out-.
put buffer, would provide a software programming capability for
ftst of the. special effects which are presently recognized and

would, also accomimodate the special effect. that may be a part of
future ZR sensors.

5..13. O pt~a ~suieet Semitranslucent object.

There ise a need to produce semitranslucent objects for such
real-world objects as localized smog or *team. There are a number
ofatltelna~tive techniques that may be used to produce this effect
(*to 4Awandowski at alt 1980, and, Bunker# 1979). Both of these
.now teahnique~s can be used under certain conditions and produce
acceptable (and sometimes dramatic) effects..

5.1.5.3.7 ConcealMent

Zn addition to providing texture to the objects and polygons
in the ZR scene (in the same manner as discussed in the visual

scene generation section) it will also be necessary to develop a
special kind of texture. The special texture must be provided in
thes IR scene so that IR emitters can be concealed. At present thoe
sparseness of the CIG scene does not permit making subtle or par-

tially hidden objects because the very presence of objects in the

scene indicates importance. Training in search techniques with
CIG will require the development of real-time data base, post-

processing, and additional hardware in addition to the psycho-

physical research efforts ourrently underway.
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5.1.5.3.8 Moving Objects

Moving objects are easier to locate and identify in a
oomputer-gonerated scene than they are in the actual visual scene
beoause the eye is sensitive to motion, particularly in the per-
iphery of vision. In the IR scene these objects are even more
".mportant because, in addition to their motion, they also are

_ tes1e~n~ed by unique IR signatures. All objects of this class
"have a concentrated heat emitting source which, except in unique

situations such as deserts, are much hotter than the surroundings,
This source usually is sufficient to warm the entire object and
clearly outline it against the background.

--The digital modeling of these objects is relatively straight-
orwerd beeause a large number of IR photos and computer thermal

plots (both actual and pradicted) are available. The more diffi-
cult tosk is the realistic movement of these objects along the
terrain. Current image processing systems require preprogrammed
paths, usually along known slopes or along selected areas of the
data base. Real-time software written for this task usually
limits the path and the number of vehicles that can be accommo-
dated at any one time. A more general solution will have to be
perfected so that the vehicles can move anywhere in the data base.
This may include a more straightforward solution to establishing

the height of the terrain at any arbitrmry point in the data base.

5.1.5.3.9 Weapons Effects

Moving OL ects can move in any direction on or abova the

terrain, but do not themselves change shape. On the other hand,
bomb bursts, sheVl hitý, etc., are dynamic objects. They grow

randomly but somewhat predictablyl move as a function of wind
diret..ion; and change color. An accurate portrayal of the buirst

image (as opposed to a symbolic portrayal) ic axtremely important
to IR simulation because the observer obtains information from the
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"shape, growth, and heating pattern of the blast, not simply from
its location. The same solution for these effects aq for texture

does not seem possible. It does appear that a technique that
utilizes a real-time data base manipulation technique such as that
described by Lewandowski (op. cit.) ma:' provide these effects.

The technique in its simplest implementation is a large num-

ber of representations of the burst. Each would be the image of
the burst at one tine in its growth and decay. These would be

stored in the image processor control computer and transferred to

the image processor active data base at some predetermined inter-
val of time. (Some present implementations use a 5 or 6-frame

tim, interval.)

The patterns can be grown off-line with a pseudorandom growth
algorithm or, in a more sophisticated technique, could be randomly

grown in real time, The latter may be preferable for the slow-

growth long-period bursts, such as large explosions.

5.1.5.3.10 Summary

The current CIG systems can be considered second generation,

the first generation being the CIG test and evaluation devices

that had little training value. There was in fiAct a great tech-
nical step between these two generations Early CIG's had perhaps

128 eTges and no occulting while current CIG siystems provide 6000-
8000 edges with at least 256 levels of occulting. It should be

noted that these latter devices are usineg tha latest in digital

computation and storage technology &nd, as 1-ointed out in the
diacussion on image processors, a stable and useful system design

common with all manufacturers.

It doea not appear likely that an imhge processor that de-

parts radically from the use of planar surfaces will be announced
within five years. In fact, many of the military research pro-
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-grams that were promoting and/or sponsoring such programs as

"edgtoless CIG have been withdrawn or cut back. Some of this is

, IU(, no doubt, to fundinq considn rations but, to a greater extent,

it:,a because the numerous proposed computation syitems are diffi-

-. lt,- _Jfnot impossible, to implement at this time.

Z.hahre is no question that there is, or will be shortly, a

-i --24 nevation of CO!. The basic image processor philosophy

- ..14 ,uinain the. sam but distributed processing may reduce the
cost while increasing planar surface computation by a factor of 2

",,,i �O.-�in• addition, the retrieval of scene data will be improved
t* ettwetr. populate the scene being presented while increasing
"•M9t-Its of postprocessing of imagory will be implemented to pro-
viO a large class of scene improvements (texture, translucent

L.. .5.,4 Digital Radar Landmass Simulation

It -mould be highly desirable if, as in the case of IR sensor
sqene generation, a channel of a digital visual system could be
modified to generate the digital radar scene. As discussed pre-
viously, the planar approach to visual scene processing was
decided upon by all CIG manufacturers in order to make digital
processing possible (and practical). It also followed that the

planar segments are also the most compact digital description of

the terrain.

Early in the development of DRLMS radar landmass systems this

approach was the subject of intensive invwstigation (see Hearty,

1972) and several manufacturers have opted for this approach.

Even when planar descriptions of the turrain are being used, the

hardware solution& to the radar aquations and the use of PPI dis-

plays have made it impractical to make any of the DRLMS systems

and data bases common to the diqital visual and senror systems.
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Other manufacturers have chosen to use a grid system to

encode the terrain (see Hoog et al, 1974). In this type of system

the terrain is stored as a rectangular grid of elevation posts.

The spacing uf the posts is chosen so that through the use of a

smoothing algorithm, a sufficiently accurate representation of the

ground can be obtained.

The choice oý either of these two methods of coding terrain

determines the architecture of the DRLMS system and to a somewhat

lesser extent the complexity of the DMA DDB to DRLMS data base
transformation programs. The latter is an important consideration

in that extremely large real-time radar data bases are required

that defy manual modeling and digitizing. The effect of the

choice of terrain coding on DRLMS architecture and transformation

will be discussed further.

The requirements of fidelity in the DRLMS for the engineering

simulator differ& in one significant way from the fidelity
required of a tactical aircraft simulator. The engineering simu-

lator DRLMS must simulate extremely high resolution radars

operating at low altitudes (as perhaps the tactical simulator) but

doe* not necessarily have to portray a specific geographic area.

The data base must contain sufficiently high resolution data

coupled with a compensation technique that provides radar infor-

mation to the pilot that does not detract from his evaluation

task.

With regard to data compression the basic reasons for selec-

ting a planar approach or a gridded approach for an operational

aircraft DRLMS are no different than for an engineering simulator.

The planar approach minimizes the need for a large data base

storage system and for a sophisticated retrieval system. However,

in the engineering simuldtor there is rio need for large (world
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-vids) zuaheuvering areas. There in, however, a requirement for
eunpieying the output of extremely high resolution radars oper-

in WOK flight. It appears at this time that only a gridded
aprb.oh to DRLMS can provid1e the necessary high resolution.

~' 545.4.1 Torrain Repreaentation

Te -original DMA data for terrain is in a grid format. This
-Ushe transformation to a DRLMB grid format straightforward

ui" iiý anlrt od. It is also efficient in terms of trans-
,.#(h,-prqossing time since a one-pass conversion routine can

14 Ai~d.'" ys teM using planar representations must employ algo-
ri-thms ,that 0roato a mathematical surface in a different form than

14 ~iWThbia-ta A oe important criterion that must be met in
PJ Ahprtav fr~eormat ion process is to generate a sufficient

'~T nw~blrof urfcesto accurately portray the scene while at the
same time not generating more faces than can be processed in the
0040re'., this makes fitting planar surfaces to a set of terrain
&wMMP acli-atedf iterative process. There is no question that

the grid 'representation of terrain is not as efficient as planar
Cading' since the adjacent posts in level terrain are redundantly
coded. Therefore it in a foregone conclusion that more digital
storage (and subsequent retrieval systems) is required for DRLMS
systems employing equally spaced elevation posts. To some extent
this redundancy tends to make modification and updating of the
elevation data base easier and more direct since an individual
post elevation can be changed to emphasize a peak or valley,
whereas to accomplish the same change a new planar face must be
generated and all adjacent faces modified to fit the new face.

5.1.5.4.2 Gridded Elevation Interpolation

It in difficult to, establish mathematically what the ideal
even grid mpacing must be to present to the pilot a scene that can
be used for training. The usual criterion in that the scene must
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contain all significant recognizable terrain features. Early

DRLMS systems established that a completely realistic scene can be
generated with a grid spacing of six arc-sec for short ranges (up

to 25 nmi). This compresses the original DMA by a factor of one.
At long ranges (up to 100 nmi) a grid spacing of twelve arc-sec is

satisfactory. This latter spacing compresses the original DMA
data by a factor of sixteen.

In order to present a continuous terrain surface along re-

trieval sweeplines, intermediate elevation values are interpolat-
ed. Many algorithms have been evaluated and scenes generated us-
ing the variour schemes. Early DRLMS used a complex weighted
parabolic interpolation but more recently simple bilinear algor-

"ithms have been developed which also provide a radar prosentation
which is free of grid modelina effects or large planar segments,

5.1.5.4.3 Planar Interpolation

The planar segment representation is an extremely compact

method of encoding terrain and, over a limited area, is capable of
describing the position, shape, and elevation of isolated ground

features much more accurately than gridded terrain data. With
gridded elevation data some prominent peaks or valleys may fall
within the gcid and, without manual updating, could be further
smoothed during interpolation. However, thftre is an absolute

limit on the number of faces that may be uted to describe the
terrain. At long radar ranges this results in large geographic

areas being defined by a single plane. Small undulations would
not appear in the data base at all.

The most noticeable problem is that there are abrupt and un-
realistic changes of radar return at the large planar boundaries.
These are caused by the abrupt change of aspect angle, etc. A
smoothing function, not unlike that used for producing a rounding

effect in the visual scene, can be used to minimize the edge out-
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lininq effect. The large facets that show through on the display
_4" nMerte difficult to conceal. Without intermediate terrain data

M ~oj)O, tisa3istic contours the facets must be populated with radar
*- ~txtgt in much the same manner as was discus' id for the CIG
' 'I'au4 1--scene to achieve some further degree of realipm.

~7E544 -roesin. Architecture

TOq -60hr sign ificant difference in the implementation of the
~ panat'and gridded terrain data is in the processing architecture.

-Ip)~~*z~pocessor is a combination of dedicated parallel and
-ipline proes snors that perform the necessary mathematical oper-

ati*ninradar - weep time. The computing capacity is designed to
aMaximum number of planar segments, As a practical mat-

114 NIw rhbr-of- Planar segments is chosen on the basis of an
~iaed aver age. This is precisely the same limitation faced

in doG,

- ho elovation-grid data processor is not designed to accommo-
date an average complexity but in designed to accommodate the same
number' of elevation posts without regard to terrain form. It also
is implemented as a pipeline processor with parallel retrieval.
Since it is designed to process the maximum amount of data at all
times it is more complex and as a result more expensive than the
planar processor.

5.1.5.4.5 Reflectance (Planimetry-) Data

The cultural data base represents a description of the envi-
ronment (e.g. water, deciduous zrees of 40-ft height, steel
buildings of 300-ft in height, residential area of 50% ground
cover), All of this data must be stored in digital memory as was
the cam* with the elevation data. There are, as was the case with
elevation data, two methods of storing and subsequently processing
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the reflectance data a grid technique as described before, and

a list description.

The same implementation rationale presented for representing
1"elevation is valid for representing cultural data. However,

whereas the grid system is particularily suited to storing and

--asenting data which is uniformily distributed (e.g., terrain

-d1ata) 'it in not an efficient method for storing cultural data
:,-,which -is normally not uniformly distributed.

In early DRLMS systems a grid system was used but as higher

"resolution data became available most manufacturers have opted for

:7'rn " ,.aC-list processor or a hybrid list and grid processor. Table
"5.Tl.5.4,5-l shows the salient characteristics of elevation and

. ll.tural data base formats, and resolution, for several DRLMS

S ystimi delivered to the Air Force and Navy.

Early analysis of the DMA DDB indicated that only up to 80
feature* per nmi need be processed in the DRLUI. However, DMA is
now providing data bases with feature densities of over 250 fea-

tures pet nautical mile over extended areas.

It would appear at first that with the high density of cul-

tural data it would be possible to use a grid approach for the

design of the elevation system for the reasons stated previously

-- simplicity and cost. However, the resolution of the cultural

data is about 30 ft. In order to preserve the separation between

objects it would be necessary to use a grid spacing 2 to 4 times

finer than this spacing. This would be impractical in terms of

both data base storage and processing. DMA made the sane conclu-

sion when they established the format for cultural data and sub-

sequently coded the data in a list format.
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In the past, manufacturers used a parallel cultural proces-

sing systems a grid system for coarse cultural data, and a list

system for fine or higher resolution data. This system was

adopted so that when the list processor became overloaded (because

of limited processing capability) the coarse cultural data would

continue to be processed and presentod on the radar display with
some of the high resolution data overlayed on a priority basis.

This parallel system is an expensive method for alleviating the

overloading problems. The advent of faster processing integrated

circuits and the lower cost of htgh-speed digital storage will

make it possible to use a single cultural list processor no matter

how dense DMA encodes cultural data in the future.

An added advantage accrues when uming a single list system

for the real-time DRLMS data base in that the DMA cultural data

base is encoded in this form, thus making computer transformation

easier and more straightforward.

5.1.5.4.6 Future DRLMS Systems

The DRLMS systems have progressed in parallel with the CGI

systems. The first prototype systems were developed as recently

as 8 years ago to show that digital techniques could produce radar

displays useful for training. The early systems used small data
bases manually digitized from T-10 data or Air Force prediction

data. Table 5.1.5.4.6-1 shows the progression in the performance

of the systems. The B-52 DRLMS meets the performance specifica-

tion and more than likely is capable of meeting the radar require-

ments of the next few years. It uses nearly all of the resolution

of the DMA data base.
b

Improvements in DRLMS are currently being made to accommodate

the next generation of military radars. In performance they will

eventually use the entire elevation and cultural contents of the

DMA data base and use significantly more reflectance codes. At
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that time it will be necessary to design a new data base to sup-

port radar of higher resolution and better performance. This will

be a major undertaking and will not be available during the

1980's.

The most significant DRLMS improvements will be in the sim-

plification of the hardware due to the introduction of integrated
,6 circuits with better performance than presently available.

Further redesign should minimize the number of cards and the

number of types of cards, which will reduce cost and make

production, test, and maintenance easier.

5.1.5.5 Analog Radar Landmass Simulator (ARLMS)

The existing FDL facility contains a T-10 Land ARLMS system

of late 1960's or early 1970's vintage. The system consists of a

data base stored on film plates which are accessed using a FSS.

The resulting video is processed by analog circuits which modify

the video to be representative of random radar return signals.

The film plates are 30 in. by 30 in. color transparencies.

These t:i-color plates used in ARLMS for navigation and bombing

are described as follows:

Scale - I to 3,000,000

Coverage area - 30 in. by 30 in. (1,230 by 1,230 nmi)

Ral-world coverage area - 1.5 million square miles

Encodement levels - 392

Coarse elevation 7 levels - Yellow - Blue PMT

Five elevation 8 levels - Cyan - Red PMT

Cultural data 7 levels - Magenta - Green PMT

The maximum resolution of encoded data is depicted on the
transparencies at 0.001 in. tDMAAC magenta resulting in a ground

resolution of 250 ft (often degraded to 500 ft by film limita-

tions).
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Tri-color transparancies were originally developed for the
,r-l0 Radar Landmass Simulator by the Marquart Corporation, Pamona,
CA, Later versions of these same transparencies were also used by
the U.S. Air Force in F-1lIA radar landmass simulators developed

by Link.

The transparencies of the East and West Coast U.S. were

developed and produced by Technicolor Corporation, Burbank, CA,
between 1963 and 1966. Between 1967 and 1978 the U.S. Air Force
Cartographic Technical Squadron (CTS) located at March AFB, CA.,
was responsible for production and updating of fourteen different

geographic areas, amounting to 1.5 million square miles.

The resolution of the encoded data on the tri-color transpar-
encies was scale-limited at 250 ft. If the scale of the transpar-
encies were 1i:,000,000 the resolution would improve to 83.33 ft,

and so on.

In 1978 the CTS unit stopped production of trn-color trans-
parencies after building up an inventory of spares of each area,
which are available from USAF Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace
Center, St. Louis, MO. 63118, ATTN, Mr. Joseph Weltig, or Mr.
Richard Batista.

The spot size of the flying spot scanner was 0.001 in. Due
to retriggering of levels based on variation in transmission from
the center to the edge of this large 30 in. by 30 in. transparency

a series of quantizers were used to adjust each and every transpar-
ency in the system. If the geographic area plate was changed the

entire system needed to be realigned.

Figure 5.1.5.5-1 shows how these tranzparencies were produced
up to the stage of the tone masks which were printed onto the

color film.
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In summary, if the 250 ft resolution is suitable, several

transparencies currently exist and are available from DMAAC as
previously mentioned.

If resolution better than 250 ft is required, the system can
accommodate scale modifications to 1:1,000,000, which will improve
the ground resolution represented to 83 ft.

It would take approximately 18 months to set up and produce a
tri-color transparency. Updating existing transparencies could be
done in approximately 9 months.

It is clear that extensive efforts will be required if signi-

ficantly increased performance is to be achieved in the existing
T-10 ARLMS. Minor performance improvements can be gained through
upgrading the flying spot scanner, but these changes cannot bring

system performance beyond the limitations imposed by the film

plates.

Table 5.1.5.5-1 compares the performance of a digital system

with a T-10 analog system. Actual numbers of the DRUMS may vary

depending on model. The performance of the T-10, of course, de-
pends on age and maintenance. The table represents original per-

formance achievable.
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Table 5.1.5.5-1 T-10 ARLMS VS. DR~LMS PERFORMANCE

SIMULATOR CAPABILITY
PERFPORMANCE
PARAMETERS ANALOG DIGITAL

Positional accuracy ~ l0 t250 ft

Resolution 500 <250 ft

Pon drift None

Oi~u bass change time xi hr (need 45 min

Mission area 1230 by 1250 not Unllmited

Retrieval errors 6 60 nmt M4 nul 001%

Cultural levels 7 16

E levatIon range Sea Level -2.000 ft

12,100 ft 30.000 fit

Elevation steps 36 io4,096

Elevatich step resolution 100 ft Mtn - 2 ft
1,000 ft. max

Onta base 6pdate on-a itis No yes

Date base qvsilty Not representative Best available

If DMAAC used

future and advanced None As available
data bases from ONAAC

Resolution expansion Neyes
possible to 100 ft

Resolution and feature No yes
quality expansion 3D ft

Fidelity of aspect 7 Excel lent

Fidelity of low-level 7Excellent
presentation

pFidelity of shadow I Excel lent

Fidelity of slant range Good Excellent

Fidelity of azimuth Inadequate Realistic
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Table 5.1.5.5-1 T-10 ARLMS VS. DRLMS PERFORMANCE (Cont'd)

SIMULATOR CAPASILITY
P CR FOR MANCE

.. PARAMETERS .ANALOG DIGITAL

Fidelity of vertical Good Excellent
antenna

Fidel ity of pule* None, Excellent
stretching

Targets None yes

Deacons None yes

4-Jammers Yes

Fidelity of weather ?Excellent

Weather area ? 50K nml12 area

Weather levels ?7

Weather shopes and I Unlimited

structure

Expendable for

Air tgt occult ? yes

Jammer occult ? Yes

Longer ranges 7 Yes

Worldwide flight ?yes

Seasonal effects ? Excel lent

Extensive dlagnostics ? All

Commonality with 8-52/ ? 90%
C-IS0

Interface 7 Computer to
computer

Interface to Indicator ? Video
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5.2 DISPLAY CONSIDERATIONS

5.2.1 Head-Up Display Considerations

The use of HUD to present sensor information to pilots is

becoming an increasingly common practice. In this situation

imagery obtained by LLLTV or FLIR is displayed .on a CRT unit. The
image is then relayed through a collimating lens and is presented
to the pilot via a beamsplitting combining glass. The pilot views
the resulting imagery, apparently at infinity, superimposed upon
the out-the-window scene.

Incorporation of such a system presents some unique problems
in a flight simulator, the nature of which will be discussed in
the following paragraphs.

5.2.1.1 Integration of HUD and External Displays

The integration of the HUD with the out-the-window scenes can
pose problems depending upon the methodology chosen for the dis-

play of the external or out-the-window scenes.

Two of the most popular current methods of furnishing exter-
nal visual displays are curved screens or dome systems, and mirror
and beamsplitter collimating systems.

Screen systems are not truly collimated, but rely on using

radii of curvature and image distances sufficiently large so that
parallax errors due to pilot head motion are small. However, the
HUD (usually the actual aircraft hardware) is truly collimated at
infinity and hence anomalies are noticed with pilot head motion,I perceived as relative motion between the HUD and external imagery,
which can be crucial in weapons delivery missions.
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The solution to this problem can be found in modifying the

HUD optics to image the HUD at the same distance as the screen.

Such modifications can be simple for single glass systems in that

the HUD can be modified to refocus the displayed HUD image at the
screen distance, either by simple change to the collimating optics
or internal adjustment of the image display CRT unit in the HUD.

In some cases dual combining beamsplitters are used in order
to expand the head motion envelope over which the HUD imagery can
be viewed. This case is somewhat more complex, since refocusing

can lead to double imaging in the zone of overlap between the
beam splitters. In general, the range of brightness available
from HUD units is more than adequate compared to the levels
achievable from the out-the-window scenes. This permits coating
of the combined glasses to reduce the double imagery to negligible
proportions.

When mirror and beamsplitter systems are used to yield fully

collimated out-the-window scenes one can only generalize as to the
compatibility problems posed by the HUD system due to the wide
variety of possible external display configurations. The out-the-
window imagery is usually collimated at 33 ft (0.1 diopters) as a
minimum, but in practice the center of the field near the HUD axis
is typically collimated at 60 ft; hence problems are rately en-
countered in optical compatibility between the HUD and the out-
the-window scenes. The most common difficulties encountered are

mechanical interference and ghost images formed by spurious
reflections of the HUD image from the external display optical

components.

These problems can be minimized by judicous selection and
placement of the external display systems.
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5.2.2 HUD Image Generation

In cases in which BUD sensor information is displayed in
conjunction with out-the-window images perhaps the most obvious
solution is to display the normal scenery in the out-the-window

displays. The HUD imagery is then separately generated and
- • superimposed optically as in the actual aircraft.

An alternate possibility is to use a dummy HUD system, in
order to preserve the cockpit configuration, but present an inte-
grated composite sensor and out-the-window scene in the external
displays. The generation of such imagery presents difficulties in

CMS's and other systems but is a possibility in the case of CIG.

-Conceptually the CIG system could process both the normal and
sensor image picture element by picture element and within the FOV
of the sensor system display that element with the higher bright-
ness. Such an implementation will require that the HUD image
brightness controls be supplied to the CIG so the pilot can
influence the sensor display imagery brightness levels in the same
manner as in the real .world. The question of the cost effective-
ness of such an approach is outside the scope of this study, but
the technical capability is evident within the state of the art.

5.3. VIDEO PROCESSING

5.3.1. Scan Converter

A scan converter will probably be a necessary item in the
* simulated sensor system. Multiple video sources will be avail-

able, such as from a CMS, a CIG, a radar landmass simulator and

probably various symbol generators. If these systems are oper-
ating at various scan rates and if a common display device, such
as a multifunction display (MFD) is to be used, which operates at
some fixed scan rate, then a scan conversion has to take place.
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An analog scan converter (CRTr and camera) or a DSC (read and write
memory) could be used in this application. However, the radar

simulation presents another problem. If the radar video is gener-

ated in a fixed format, such as a PPI scan, and if other formats

such as beta scan or spotlight modes are desired, then the DSC has

to be used. Coordinate transformations are achieved with various

reading and writing schemes of the digital memory. For long term

applications with maximum versatility, the DSC is the best choice.

Reliabilfty, stability, and the relative ease of implementing

:fut~ure- modifications make it more attractive, in spite of the

ý'higher initial cost, than CRT analog converters,. Some of the comn-

panies which-manufacture DSC's are Sperry Flight Systems (Phoenix,

AR), 'Hughes Aircraft Company (Culver City, CA, Cardion Electronics

(Woodbury, NY)# and Interand Corporation (Chicago, IL). Figure

5.31-1shows a general block diagram -of a typical system applica-

tion~of a DSC.

t.3.2 S.Eocial Video Effects

The following special video effects can be considered for sen-

sor simulation purposes. Some of these controls may be available

in present or future flight systems while others may be useful for

evaluation. They may be implemented by add' ig them to a DSC as
illustrated in Figure 5.3.2-1 or they could possibly be added to
sone of the video generating systems such as the CIG. The special

effects are:

1) Gain/polarity control - A gain factor of zero to two,,

either continuous or in sixteen step increments, would
probably be adequate. This could be used to simulate

sensor signals under loes than ideal conditions and
could be controlled by the instructor or software. A

video polarity reverse can also be incorporated with the

'I operator having control. This feature could improve

display discernment under certain circumstances.
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2) Noise generation - Under various conditions, the intro-
duction of random noise, may be desired for the more
realistic simulation of a sensor display. A variable

level of noise, from zero to peak white, could be

instructor or software controlled.

3) Thresholding - A variable threshold level could be set
by the operator whereby only video levels above the

threshold level would be displayed. A second mode could

also be available with only video levels below the

"threshold level displayed. This feature could remove

some of the display video which may not be of interest.

4) Scene Modulation Sampling - Areas of a sensor display

could be sampled to detect the amount of video modu-

lation. If an area had low modulation (e.g., variation
of scenic detail), it could be deleted. This feature
would probably be used most often with simultaneous
sensor presentations, where the video from another
sensor could be automatically substituted in the low
modulated areas of the primary video which was deleted.

5) Edge Enhancement - The edges of an object could be

sensed and made brighter in order to make the edges or

the object more apparent. The object with the enhanced
edges could be displayed in one mode or the object could
be deleted and only the edges displayed in an outline
only mode. The intensity of the outline could be made
variable with control by the operator. Edge enhancement
techniques could improve object recognition or detec-

tion.

6) Level/Density Slicing - The number of grey luvels be-

tween black and peak white can be reduced in order to
make certain areas with many gradual changes in density
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,more apparent. This could possibly enhance certain

JfdilaJy fatur'H. For example, if a system contained

)56 rjro.-y ir.verIs, they could be reduced by a factor of

eight thus making only 32 density levels available

instead of 256. Another mode of operation could limit

three different video levels at predetermined thresholds
between minimum and maximum brightness levels. Video

levels falling within each of these intensity areas
could be displayed in a different color, resulting in a

pseudo color display. The lower slice could be blue,
the middle slice could be green, and the upper slice

could be red. This would probably be useful for
infrared presentations.

5.3.3 Simultaneous Display

Past studies have indicated that it may be beneficial to view

more than one sensor video source on a single cockpit display at
one time. Simulated sensors such as radar, IR, and TV, along with

stored data such as cartography and symbol generator video, are
typical data sources to consider. A possible method of implement-
ing such a task is to select one of the video sources and estab-
lish it as primary video and select a second source and establish
it as secondary video. The secondary video would have to be pro-
cessed, if necessary, to match the format, line rate, field of
view, etc., of the primary video and then mixed in such a manner
that it would complement the primary video scene. The final scene
could also include symbol generator data. A method could be avail-
able to drive either a monochrome or color display with a pseudo

color scheme. Two DSC's would be an integral part of a simultane-
ous sensor display system. A DSC might already be available in a

regular simulated sensor display system while a second DSC would
have to be added for the simultaneous system. This additional DSC
would contain a transformation module which would be necessary if
sensors with different formats were to be superimposed. Radar
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video for example is normally presented as azimuth versus range,

while TV and IR video is presented as azimuth versus elevation.

Compensation for any other anomalies, such as line rates and FOV's

could also be accomplished with the scan converters.

Figure 5.3.3-1 illustrates the manner in which a monochro-

matic or black and white simultaneous simulated sensor display sys-
tem could be implemented. Figure 5.3.3-2 illustrates a pseudo

color system.

Four examples of possible combinations for simultaneous

display arei

Primary Source Secondary Source

1) Radar (RLMS) Stored Cartography (Image

Symbol Generator)
2) Radar (RLMS) IR (CIG)
3) IR (CIG) TV (CMS)

4) TV (CMS) IR (CIG)

In addition to the combined video sources, symbol generator
video can also be added. In a monochrome or black and white
system, symbols could be slightly brighter than normal peak white
video, or they could have a black outline, which would make them
more distinguishable if they wrere presented against a white back-

ground. The inputs of the final summing amplifier could be easily
adjusted with the proper gain. The selection of the desired input

video sources could be either manually or automatically control-

led. The coordinate transformation would also be controlled de-

pending on which sources wre selected. In a monochrome system,
the gain of the secondary channel could be slightly less than the

primary channel. This might give a less cluttered appearance to
the display and would let the secondary serve more as a background

reference. The proper gain ratio could be set in the initial sum-
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RADARIRLMI - - - ANALOG OUTPUT
STORED DAIA III0 ViEol PRIMARY DIGITAL PRIMARY viDol

IR ICIIOI SWITCH SCAN CONVERTER
TV ICUS)

VIDEO SECONDARY DIGITAL
SWITH SAN CNVETER ANALOG OUTPUT DATA

SECONDARY TRANSFORMATION
SELECT SELECT

Figure 5.3.3-1 MONOCHROME SIMULTANEOUS DISPLAY SYSTEM

PRIMARYAI
INIPUT ViEol S11ILSLEC
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RADAR INLS ANALOG OUTPUT

STOREDI DATA 11SO) PRIMARY DIGITALSWTHMIII AD
iR (Cie) SWTC SCAN CONVERTERSWTC

TV (CMS) L ..

ANALOG OUTPUT GREEN
SECONIDNARY viEol SELECT

SECON;AY DIGITAL
SWTHSCAN C04VnTtERSITHDIPA

SECONDARY TRANSFORMATIONSELECT SELECT

BLUE
SWITCH MIXER

BYM NotDATA

Figure 5.3.3-2 PSEUDO COLOR SIMULTANEOUS DISPLAY SYSTEM
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sing amp. In the color system, a suitable presentation could be

achieved by making the primary source green and the secondary
source blue. When IR is used as a secondary source, only hot-
spots could be limited at a predetermined threshold by DSC video
processing circuits and added to the scene. If only IR hot-spots

were displayed in the color system, they could be presented in
red. White symbol generator data would probably be satisfactory
even in the color systeml however, if color symbols were desired,
they could easily be brought in separately to the final mixers and
appropriately keyed. The monochrome and color systems could eas-
ily be combined if desired since the requirements up to the out-

puts of the DSC's are identical.

5.3.4 Simulating Sensors with Video Processing

A Visual Sensor Simulator (see McCormick, W. et al, 1978) was
developed as an economical method for solving the problem of simu-
sating airborne visual sensors for pilot testing. The system was
designed to present representative imagery and not actual target
signatures, but it has to be fully acceptable to the pilot. A
generalized approach to this sensor simulation has as its pr-imary
electrical signal input a TV vidicon that is responding to a vis-
ual scene generated either from a terrain modelboard, a motion
picture, or a video tape recording.

The sensors considered were the FLIR, FLR, LLLTV, and SAR.
For realistic simulation the elements of scene definition, atmos-
pheric effects, and specific sensor characteristics must be
closely approximated. Scene definition includes resolution,
reflectivity emissivity, thermal inertia, and contrast. Atmos-
pheric effects include all noise and spectral dependent attenua-
tion effects. SNR, modulation transfer function, and signal
compression are included in specific sensor characteristics.
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The primary analog sensor simulator input is generated in all

cases from a TV vidicon; therefore, it is restricted to target re-
flectivity properties. A correlation must be made between the
reflectivity and those target properties relevant to the particu-
lar sensor. Processing the vidicon signal which is assumed to be

noise free is generally accomplished by the addition of noise to
the signal, and by edge enhancement of the target to simulate hot

spots as in FLIR, and specular returns as in FLR and SAR coherent
radars. The processing continues with the simulation of the

linear transfer function followed by a zero memory nonlinearity
(ZMN) designed to simulate signal blooming, gray-level compression

and target reflectivity, and emissivity effects.

In the FLIR simulation, complexity occurs in the accurate
modeling of the scene's thermal emissivity. For accuracy in the

simulation, visual reflectivity must relate to infrared emissivity
and also account for the thermal inertia effects. The reflectiv-

ity and emissivity sum to unity, but the visual and IR wave-

lengths are different. Thus, in the FLIR sensor, this
"relationship is not accurate; however, it gives insights into such
a relationship. The indication is that bright TV areas will

generally be dark IR areas. The simulation is done to reflect

this principle and there is no fast relationship between reflec-
tivity and emissivity. The thermal inertia effects are also not

, taken into consideration.

In the simulation for LLLTV sensors, the sensor responds to

the same reflectivity as the vidicon. Thus, no distinction needs
to be made between the target and the background during proces-

sing. A delay circuit is inserted after the modulation transfer
function to provide for image lag effects and the final stage ZMN

'1 could be adjusted for signal blooming.

In FLR sensor, the ideal system would be a polar coordinate-

based system, since it is desirable to display range and azimuth
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directions of the target. The system described is unable to

convert from the raster scan (rectangular coordinate) system to

the PPI(polar coordinate) system. It is assumed that slant range
would be uniform over the area of usage of this particular system;
therefore, the coordinate problems would not be significant and
the rectangular scanned CRT would be acceptable.

The'SAR sensor was not included in the final system implemen-
...tation. It could probably be implemented# however, by simulating

the microwave scene reflectivity with dedicated target and back-
-.. ,ground ZMN's. Edge enhancers would simulate the specular nature

of .the scene and the overall effects of shadowing.

The system described above was said to be acceptable to the
pilots and -because of its analog implementation there was scope
-for -the development of additional. capabilities. The system, how-
ever, suffers from some major drawbacks. The system was designed

"to present representative imagery and not actual target signa-

ture•a's The design study was based on various target signature
datia but the coprelation of sensor return for comparison with

. target signatures was not included. In the FLIR simulation there
was no fast relationship between visual reflectivity and infrared

-o.issivityl therefore, the sensor is subject to errors. In the
FLR sensors the problem of range was deemed insignificant and
therefore left unsolved. With these drawbacks noted the system
needs additional study to make it fully acceptable for advanced
simulation of these sensors.

5.4 VIDEO SWITCHING

Active solid state video switching can be accomplished by
basic off-the-shelf switching units which are available from
several vendors such as Dynair Electronics, Incorporated (San

"Diego, CA), and Dynasciences (Blue Bell, PA). These switching
systems are generally expandable by simply plugging in additional
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modules. A typical switching requirement would be to switch one
"C of several different video sources, such as a FLIR or TV system or

an alphanumeric qenerator, to a particular output, such as a dedi-

cated line or a multifunction display. This type of application
is shown in Figure 5.4-lA. A further expansion of this type of

system application is shown in Figure 5.4-lB.

Figure 5.4-lA can be considered 3 by 1 switching matrix. Any

of the three inputs can be placed on the output with the appro-
priate control input. Figure 5.4-1B can be considered a 6 by 2
matrix. Any of the six different inputs can be placed on either
of two outputs. As an example, a Dynair switching unit can
accommodate up to two 6 by 5 switching matrices by plugging in the
full complement of switches (12) and output amplifier modules

S~(10).

A dual 6 by 5 matrix can be represented by the illustration
in Figure 5.4-2A. By interconnecting the switching unit as shown

in Figure 5.4-2B, an 11 by 9 matrix can be created. It becomes

apparent that various switching possibilities can be created by
various configurations of the switching units. The control inputs

can be driven from switches or can be computer (logic) controlled.
Switching unit bandwidths from various manufacturers are typically

in the 20-30 MHz range with switching speeds of about 5 psec.

5.5 VIDEO INSETTING

Electronic methods for insetting one TV image into a second

TV image have been known since the early days of commercial tele-
vision. Also known as a special effects system, this method
switches two synchronized video signals so that a portion of one

* signal appears as an inset into the other. The switching signal
that causes this inset may be derived either from externally
generated electronic waveforms or from the amplified and clipped
output of a video signal.
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Figure 5.4-2 SWITCHING MATRICES

Video insetting is the technique of presenting video from two
different sources on the same TV raster. Each video is mutually
exclusive of the other, i.e., only one is displayed at a time, and
the area of the TV raster covered by each video may be variable.

Simple video insetting could take the form of a split screen
(one video source on the left of the TV, another on the right).
This is not really insetting, but the technique is the same. Two
videos are essentially put through a SPDT switch, with the switch
position determining which video is passed. If an electronic
switch is used, the timing of the switch position signal will de-
termine which video is presented where on the final TV picture.
To be effective, the switching between video should occur at fast
rates, typically within a fast sweep resolution element. The fol-
lowing are types of hardware which can be used.
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1) Field Effect Transistor (FET) Switches (Figure 5.5-1) -

Only one FET is on at a time, passing only one video.
It suffers from relatively slow speed (approximately 150
na) and feed-through caused by the FET capacitance.

2) Dual Video Amplifier (Motorola MC1545) (Figure 5.5-2) -

The MC1545 video amplifier has two inputs but only one
output. The two inputs are modulated by a gate input
arranged so that when the gate is at +1.4 V, input A has
full gain while input B has zero gain. When the gate is
at 0 V, the opposite is true - full gain on B, zero gain
on A. Halfway between 0 and 1.4 V, both videos have the
same gain. The inputs are summed internal to the
MC1545. The resultant output is then:

(Video A) x Gain (Gate Voltage) +
1.4

(Video B) x Gain (1.4 V - Gate Voltage)
1.4

If the gate voltage swings from 0 to 1.4 V (or vice
versa) the MC1545 will act as a switch. Switching time
is approximately 10-15 ns.

1.9
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3) Transistor-Diode Gate (Figure 5.5-3) - A transistor and

diode circuit can also be used to gate the video. If

Gate A is held at ground potential, the video from emit-

ter follower Ql will pass through CR1 and CR2 to the

summing point. If Gate B is at B+, the diodes CR3 and
CR4 will be turned off, inhibiting video B. For Gate B

at ground and Gate A at B+, the opposite is true. With
this circuit if both gates are at ground at the same
time, the output will be the summed video rather than
inset video. By a judicious choice of components and
driving signals, switching can be accomplished again in
approximately 10-15 nsec.

4) Chroma-Key Insert (Figure 5.5-4) - The previous dis-

cussion was centered around the insertion of one mono-
chrome video signal into another. Chroma-keying is
another way of electronically inserting a scene taken

against a neutral background into a separately generated
background scene. The scene to be televised is arranged
against a background which is painted in a saturated
color that is absent from the scene itself. The scene
is viewed by a television camera, whose output signal is
"fed to a circuit which derives a binary switching signal
whose levels correspond respectively to the scene arid

the background. A second signal source provides the

background signal that is to substitute the flat-color

background of the primary scene. The signals of both
sources are then fed to an electronic switch circuit

which must continuously decide whether the input signal
corresponds to the background or to the scene. This
requires the availability of a signal which must exceed
a certain threshold during the scanning of the back-

ground but remain below this thresholo during scanning
of the scene. It is customary, although not necessary,
to employ a saturated blue background because this color
can be relatively easily avoided in the scene proper.
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5.6 E P SENSOR SYSTEM SIMULATION

riscription of simulation methodology of a couple of sensor

aystems will shed light on the methodology of sensor system simu-

lation and integration into visual systems. The LANTIRN simula-

tion at the Cruise Station Design Facility (CSDF) and the B-52

.el~eotro -optical viewing system (EVS) simulation are chosen as

typical examples.

- 6*1 LANTIRN Mission Simulation

The LANTIRN simulation at CSDF consists of four major
building blocks:

.1) The A-1O simulator - provides a simulated aircraft base
for the LANTIRN Pod.

2) The PDP/ll/34 Vector General Symbol generator - provides
LANTIRN HUD symbology foi .he visual display.

3) SMK-23 - provides simulate, IR video for the visual
display.

.4) Visual display - reflects the output of the LANTIRN Pod.

The out-the-window display representing the LANTIRN pod
output is a WAC window. Basically a WAC window consists of three

parts -- a curved mirror, a beamsplitter, and a CRT (see Figure
5.6.1-1). The imagery on the CRT is direct to the mirror via beam-

splitter. The imagery reflects back to the pilot (this gives the
apparent "infinity focus" to the eye).

Since the LANTIRN display is 300 wide the CRT raster is
compressed to give a 300 picture to the pilot.

FLIR imagery is simulated by using a SMK-23 camer% model

system. The video is inverted and reflective paints are used for

signatures. A zoom lens on the probe permits an easy change from
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a normal 600 field of view to the the requested 30*. Since the

initial simulated FLIR picture is good, the output is degraded by
adding electronically generated "true" fog (this takes into ac-
count visibility curves, altitude, pitch, bank, fog density and
ceiling, thus coming up with a fair representation of the actual
aircraft FLIR.

The HUD symbology is all created by the Vector General in
stroke form. The output is then scan converted (by means of a
camera looking at a stroke monitor) to 1023-line video and mixed

with the FLIR video before it goes to the display CRT.

The airspeed, heading, pitch bar, and velocity vector symbols
are driven directly by the aircraft parameter taken from the MK-I.
The maverick target, radar altitude, heading bug, TF command, and
heading command symbols are driven by a combination of aircraft
inputs and equations contained in the PDP-11/34, which also con-
tains an array of points representing the topography on the SMK-23
belts from which radar altitude and T/F commands compute.

As can be noted in Figure 5.6.1-2, the LANTIRN simulation
is used as part of a full mission simulation; by adding to the
LANTIRN synthetic voice warning inserted into the audio channel,
RHAWS video is created by the Vector General and displayed on a
cockpit scope and maverick video created by a duplicate SMK-23 and
displayed on a cockpit monitor. The audio warning and RHAWS video
are matched to threats (hard targets) placed at specific points on
the visual scene. The audio and RHAWS video warnings are computer
controlled and take into account occulting, altitude, and mission
scenario. Thus, if the threats are not protecting the target,
they may be visible but are considered not active and no warnings
are given.
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5.6.2 B-52 EVS Simulation

Singer proposes to fulfill the requirement for both the B-52
visual and electro-optical viewing system (EVS) simulation through
application of a single advanced design DIG system. This image
generation system is innovative in the hardware and software tech-
niques used to achieve a system design capable of exceeding the

demanding requirements of the specifications. Figure 5.6.2-1 is a
-diagram of the proposed EVS simulation system and Figure 5.6.2-2
is an artist's concept of imagery and symbology as viewed on an
EVS display.

The proposed system will have the capacity to process and
display a total of 8000 potentially visible scene edges and lights
in a single frame time (1/30 sec). This total number of edges and
ligh'.a may be shared in any combination between the FUR and STV
displays during simultaneous operation of these sensors in the
integrated mode.

The EVS image generation system will employ a three-tier mem-
ory hierarchy to permit real-time access to a DDB covering 130,000
nmi 2 . .The DDB memories are configured to store and access a total
of 8 million edges. The top tier of storage is called regional
memory and will be composed of two 67-MB moving head disk memo-

ries, each covering 65,000 nmi 2 . Two disk drives permit maximum
flexibility and ease of real-time expansion of the 130,000 nmi 2

gaming area.

The second tier of memory will be composed of rapid-access

bulk-storage solid-state memory which holds the data in a 50 nmi
radius about the aircraft. This memory is called district memory.

The third level of memory will hold data for a sector 114*
wide in front of the aircraft. Although the individual sensors
are limited to a maximum horizontal field of 240, the 1140 sector
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permits the horizontal scanning of the boresight for the steerable

sensors without the appearance of anomalies in the display.

The various DRLMS subsystems and their interrelationships are

illustrated in the functional block diagram shown in Figure

5.6,2-3.

The data base for radar will be derived from DMAAC Level I

and Level IA data. Portions of the world will be transformed to

prov.ide an on-line data base covering at least 600,000 square nmi.

This gaming area will be stored on the DRLMS regional memory as an

elevation file, a landscape reflectance file, and a reflectance

list file. Each file will have multiple resolutions to provide
'.the peocified accuracies at the various radar ranges.

As the aircraft maneuvers within the gaming area, district

memory will be maintained in real time with a subset of regional

• m"mory data that represents the area within the immediate field of
view of the radar system. District memory will contain all the

elevation, landscape, and reflectance data required within a radar
range of 240 nmi for the long-range setting and lesser ranges for
the shorter-range settings.

Also, a sector memory will be maintained in real time for

each type of data corresponding to the selected radar range and

antenna movement.

A graphic representation of radar data flow is illustrated in
Figure 5.6.2-4.

The DRLMS on-line DDB will be formed by a digital data base

transformation program (DDBTP). In the on-line DDB, terrain ele-
vation data is established using a geodetic grid stLucture whose

highest resolution is 9 arc-sec (approximately 900 ft) between

adjacent stored elevation values. Intermediate elevation values
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will be determined within the DRLMS by a system of weighted

parabolic interpolation in the elevation retrieval process.
Radar-significant landscape features are established using a
geodetic grid structure with increments as small as 1.5 arc-sec
(approximately 150 ft). The stored data volume will be reduced by
run-length compression techniques.

A data file is made up of an uncompressed list-structured

string of points,, each point representing a rectangle of variable

length/width ratio. Each point can be rotated# and has a cultural
elevation, a low-level special-effects flag, and a 4-bit reflec-

tivity code. Positional resolution of features in this file is

0.3 arc-sec. Should the user wish the accuracy of a selected
landscape feature to be better than depicted initially in the
landscape data file, the list reflectance file can be used to

augmnt the basic landscape information. This alliance of grid

and list encodement, and processing methods allows for high density

of radar-significant data without requiring similar amounts of
digital data in areas having few radar-significant features. Fur-

thermore, it permits the realistic simulation of landmass returns
without the display of undesirable synthetic or cartoon-like anom-
alies characteristic of a data base consisting of planar or

faceted elements.

The on-line DDB is stored in a memory hierarchy as illus-
trated in Figure 5.6.2-5. As data progresses from left to right,
data rates increase while data volume decreases. As a result,
memories are selected at each stage to provide the best tradeoff
among volume, speed, and cost.
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6.0. CONCLUSIONS

A, 6.1GENERAL

This study has analysed FDL's sensor simulation requirements,
typical sensor characteristics, and simulation technologies appli-

.caib•.o•, the sensor simulation problem. It is apparent that no

off-the-shelf solution exists for the total problem and conse-
":quently some .yw equipment will have to be purchased or possibly

_ 'evn developed. This is not an entirely unexpected result since
the simillation industry has only recently been driven toward
sovii ng the problems of sensor simulation and therefore solutions

ý1_"are still in Infancy stage. We can expect that as sensor simula-

tioti matresi, its capabilities and characteristics will be

"2e:44v, oped and refined in response to specific requirements.

-n t•"t light, this report has demonstrated three important
facts. Pint, sensor simulation has emerged and can be expected
,to deK.lop aa,e distinct simulation technology. second, FDL must
"-develop sesor simulation capabilities expeditiously in order to
be responsive to sensor related advancements which are emerging in

flight control technology. Third, JDL must continue to develop
its capabilities in parallel with the growth of simulation tech-
nology. The practice of procuring only proven equipment has obvi-
ous morit, but with its chartered task of analyzing crew workloads
in mission-associated tasks using advanced sensor equipment and

developing control systems and utilization techniques, FDL cannot

afford to wait until the simulation technology fully matures.

Beyond the fact that FDL must assume a degree of risk, the
future for sensor simulation and correspondingly FDL's ability to
develop advanced sensor simulation capabilities appears extremely
promising. This optimism is derived from the knowledge that vir-
tually every basic aspect of sensor simulation can, to varying
degrees, be feasibly produced by extracting capabilities of
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existing technologies. The basic problems to be overcome are put-

ting these capabilities together and expanding on their content
(i.e., data base expansion and sensor signatures). FDL may well
be one of the first to develop a full sensor augmented mission

, capability for an advanced fighter aircraft. However, FDL's ini-

tial development will be closely followed if not paralleled by

similar development in the training sector as the U.S. Air Force

Simulator Procurement Office (SPO) seeks to upgrade its simulators

with the sensor capabilities being implemented in the parent air-

craft. One such possibility is the incorporation of a LANTIRN
simulation in the F-16 Tactical Flight Simulator. Other sensor
systems which need to be simulated are TADS (Target Acquisition
Designation Sight) and PNVS (Pilot Night Vision Sensor).

6.2 SENSOR TRENDS AND SIMULATION TRENDS

The basic relevant segments of sensor augmented missions have
been shown to be penetration, target acquisition and identifica-
tion, and weapons delivery. The sensor augmentation for high-
speed, low-altitude penetration is precision navigation including
obstacle avoidance, location identification, and electronic
warfare activity. TA/TF simulations were accomplished in the
early 1970's (in the F-111 ARLMS). DRLMS is well proven for
navigational real beam mapping. Increased data base resolution,
modified access hardware, and possibly the incorporation of scan

conversion memory should facilitate DRLMS expansion for DBS and
SAR realizations. Also, by the nature of its data base, DRLMS is
inherently adaptable to TA/TF.

Electronic warfare has been simulated to some very elaborate
levels. There appear to be no technical problems associated with
applying known EW simulation techniques to sensor augmented mis-
sions. Initial sensor target acquisition is usually accomplished
by radar at ranges greater than practical for E-O acquisition.
Air and ground targets accompany most DRLMS configuration. At
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closer ranges, handoff is made to E-O sensors for target identi-
fication and subsequent weapons delivery. CMS, film source, and
DIG targets of 3-0 quality have been generated in various training

-simulators. Providing the proper IR signatures appears to be pre-

dominantly a problem of determining what the signature should be.

Various methods exist for inserting target presentations into gep-

arata sourced background video. When automatic target identifica-

tion 1becomes a reality, the simulation problem will be easier

,..since the computer will always know the identity of each target.

Both natural and tactical environmental factors are included in

-most current tactical visual systems.

'will In'reality, when simulating sensor augmented missions, it

'will bo the correlated visual presentation that will present the

, ore dramatic challenge in terms of existing technologies. This

report has noted the drawbacks of both DIG's and CMS's when used

for-low-altitude missions. Distance and speed cuing do not affect
sensor simulation, however, since by virtue of their two-dimen-

tsional displays, sensor presentations do not facilitate such

cuing.

Earlier sections of this study discussed various sensors and

their characteristics. It was mentioned that sensor technology

(especially radar) was mature in principle and that major advance-

ments will come in areas of signal and video processing. The

trends and goals are to carry computer aided processing to a point

where only symbolic data is presented to the crew in an MFD. This

is an obvious result of ongoing efforts to reduce crew workloads

and these efforts, in turn, will have a significant effect on

simulation hardware.

As the need for real-world video is diminished, the computer
image generator becomes more prominent and the film, tape, disk

and camera-model systems become less significant. In the short

term, this may have little impact, but in the long term, as these
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processing techniques are implemented in operational hardware, the

simulation facility will have to respond through the acquisition

of CIG equipment.

These facts must be considered along with trends in simula-

tion technology in planning facility expansions. The CIG, al-

though it is a rather new addition to simulation technology, has

proven its capabilities and is unsurpassed in some areas such as

flexibility. The bulk of current research and development budgets

in the simulation industry are directed toward improving this tech-

nology. It follows, that although significant limitations still

exist in generating and using the computer generated images, these

problems will be solved and that any long term facility expansions

must seriously consider CIG as a primary image source.

6.3 SUMMARY OF IMAGE GENERATOR CHARACTERISTICS

The salient characteristics of the various sensors and the

different image generation forms are summarized in Tables 6.3-1

through 6.3-3. These tables provide at a glance a comparison of

what is required for simulation of the sensors and what perform-

ance parameters can be realized by each type of image source.

6.3.1 Camera Model

Most LLLTV and FLIR systems have pictorial content compatible
with camera model boards. However, most sensor systems have rela-
tively narrow FOV's, down to a fraction of a degree. These FOV's
view are not practical to simulate with optical probes due to

diffraction limitations and depth of field requirements. Thus
CMS's systems will only be applicable for a limited number of E-O
sensor devices, or may be applicable with restricted performance
capability. A second restriction of CMS's lies in their rela-
tively small gaming area. This imposes a limitation on the type
and extent of mission simulation in which they can provide a

useful output for mission analysis.
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Table 6.3-3 RADAR

SIMULATOR CAPABILITY
PERFORNANCE
PARAMNTERS SENIOR PERFORMANCE ANALOG DIGITAL

'Fidelity of elimuth Excellent Inadequate Realistic

Fidelity of vertical Excellent Good Excel lent
alntenna

Fidelity uf pulse x0el0lent None Excellent
se'~etohlng

Targets Requ l-ed None Yes

" " esons Required None Yes

Jeammers Required ? Yes

Fidelity of weather Unlimited ? Excellent

Weather Irma Unlimited ? SOK nml 2 area

Weather levels Unlimited ? 7

Weather shopes and Unlimited ? Unllmited
structure.

""- alpandable for

Air target oecult Required ? Yes

.Jammer occult Required I Yes

Longer Panges Required 1 Yes

Worldwide flight Required 7 Yes

seasonal effects Unlimited 7 Excellent

Extensive diagnostics N/A ? All

Ooamonallty with 9-32/ N/A 7 90O

C-130

Interface N/A 7 Compuler to
computer

Interface t0 Indicator VIdeo ? Video
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Table 6.3-3 RADAR (Cont'd)

SIMULATOR CAPABILITY

PERFORMANCE
, PARAMETERS SENSOR PERFORMANCE ANALOG DIGITAL

-. POiltlonsl -accuracy To resolution limit 31000 ft 250 ft

"Resolution 30-300 ft Sao 4250 ft

"Os drift None ? None

Date base change time N/A )A hr (need 45 mln

recallbr tlon]

s'Nlsion erea Unlimited 1250 by 1250 nml Unlimited

Retrieval errors I So nel N/A 4 nml 0.1%

Culturil levels Noiso limited 7 16

"Elevation, range Aircraft limited Sea Level -2,000 ft
-12,800 ft 30,000 ft

Elevation steps Unlimited 50 04,096

Elevation step resolution 100 ft mln 2 ft

1,000 ft max

Data base update on-site N/A No Yes

Data base quelity N/A Not Raepresentatlve Blest evelil-

able It DMAAC
used

Future and advanced data N/A None As Available
bases from DMAAC

Resolution expansion 10 ft No Yes
possible to 100 ft

Resolution end feature 10 ft No Yes
quality expansion to
35 ft

Fidelity of aspect Excel lent E Excellent

Fidelity of low-level Excellent 7 Excellent
Presentation

Fidelity of shadow Excellent ? Excellent

Fidelity of slant range Excellent Good Excellent
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CMS's deliver a picture which contains a high degree of

realism. They present the closest example to real-world condi-
tions of any visual system, having unlimited flight patterns (as

long as the pilot stays on the model board) and good detail

rendition. FDL currently has two CMS's available. One is a

S 5000:1 scale model covering 12.3 by 37.8 nmi in area and one is a

1500:1 scale model covering 3.7 by 11.7 nmi. The two units are

identical physically and both use color cameras. The high detail

(1500:1) model has been color-coded to allow a simulation of FLIR.

However, CMS's also have many limitations, the most obvious
being the limited gaming area, bounded by the physical size of the
modelboard at a given scale. Other limitations include:

1) The limited minimum altitude which can be flown without

risking physical collision between the probe and the
model.

2) The limited revolution and depth of field which can be

provided.

3) Inflexibility in making data base (model) changes.

4) FOV limitations for visual, out-the-window scenes.

5) When correlation between two separate camera model scenes
is required, positional servo inaccuracies also become
significant because they are magnified by the scale of
the models.

Consideration of these limitations and capabilities as they

. apply to the current problem of sensor simulation and the systems
available at FDL is provided below.
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Although the gaming area of the camera model is limited, it

is possible to program flight corridors on the model which will

effectively extend the gaming area several times. While this will

not entirely alleviate the problem it would provide some relief.
Looking to the future, the camera model could be joined with a CIG

which provides extended gaming area runs while the model supplies
high detail in a specific mission task terminating area.

The CMS's at FDL provide a 600 diagonal FOV. Although this
represents the normal field of view for CMS's it is somewhat

restrictive for many out-the-window visual requirements. This
could be improved on the existing systems only through an exchange
of probes.

On the othet hand, most of the E-O sensors being examined
have very small POV's - in the order of 200 maximum down to a
fraction of a degree. Reducing the FOV of the probe presents no
technical problem. However, the system resolution is already
limited primarily by the diffraction limiting effect of the probe

aperture. Thus, reducing the FOV will not be accompanied by a

corresponding desired increase in angular resolution, although
some increase would be realized through the associated increased
angular resolution capability of the TV camera and display. For

* example, if the current probe image were to be reformatted to
simulate a 30 FOV only about 100 (or less) resolution elements
would appear across the image, making it appear grossly out of
focus. The probe resolution could be increased only by increasing

the pupil size.

This tactic, however, also results in a reduced depth of
field for the probe in inverse proportion to the aperture diameter
increase. Further, enlarging the pupil also enlarges the optical

elements of the probe and could very likely constrain the near ap-
proach distance of the probe to the model even more than it is
now. Thus, resolution, either in absolute terms or in depth of
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field, represents the most significant deterrent to the applica-
tion of CMS to sensor simulation because one limiting parameter
can be improved only at the expense of deteriorating the other.
Figure 6.3.1-1 illustrates the interactive effects of pupil
diameter and resolution, depth of field, and model approach
distance.

Finally, there is the factor of image correlation in those
cases where two separate CMS's must be employed to provide reg-
istered images on a common display or contiguous set of displays.
Such a case could arise if one model were used to provide out-

the-window imagery and a second to provide FLIR imagery on a HUD,
for example. Although it is possible to achieve good correlation
with two carefully matched models and very careful calibration of
position and attitude servos with position feedback provisions to
the computer, separate processing of a common video signal is per-
haps more practical. Such a capability would be provided by a
DAIS unit (McCormick et al, 1979), although with some compromises
required on the PLIR resolution and IR signature representation.

Therefore, it seems fairly obvious from the above discussion
that the CMS of very limited utility in satisfying tho require-
ments of sensor simulation. But with some modification, replace-
Rent, and additions to the existing systems at FDL sonm useful
interim level of simulation could be realized. By the use of a
more advanced camera model system similar to the Orbiter Aero-
flight Simulator (OAS) used at NASA's Mission Simulation facility
at Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, together with a DAIS or
other special video processing unit, many of the desired perform-
ance parameters can be improved over that presently available.

For example, some of the characteristic OAS performance parameters
of interest here include:

1) Wide (1200H by 40OV) FOV imaged onto three overlapping

color camera channels of 460H by 400V each
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S2) 1.0 mm probe pupil diameter with a minimum eyeheight of
4.2 mm (tmnsa model scale factor)

3) Scheimpflug correction for low-altitude flight

4-) .lfsolution 9 arc-min per line pair with modulation in A

' .exess of 10% in the corners of the field, with or
without full tilt correction

.5) rfobe attitude and gantry position feedback signals for
closed loop control through the computer

6), lull pitch capability from +300 to -880, This CM4S has
* been replaced in the operational simulator with a CIG,

and it may therefore be available to FDL on a surplus
basis

Attaining any one or all of these characteristics would re-

quire 'eplaoemnt of the existing probes with new units. The new
probe should have an enlarged pupil aperture to increase resolu-
tion with the aperture being adjustable for different FOV's to be
simulated, either a zoom meohanim or provision for inserting
auxiliary lan"ss for various fixed magnifications, plus servo
feedback for computer interfacing to increase the accuracy of
line-of-sight positioning. An increased IOV for out-the-window
viewing would be highly desirable if the display could be expanded

accordingly.

6.3.2 Film, Videotape, or Disk Systems

While film and videodisk systems have limitations in altitude
variation, maneuverability, and image behavior that could limit
these simulation and training applications, their use in FDL re-
search may prove cost-effective. The systems have good static
image quality and high detail content. They would be useful for
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high- and middle-altitude flights,, but could rnot be used for TF
applications. Most mission applications would require maintaining
a, rather narrow flight envelope and heading constraint to avoid
overextending the data base storage capability.

The addition of new flight areas requires extensive planning.
The cost of these systems is moderate, Since each picture con-
tains a limited viewing window, practical constraints on storage
will limit the allowable flight envelope, including aircraft at-
titudes, to maintain the out-of-window scene*

A typical videodisk or videotape system is shown in Figure
6.3.-2-1. 2he, sstem operates as described in Section 5.1. 2. The
pictures have been stored on the video recording medium in see-

ký - t Ions, The sections are recalled and placed upon the scan con-
vertere, The scan convertor then translates the picture according
-to the flight path using perspective transformation algorithms
based upon the position and attitude of the photograph and the
position and attitude of the aircraft. These transformations have
hkt*tn accomplished in the past and are not considered to be a new
development.

These systems, as well as film systems, have a distinct ad-
vantage of being easily adaptable to any sensor signature or spec-
trum anlyses. Either multiple pictures can be taken using the de-
sired spectra, or the picture can be reanalyzed with new informa-
tion added. The videodisk can be quickly changed (even though the
production of a new disk can be somewhat costly)? and disks can be
stored without undue space being occupied. The information is of
the real-world, and any location in the world that can be obtained

fb using photographic techniques can be simulated.

Maneuverability in somewhat limiteed by data storage consider-
ationef for even with video disk or tape technology there is only
a limited amount of data available per disk. Film techniques are
of limited value due to the lack of aircraft manueverability.
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It would seem as if video techniques would be the answer to

presenting a wide range of sensor data. However, there are many

limitations still present with any such system. First of all,
there is a limited amount of pictures that can be stored on a

standard 1/2 hour disk. Since each picture could consist of as

many as 60 television frames, or two seconds worth of storage, a
disk would only contain 900 pictures, a decidedly limited data
baseo Multiple disk systems could be used to overcome this

* problem.

Secondly, each picture is "flown" through for awhile before
changing unlike the normal movie frame, where each fram is fresh
and corresponds to the velocity of the aircraft. Thus, the abso-
lute perspective of an object remains static during this time.

The sense of motion is obtained by "zooming" and maneuvering the

scan converter raster in a mode that portrays the proper image
site to the trainee and maintains the proper perspective. When

the image is switched to another picture, there will be a dis-

continuity in certain objects due to a sudden perspective shift,

and probably a slight position shift due to both perspective

changes and alignment error. While some of these anomalies may be

eased by various techniques to prevent flicker, there will be a
change in the image quality at this time. Obviously, one way to

reduce some of these errors is to have more pictures, which cuts
down the gaming area per disk and increases data base costs.

* The third limitation is caused by the perspective transforma-

tions available to modify the picture. There is no knowledge of

the vertical content of the pictures - hills, trees, towers, moun-

tains, etc. The perspective transform is based upon a "flat
earth" concept having no vertical relief. Even though all flat

area will be shifted and transformed in perspective, all vertical

objects will also be skewed, tilted, and zoomed, causing them to
appear distorted. .
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The perspective transform has still another limitation in

that it forms a mirror image around the horizon line. Normally,

this foims'no problem since the upper part is cut off electroni-
cally and replaced by sky. However, if any object begins to ap-

proach the horizon or lie above the nominal horizon line, as would
.be. the-case when the picture is taken at low altitudes, a mirror
I ,ditortiOnwould appear and cause disorientation. Since the per-

spective algorithms are centered at the horizon line, an object
..which appears above the nominal horizon line (hills or mountains,
etc..) cannot be made to drop below the horizon line as would be
the :ase as the aircraft began to gain altitude to avoid the ob-

struotion. The object appears to grow as the aircraft climbs, or

S shrink in altitude as the aircraft lowers. The result is a start-

ling loss of orientation for the viewer. Thus, these systems are

notý cmpatible for simulating low level terrain following tactics.

the pictures must be taken using a stabilized platform,
usually mounted in a cradle in a helicopter. The pictures must

A then be.'.carefully proossnd to assure smooth transition from one

* frame, toWanother. Thus the addition of new gaming areas is not a

s.aimple or :a quick turn-around task, although it in possibly simp-

Icr than making a new model for a CMS or making a new CIG data

oass.

The videodisk and tape systems have the advantage over CIG

systems of giving good detail and resolution in the picture. How-
ever, many limitations exist in gaming area, maneuverability, alti-

tude simulation, and flight realism. These limitations, while

raising serious objections for some training missions, may be ade-

quate for FDL use, where pilot training is not the goal. Thus,

the videodisk and tape system may prove to be a lower cost alterna-
tive to the CIO system if these limitations are kept in mind.

The videodisk and tape systems may be combined with CMS or

CIG approaches. The camera model can be photographed as the
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model, even though care must be taken to assure adequate resolu-

tion and depth of field, which can be difficult due to the close-
ness of the camera to the modelboard.

Videodisk systems as described may be adequate for sensor
displays that are black and white. While they may be stored as

color information using standard commercial color encoding, their

conversion to display format and perspective transformation re-

quires scan conversion. Du to the non-linear nature innerent in

scan conversion, the scan conversion technique requires one con-

verter for each color. Thus if a color display is desired, three
scan converters must be used.

The use of video disk systems for out-the-window displays is
limited by all the criteria listed.

6.3.3 CIG

Modern raster CIG systems provide 6,000 - 8,000 edges with at
least 256 levels of occulting. All manufacturers of CIG equipment
use a common system design but are not board-for-board interchange-
able. Current CIG systems are being gradually extended in capa-
bility, adding texture and other features that will extend the

apparent object density of the picture. CIG is the most versatile
of the image generation techniques, adaptable for simultaneous

generation of out-the-window scenes of any FOV, and any type of
LO

sensor picture.

Section 5.1.5 discusses the use of CIG systems for sensor

i h.i simulation in detail. All modern CIG systems make use of a common
design approach, and there seems little chance of any major break-

through leading to a new system approach over the next five years.
There will be new generations of CIG announced, but these will
primarily be undertaken to reduce hardware complexity, ease growth
capability, and increase scene content.
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CIG has the inherent capability of being adaptable to virtu-

ally any type of display image, as long as it is raster scanned.
The pictorial results are controlled primarily by the data base

control, even though some features caused by spectral content

(e.g., IR images) are better controlled by some hardware modifica-

tions.

Many types of sensors have been simulated by CIG in the

course of the development of the various types of mission systems
including TF/TA. Thus, the background necessary to successfully
design a useful CIG system for FDL is present. These systems have
been mixed from the same CIG system, including out-the-window

color scenes, FLIR, and LLLTV.

CIG, since it is determined by computational means, has no

.. comparable problematic resolution limit and depth of field, other
than that defined by the arithmetic data base. Thus there is no

inherent lihiic on simulating any desired field of view for sen-
6sOrs. The problem..present in CIG's is the difficulty of providing

de-tail under high magnification. The problem can be eased some-
what by judicious planning of the data base content, and using
multiple data bases, one for each type of display. Moving targets
are relatively easy (even though the movement is presently some-
what restricted) and they are realistically occulted. Target
location is well-known, and the strikes and destruction of the

target are quickly determined and depicted. Since the CIG imagery
is stored in computational form, it is possible to add special

features and effects not possible with camera model depictions.
Image degradation, coma, and flare can be provided either with

current equipment or in the near future. This capability should
be especially useful to FDL, where it would be possible to modify
responses to experiment with different signature results.

Modern CIG's use state-of-the-art digital h&rdware. Since

digital hardware is being constantly upgraded and new capabilities
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are being added, it can be assumed that future CIG equipment will

have more capabilities (textire, curved surfaces, etc.) and be
simpler at the same time.

The most difficult problem in the CIG is the generation of

the data base. If each edge had to be hand-generated, it would be

very difficult and very costly to design new data bases. However,

new techniques are constantly being developed to generate data

bases using automatic techniques that will greatly reduce costs.

.MAAC data is being used, but extensive rework of the data is

necessary to provide adequate visual correlation and smoothness.

Data base generation will continue to be the most difficult

area in which to ease costs. It is important for FDL's cost-

effective use that the existing inventory of data bases be maxi-

mixed if a CdG is purchased. Existing data bases caki be upgraded

as needed. It would also be worth the extra cost to purchase some

of the new programs capable of real time fedture growth, as des-

cribed in Section 5.1.4.

6.3A , W Systems

In order to define the simulation requirements for EW systems

a number of variables have to be defined. First, ,the type of syR-
tem to be simulated should be defined. The sensor characteris-

tics, Section 3.2.1.6, the sensor study SOW, and the 5-Year Plan
provide sufficient information to do so.

The following is a basic description of the generic airborne

EW sensor system to be simulated. This system includess

1) Multi-antenna/receiver (wide band rather than narrow/
swept receiver)

2) Central processing unit for:
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Threat identification

Threat prioritization
-' - Threat location

Field programmable threat tables

3.). On-board. computer interface for:

Threat dependent BCH interface mission/aircraft

Weapon dependent -armament interface dependent

a 'l'Warning displays

IVi sual:t on share'd multifunction display

Auralt threat pulse trains and special warning tone(s)

u issystemp due tto Its processing capability, will have the

O~tpUt*-'visual, display, function separated from the rest of the
sNystem.. ;This means that only processed information will be dis-

~P yed. in forma of xj y located (relative to aircraft heading)
symbls. In addition, the aural warning system will consist of

both threat pulse trains and special warning tones.

--- istorically, a number of approaches have been used to solvi

this simulation problem. They are listed below with their
advantages and disadvantages:

1) Fly aircraft against real world or simulated threats.

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

a) Realistic a) Very expensive

b) Difficulty in providing denso

threat environment
c) Training security

d) EW system dependent.
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2) Entire aircraft hardware system receiving RF level

injected threat signals.

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

a) Simulation a) Expensive and cumbersome

-yields especially for dense threat

realism- System environments.

responds as in
real world (if
"threat signals

are realistic)
b) Audio display b) Changes difficult since mostly

for free a hardware system.

.) EW system dependent.

3) IN system processor stimulated by video level pulse

trains, processor driving the display.

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

a) Simulation a) Pulse train generation hardware
realism good. must be flexible enough to

allow for changing threat

environment (preferably via

software).

b) Audlo for free. b) EW system dependent.

c) Display driven

by processor.

4) Functionally simulated processor with special hardware

drivinq actual or simulated display.
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ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Ia) est hrwea) Audio mutbegerad
most flexibility separately.
can be system b) Can be difficult simulation
independent, task if a particular proces-

sor is to be simulated, since
data on processor quirks is
rarely available.

Pr'ior to selecting an approach# the following FDL require-
mentiv should be taken into consideration.

A) Only one system is to be built, so non-recurring
* ~ expenditures should be minimized.

.2) -The simulated system should be generict independent of
current or possible future EW systems or easily
modifiable to represent future systems.

3) Due to (2) aioove, system does not necessarily require

supsr Lhi-f idelity simulationj simulated system will be
used in evaluating things other than EW correctness,

4) System should be modular and flexible in order to meet
VDL and computational resources.

Approaches 1-3 above are all system dependent, i.e., they use
part of a real-world system. Approach 4 can be made system inde-
pendent If certain assumptions concerning the processor are made.
Approach 4 also has enough flexibility to allow the simulation of
the syste*m to be implemented in stages. This implementation can
encompass anything from a simple warn system~ to a dense emitter
environvsnt syster. in addition since the visual display contains
cnly processed data, the display can be a simple low data content
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type. Thus, Approach 4 is the recommended approach for a generic
type EW system simulation.

A block diagram of a basic generic EW system simulation de-
rived above is shown in Figure 6.3.4-1. The system consists of a

software-driven audio and visual display.

The software section consists of generation of a threat on-

vironment, threat detection/identification, and a display driver.

-The threat environment is simply a set of target kinematics

equations. They determine, in body frame, the relative azimuth,

elevation, and range from the aircraft to the target. This sub-

system may be a simple system controlled by an instructor, or a

complex mission environment stored on disk. The main calculations

"may be performed at 5 per seo, with the outputs extrapolated to

the display driver output rate (perhaps 15-20 Hz).

The threat detection equations combine two major real-world

blocks. Here, the BNR characteristics of threat signal propaga-

tion and the EW system receiver/processor are taken into account.

Here again, considerable flexibility is allowed by the chosen ap-
proach. The system can be a simple threat versus display cross
reference or a system that actually calculates real-world SNR
ratios and includes particular processor properties. In the

simple system, the processor can be assumed to be 100% correct in
its decoding process. Detection may be based merely on threat

range. Thus, it can be seen that in this type of generic system

simulation, the simulated system can be made entirely independent
of the processor. This allows for a relatively simple system
simulation requiring small computational resources, yet it does
not deprive the cockpit of realistic visual and audio display.
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The audio display can consist of a number of identical audio

circuits whose outputs are summed together for the ai:craft in-
terphone system. The ear is not an critical as an EW system
processor and many corners can be cut in generating realistic

audio. Previous simulation experience shows that when this type
of audio system sums approximately 10 threat signals together, it
is difficult for the user to tell them apart. This leads to a

design where there are a limited number of audio channels, the
only provision being that when the channel limitation is reached,

the first signal (the one that has been on the longest) is re-

Splaced by the newest. This always alerts the user to the fact

that sonmthing new was added as a threat first appearsl however,
with many threats audios present it is impossible to tell if

anything is incorrect.

This allows for the basic audio generatirg system to be aim-

ple as long as a sufficiently broad range of pulse trains can be

generated. The pulse trains do not have to be as accurate as

would be required for BW processor inputs, due to the fact that

one cannot hear the difference. In addition, many processors

stretch the pulse trains for the audio output. Thus, the audio

system can consist of a set of identical audio generators that are

all summed for the final audio output.

The previously described simple system can be modified (ex-

panded) if a more complex EW system is desired.

This modification can be performed in steps, again allowing

for flexibility.

1) For one, the threat environment can be enlarged just by

supplying more computer resources, but using existing
equations.

2) As mentioned before, the detection and processor cri-

teria can be made more stringent.
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3) The threat environment can also be interfaced to a de-

vice to provide threat terrain occulting. Again,,
flexibility is allowed. An algorithm with a random
number generator and local terrain roughness indication

may be sufficient if only an ARL14S is available. It may
be possible to perform an actual occulting check in this
type of system depending on the capabilities of the
ARLMS flying spot scanner. If a DRLMS exists, the
systems can be interfaced to provide actual occulting

calculations.

4) A more complex EW simulation may also benefit from an
'interface with an on-board computer for armament

* selection and release on suppression aircraftj or an
interface to existing on-board jammers providing aI
simulation, of a power management system.

* 5) in addition, algorithms can be developed that make the
simulated aircraft interactive with the threat environ-
munt'. This can be carried to the point where threat
weapons may affect the operation of the simulated
aircraft.

A block diagram of such an expanded generic EW system simu-
lation can be seen in Figure 6.3.4-2. It is the basic system of
Figure 6.3.4-1 with a number of independent building blocks added

to provide the desired system.

The entire system cart be designed to of fer a large amount of
flexibility that is only limited by people or computer resources.

AN DISPLAY SYSTEM - Compared to a visual system, an EW system

display is a low data content display. The display is symbols or
characters of processed data rather than live video data (high-
data content). In addition, since the decision making is done by
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the processor and not by the air crew, the display is usually
entirely (tims and data) separated from the processor. This fact,
and the desire for a generic simulation, allow considerable selec-

r,"tion flexibility for the EW visual display. (The audio display
system has been described previously). The display is a mere X-Y

p..,osition display of processed threats and/or means for an auto-
_ m.a. system to display to the crew certain decisions it has com-
r atd•• d•d The display is not used by the crew to analyze video

-data*.

Theme facts allow a display system to be selected with the

following general specificationse

S) Compact size (approximately 4 in. by 4 in.)

2.. '.) Alphanumr ics
P)a.pcial symbols

4'.) Black and white (color not necessary)
.5) I to 20 Us update rate (refresh rate of display is a

separate matter)

Theme specifications are similar to many other cockpit system

display requirenmnts. This makes it an ideal candidate for a
general type of display that can be shared for a number of simu-
"lation requirements. The sharing may be mission-segment oriented
(EW during one part of mission, NAV indicator during another part

of the mission) or the display may be used for different purposes

depending on the simulation requirements.

The outputs of an EW processing system can be displayed ir. a
number of ways. Bore of these area

1) Warning lights A simple warn light versus reception
quadrant indication.
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2) Stroke writing Since a unique set of EW identifi-

of symbols cation symbols could probably be
used, this makes the display system

unique.

3). Raster TV A number of standard raster scan

display systems can be chosen. Selection
would depend on other systems with

which this display would be shared.

Sharing examples include 30 on-board

., .. sensor, weapon display, or any air-

craft system that matches selected

raster. Aside from the raster limi-

tation this system is fairly versa-

tile. Other raster systems could be
scan converted for display.

Characters can be via five by seven

dot matrix generators. This is an
overkill for the EW display, but

would provide versatility for

sharing with many other high-data

content system displays.

4) LED dot matrix This would be a low-data content dis-

play since resolution is 64 lines

per in. This is sufficient for an

EW or NAV display and provides for

"future versatility.

5) Digital Raster System would allow 1024 by 1024

Graphics (DRG) pixels which is more than sufficient
for many displays. System would

only give two levels of intensity
(on or off) which is sufficient for
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low-data content displays. However,
• ~CRT and deflection would be suff i-

cient to display high-data content
when image generator is available.

It would appear that a combination of 4) and 5) above would
' be the most versatile type of display. This system would be a DRG
which can drive a 1024 by 1024 display (if available) or, on a 4:1

.. d64e compression (drop 2 LSB of X-Y), it can be used to drive a
"LED'd.Ot matrix type of display. This combination is also chosen
s.in.e• the building of a drive for an LED matrix would essentially

M: obe 'similar to the DRG but would offer more future versatility.

'6,3.5 adar Simulation

:FDL has s model T-10 ARLM4. The simulator was built in the

late 1960's or early 1970's. These systems are film plate limited
at l2t0 ft resolution and improvements are difficult and expensive.

Modern ORLMis' piovide a significant increase in performance and
flexibility. A variety of options are available in the modern

units which inc•ease the versatility of the units to allow them to

simulate many different types of radars.

6.3.5.1 Analog Radar Simulation

The ARLM8 system now installed at FDL is inherently limited
by the film plates. The PS has sufficient resolution so that it

is not a limiting factor is the system resolution. Any modifica-

tions or improvements to the T-10 type landmass system will be

very expensive and time-consuming due to problems associated with

changes to the landmass film plates (see section 5.1.5.5). In any
event, even if this cost burden is accepted, the performance of

this system will remain marginal due to the inherent limitations
of the analog design. Some additional gains could he made through

modifications of the PSS deflection system. However, since the
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9~. system is limited by the resolution of the film plates, only minor

gains can be expected.

If major improvements in performance are required the acquisi-

t ion of a digital system is recommended.

6.3.5.2 Digital Radar Simulation

Section 5.1.5.4 discusses the DRLMS approach. Table

5.1.5.4.6-2 shows the major advantages of the DRLMS, The digital

approach to radar simulation, like the digital approach to visual
scenes, provides great versatility in providing varied formats and

sensor characteristics. The performance of modern digital systems
meets 'most of the criteria of advanced radar systems like that of
the C-13.0 and 5-52, and the P-16 systems will be operational
within the next few years, Like CIG systems# no startling perform-
ance advances can be expected over the next five years, but im-
provement can be expected in system simplification and a continued
effort to update performance.

While DRLM's have many limitations in their presentation as
doues the CIG, the approach in still a vast improvement with con-

tinual radar advances. With the trend toward abstract symbology
being used to identify potential targets, the digital simulation
approach can be modified to adapt to new codes and presentation

with greater ease than an analog system. Growth will include new
approaches such as "look down" and "shoot down" weaponry that will
cause extensive changes in radar presentation, impacting radar
simulation, especially as applied by FDL, These changes can more

easily be absorbed by a digital approach than by analog.

6.*4 RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary factors to be considered in establishing FDL'e

sensor simulation capability are funding,, the state of the art in
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both sensor and simulation technology, and facility schedules and

plans as outlined in the 5-Year Plan. These factors are obviously

interrelated but the funding profiles available to FDL are of

prim importance. The available funds will significantly Influ-
ence the approach to and the sequence of facility modernizations.

... Obviously, a major and abrupt switch to digital hardware such as

,CIG.and DRLMS will require large initial expenditures and cause
lengthy interruptions to facility operations. An alternate ap-
proach would be to use existing equipment to its best advantage

:-through a modification program and simultaneously begin the
J. ong-term acquisition of more sophisticated hardware.

.... Zn recognition of-these cost and schedule factors it is recom-

mehnded that a multi-step approach to upgrading the sensor simula-

t•on capability at FDL be adopted. A carefully planned approach

"WiU1. provide useful simulation capabilities over the interim peri-

od equired to :f.utd and acquire the ultimately devired facilities.

...Th first approach (i.e., completely modernizing the facility
and'. procuring new equipment) should be considered as the long-term

goal... Thke conclusion reached during the study is that new sensors

-are amrging which provide a much higher capacity for information

than present systems. These new sensors will demand now approach-

es to their nimulation and reach beyond the practical and theoret-

ical limits of present or upgraded FDL equipment. The new

approaches will include an all-digital approach to sensor simula-

tion. Now CIG equipment and DRLMS's will be needed to meet the

goals of the upcoming years. Although this represents the most com-
plete and technically sound approach., the acquisition costs are
high and the facility would not be responsive to immediate simula-
tion needs, as procurement would probably take as long as 2 to 3
years.

The sequential approach recommended to avoid these problems
is as followst
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1) Modify the existing CMS to gain IR and TV capability by
incorporating different paints of varying reflectivity on

the modelboard and different enhancement levels of video.

2) Augment the existing T-10 ARLMS as suggested in 5.1.5.5
and experiment with different combinations of varying
levels of signals from the FSS scanning radar reflectivi-

S.ty transparency and radar terrain elevation transparency.

3) Start acquisition procedures for a CIG and a DRLMS.

Items 1) and 2) are short-range goals which can be accom-
plished at reasonable cost. A number of modification programs
could be considered for the CMS. The following recommendations

, ... are made to upgrade the current PDL CMS'st

1) Optical redesign - Using Figure 6.3.1-1, and a knowledge

of the mission requirement a tradeoff must be made to

arrive at a desired optical design. An optical system

could be configured with an iris to allow various aper-
tures to be used, or for economy purposes, the lens could
be scaled for a particular FOV and system resolution.

2) Optical probe servo upgrade - Useful image correlations

can be obtained between instrument and visual presenta-

tion by redesigning the servo drive package. The primai'y
effort would involve adding position sensing devices to
each of the servo drive systems. This effort will likely
lead to adding more slip rings, moving of mecianical arms
to provide clearance for position sensors of adequate
resolution, and integrating closed loop feedback tech-
niques either through the computer or through external
electronic designs.
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3) Probhe protection - Low-level flight over general terrain

boards is very difficult with standard probe protection
networks. Improvements have been made over the years in

implementation of probe protection schemes that account

for any cause of model or probe error in position. Much
effort has been spent at FDL developing software pro-

tbction .techniques, but this needs to be supplemented by

newer hardware protection techniques developed for modern

cameL'a model systems.

Figure 6.4-1 shows the physical packaging of the Probe
Height Sensor (PHS) and how it is mounted on the probe.

Tha light is emitted by the laser, focused by the micro-

scope objective, and folded close to the probe "snout" by
the fold prism. After it strikes the modelboard it is

gathered by the pick-up mirror, which folds the light

through the bandpans filter into the lens, which images
it to the linear array on the circuit board by way of a

fold mirror. The mirrors are used to keep the packaging
olone to the axis of the probe to reduce inertia and

avoid compromising the performance of the probe heading

servo. Slip rings carry power into and signals out of
the PHS since th'i whole device is carried with the probe

heading assembly.

4) Increased pitch mechanism - Since many of the newer sen-

sors have large pitch control, it is vital to increase

the now limited pitch range by modifying the mechanisms.
Since most techniques to increase the pitch control in-

clude adding a prism to replace the mirror, the impact of
the prism should be studied. Prisms usually are bulkier
than mirrors, so servo control and board clearance are
affected. It would be appropriate to design a replace-
able pitch mechanism to allow either a mirror or prism,

depending on the mission involved. A further step would
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be to have a series of mirrors to match the aperture

., . used in the system# since the smaller the mirror (and
the smaller the aperture) the closer the probe can get
to the board.

.5) Increased system resolution -many of the modern re-
..........inisioths are designed around 875-line standard. The

camera and probe system should be upgraded to allow
performance at the 875-line standard, using some of the

~, .*newer .camera model techrniquies developed over the past 10

~ers The latest visual-systems are 1023-line systems.

..n addition it in recommended that video processing capa.-
;bi~lity be added-for sensor simulation. As discussed in

ar4r siections, this processi~ng capability is avail-
I ~abl, off the. shelf and although there are some short

-comings, it does provide a cost-effective short-term
simulation capability for most sensors# especially in
the ZPX4ý nýW-0 ategory. A more ambitious modification

woud b t"acquirs a new probe with more pitch capabil-
* ity and to change the system to color. A number of sye-

toem of this type have been built and are in government
inventory. The possibility exists that some equipment
might be available for these modifications on a surplus
basis.

This study has examined the details and limitations of CMSs9
in great detail. It should be noted that these moditications do
not solve the major problems of narrow POV closeness e~f approach,

and correlation to out-the-window scenes and weapons.

This study has also examined the details and latent capabil-
ities of the T-10 ARLMB. Since this system is primarily film-
limited and since modifications to the tri-color plates are rather

expensive, any one-time modifications to this system which would
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generate significant performance gains are not considered to be

economically feasible. However, it is known that the U.S, Air

Force has embarked on a similar improvement program and it is

highly recomeu nded that FDL work with the appropriate U.S. Air

-Force program office to reduce or circumvent development costs.

.,With the modifications proposed for the U.S. Air Force the T-10

would brccme a useful interim tool for radar simulation at FDL.

Finally# the long-range plan must be to acquire digital tech-

nolg• y through a series of major acquisitions. The CIG should be

pW.: ,,td firat to provide, a replacement for the CMS and eventually

..... ""a sMS should be acquired to replace the T-10.

Tbis systematic approach will provide immediate capability

. , thl.ug• h the use' of existing equipment, will allow acquisition

-.. ost.osto be distributed over longer tin periods, and will allow

as muoh, time-as possible for advancements in simulation technology

before, funds are committed.

".6.5 COST ISTIMATES

Table 6.5-1 gives some relative cost estimates for existing

hardwale. These figures are intended only as guidelines and
should not be interpreted as price quotations or even price
estimates for a specific product line.

Obviously, these costs will vary with options, modifications,

maintenance, and inflation, and therefore should only be used for
comparison of major system approaches.
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Table 6.5-1 COST ESTIMATES (MILLIONS)

-. ARIAS (upgrade1.
based on U.S. Air Force
T-10 B-52D approach)
!CM8upgr ades.
surplusCM6 0.5
Adaptation**

* Hardaonly,- does not include new data base efforts.
** Z, en;QperatiQnal probe system is available.

'VTh#,ji-ý-ajor. components of the F-1ll CIG are frame calculator#
scani ine computerj, video generator, CPU with peripherals, and a

* The major components of the B..52 CIG are essentially the same
ais Wth~tofthe 1-ill CIO. The cost increase is due to improved

e~scene quality. -With reduced scintillation and reduced aliasing.
Seotloni5.6. S deso'r be s e etologyof35 Vsiuaon
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APPENDIX B

*1 HUGHES AIRCRAFT PRESENTATION

ON
MULTI-SPECTRAL SENSOR CUING
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MULTI-SPECTRAL
,.TARGET CUEING (MYSTIC)

FOR NAVY STRIKE WARFARE

APPLICATIONS
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Diffraction Optics widen, brighten view
in new Hughes Head-Up Display

For Further Information Contact:

Advanced Program Development
Bldg R I/C331
Hughes Aircraft Company
P.O. Box 92426
Los Angeles, CA 90009
Telephone: (213) 648-0485

------------------------------------------------------------

HUGHES
L.OZN(S A) CUAT CO%.PAI4'
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Development
The Air Material Department of the Swedish Defense

Material Administration initiated the development of a

diffraction optics HUD in 1975 with SRA Communication

AB as the prime contractor and Hughes Aircraft Com-

pany as the subcontractor for the design and fabrication

of the optical portions of the HUD. Through this coopera-

tive effort the first flyable functional model of a diffraction

optics HUD was produced in early 1977.

More than one hundred flights with the diffraction optics

HUD installed in a Viggen test oircraft have been made.

validating the basic design concept. The improvement in

thc combiner see-through. enlargement of the instanta-

neous field of view and increase in symbol brightness

have been favorably accepted. CL

Concept
Hughes D HUD employs the unique concept of dif-

fraction optics rather than the refractive optics used

in previous head-up displays (HUD). Diffraction

optics are true thin film lenses which are manufac-

tured by holographic recording techniques. With this
thin film lens technique, the collimating lens can be

built into the combining glass instead of using a com-

biner which is a partially silvered minror as is the case
with previous HUDs. The diffraction oo -cscombiner

allows use of a single combiner for a1W.W il of

view. Spurious images and reflections are greatfy

reduced or eliminated as a result of ,Ihis thin film lens

and the single combiner.

The Diffraction Combiner/Colitrater Provides a Larger

Instantaneous Field of View.

SBEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Hughes D HUD with Combiners

Featires
Ltaw iDUOUS _W. d ofvw (IFOW): Reduced oabswdcou :
0 The collimating lens is as large as the O No support frame is required, only minimum

combining glass. stabilizer struts.
o Flight test D HUD IFOV is 200 vertical by O Targets and outside world are not obscured. No

350 horizontal, need to look "around" support frame. '
o Large, wide IFOV enhances capability to use

FUR/TV video on the HUD. Lowom W q,,de cost.
C The CRT/HVPS components have been the

o d primary cause of system failures. Higher optical
"O High efficiency with P143 phosphor CRT is up to efficiency reduces the required stress level on the

three times brighter than previous HUDs. CRT and HVPS, resulting in Improved reliability
"O Symbology is visible when flying into the sun. and reduced maintenance requirements.
" FLIR/TV video can be used over a wider range of Opooull IMd:

ambient light cond~ions. 0 Tested on "Viggen" fighter aircraft since 1977.
bproued "fae.4.roitoo" cMblty: C Accuracy is validated.
o Narrow spectral properties renders the lens prac- C Environmental stability is proven.

tically transparent to the pilot's view. 0 Sun Reflection is less than other HUDs.
O Air-to-Air/Air-to-Ground Visibility is improved.
0 Flight safety is enhanced in low altitude-poor

visibility conditions.



Comparisons
CONVENTIONAL DIFFRACTION
OPTICS HUD OPTICS HUD

tnstantflneous 11.5' elevatioll 20.0' elevation
Field of View: n7.0' azimuth 35.0' azimuth

Transmission: 70% 85%

Reflectance (Average): 25% 80%

Symbol Brightness (max): 1.600 IL 5,000 IL

Contrast Ratio 1.6
(10.000 fL ambient): 1.2

Raster Brightness, 400 fL 1.200 fL

Improved visibility of targets and terrain

REFLECTIVE HUD DIFFRACTION HUD uw

S~I

f4n1

DIFFRACTION COMBINER IS MORE TRANSPARENT TO THE PILOT

Impmroved Image brightness

saft.Ii,.-m.o amelW . MM&"

'- m

DIFFRACTION COMBINER IS 3 TO 4 TIMES MORE EFFICIENT

293
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* WIDE FIELD OF VIEV DIFFRACTION

"IIUD DEMONSTRATOR U'NIT

A. iNTI:RFACES:

1. Stroke/Raster IMiode Select +5V Logic Level

2. X-Deflection (Stroke) +5V Into 75 Ohms

3. Y-Deflection (Stroke) +5V Into 75 Ohms

4. Z-Axis (Stroke)/Driuht-Up 0/+2.5V Into 75 Ohms

5. TV Video (Raster) EID STD RS170 1 Volt Composite Video

Can be modified for other deflection or video levels, separate sync and video.

Assumes UAC suitcase is used for LVPS; lab. supplies may be substituted.

B1 OPERATING PARAMETERS

1. Writing Speed:

Raster: Up to 30 psec./diameter
(-I00,000 inches/sec.)

Stroke: 250 i:sec./diameter
-.12,000 inches/sec.)

2. Deflection Bandwidth (Small Signal):

Greater than 1.2 MHz
3. Deflection Setting Time:

tc Preceding Page BlankSLess than 2. 5 v-sec.

4. Slew 1I4te:

FasLer Than 10 ji-s'c./diawloter

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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S. Vidoo fld,1Ii(vd ii t

6. P'ower (ILtiD 4. Llcuctronics .1 LVPS):

60 )Iz, VIOV, 10, 400 Watts
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APPENDIX C

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS RADAR PRESENTATION
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AETMS PERFORMANCE GOALS

AREA STORED: lO,000 SQUARE MILES

ELEVATION ACCURACY: 30 FEET

UPDATE RATE: 15 Uz. MAX

DISPLAY: 16 COLORS / 16 GRAY SHADES (MONO)

RECOGNITION: 256 LINES X 256 PIXELS

SENSOR INPUTS: GPS, RADAR, FLIR, LORAN INERTIAL

MODES:

s STATIC MAP - VEHICLE MOVES
# DYNAMIC MAP - VEHICLE STATIC
s PERSPECTIVE

s PLANVIEW
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APPENDIX D

Us S. DEFENSE KAPPING AGENCY DATA
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APPENDIX 5

U.S. DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY DATA

The U.S. Defense Mapping Agency has assembled digital mup data for
certain areas of the earth. Their source material includes aerial

photographs, topographic charts, remotely sensed imagery, and ground
truth information. DMA data is intended for such applications as
static map generation, radar landmass simulation, flight simulation,

and cockpit displays for high-speed low flying aircraft.

The DMA supplies two categories of data: terrain and culture
files. A terrain file is an array of' elevation values for a region of
the earth. The sampling intarval of the terrain is a function of

latitude (sea Table D-l). The elevation array for each terrain region
is stored on magnetic tape at two different resolutions. A culture

file holds the descriptions of man-made and ecological surface features
within a given terrain region. Aost feature types are represented by a

polygonal boundary and a coded description. However, the locations of
some features such as bridges, dams, walls, and pipelines are given ae
polygonal lines, while others such as tall buildings and water towers
are given as points.

Culture polygons are assigned both a predominant surface material
and a more specific surface description. The 13 general categories of

surface materials are given in Table D-2. As an example, the general
category a3signed to i culture polygon may be trees. The particular
subclasses under this heading are orchard, deciduous forest, conferous
forest, evergreen, and mixed forest. Each tract of trees is given a

predominant tree height.

3
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TABLE D-1 DMA TERRA.N DATA INTERVALS

level 1 Level 2

Latitude Latitude by Lorngituie Latitude by Longitude

"0- 50' N-S 3 by 3 sec 1 by 1 sec

50 -700 N-S 3 by 6 sec 1 by 2 sec

700 - 750 N-S 3 by 9 sec 1 by 3 soc

750 - 80* N-S 3 by 12 sec 1 by 4 sec

800 - 900 N-S 3 by 18 sec 1 by 6 sec

TABLE D-2 THIRTEEN DMA PREDOMINANT MATERIAL TYPES

I. Metal
2. Part Metal.

3. Stone/Brick
4. Composition

5. Earthen Works
6. Water

7. Desert/Sand

8. Rock

9. Asphalt/Concrete

10. Soil
11. Marsh

12. Treesa

13. Snow/Ice
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

A/D analog-to-digital

AAH Advance Attack Helicopter
PN ADI automatic direction indicator

AETMS Airborne Electronic Terrain Map System
AGC automatic gain control

AXIDS Advanced Integrated Display System

AL Avionics Laboratory
AMRL Air Force Material Research Laboratory

ARLMS analog radar landmass simulator
AWAVS Aviation Wide Angle Visual System
CCD charge -coupled-device

CCTV Closed Circuit Television
CEP circular error probability

CFAR constant false alarm rate
CID charge- inje ction-dev ice
CIG computer image generator
CMS camera model system
CPU central processing unit
CRT cathode ray tube
CTS Cartographic Technical Squadron
D/A dig ital-to-analog

DAIS Digital Avionic Information System

DBS Doppler Beam Sharpening

DDB digital data base
DDBTP Digital Data Base Transformation Program
DF direction finding
DIG digital image generator

UMAAC Defense Mapping Agency, Aerospace Center
DRG rigital Raster Graphics
DRLMS digital radar landmass simulator
DSC digital scan converter

DVRS Digital Video Recording System
E-O electro-optical
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EAR electronically agile radar

ECCM electronic counter-countermeasures
ECM electronic countermeasures

EVS Electro-Optical Viewing System
EW electronic warfare

FDL Flight Dynamics Laboratory
PET field effect transistor
PLIR forward-looking infrared
FLOLS Fresnel tens Optical Landing System

PLR forward-looking radar
rOV field of view

FSS flyinq-spot scanner
FY fiscal year

GMTI ground moving target indication
"GMTT ground moving target track

GPS Global Position System
HDD heads-down display
HMD helmst-mounted display
HSD horizontal situation display

HUD head-up display
IF/PC Inteqrated Flight/Fire Control

IF/WC Integrated Flight/Weapon Control
IM Inertial Measurement

INS Inertial Navigation System
IR infrared

IRST infrared search and track
ISIT Intensified Silicon Intensified Target

IVC International Video Corporation
JTIDS Joint Tactical Information Display System

LAMARS Large Amplitude Multimode Aerospace Simulation
LANTIRN Low-Altitude Navigation Targeting Infrared for Night

LED light-emitting diode
LLLTV low-light-level television

LOAL lock on after launch
LOTAWS Laser Obstacle and Terrain Avoidance Warning System
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LPI low probability intercept

LSAD left situation advisory display

LSB least significant bit

LSIG Laser Scanner Image Generator

LST laser spot tracker

LWR laser warning receiver
. MFD multifunction display

MIIR missile imaging infrared
MOS metal oxide semi-conductor

MRI Monopulse Resolution Improvement
MSLS Missile Site Location System

MTF modulation transfer function
MTI moving target indication

MTT moving target tract
MYSTIC Multispectral Target Cuing

NOE nap of the earth

NTEC Naval Training Equipment Center

OAS Orbital Aeroflight Simulator
PA3 S Passive Active Acquisition Avoidance System

PbO Lead Oxide

PHS probe height sensor

PMT Photo-Multiplier Tube

PPI plan position indicator

PRF pulse repetition frequency
RAMTAC Radar Target Classification System

RGB red, green, blue
RHAWS Radar Homing and Warning Systems

RSAD right situation advisory display

RWM radar warning mode

SAR synthetic aperture radar
SCAMP Scanned Motion Picture

SCR Silicon Control Rectifier

SDA Silicon Diode Array
SIT Silicon intensified Target
SNR signal-to-noise ratio

4
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SOTA state of the art

saw Staterment of Work

SPO Simulator Procurement Office

STC sensitivity time control

TA terrain avoidance

TP terrain following

TI Texas Instruments, Inc.
STOW tracking, optical, wire
TSIS Total System Integration Simulator
TV television

UTC United Technologies Research Center

VAMP Variable Anamorphic Motion
VHSIC very high speed integrated circuits

VSD vertical situation display
VTR video tape recorder

WSO Weapun System Operator

ZMN zero memory nonlinearity

.3
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